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Abstract 

 

Taking the intensified yet regulated labor of language in advanced capitalist economies—

for instance, in the service industry, where affability is counted as a key part of workers’ 

labor power—as its point of departure, “Tokens of Depreciation: The Commerce of 

Politeness between British and Iranian Economies of Modernity,” begins by posing this 

question: when did the language of pleasantry and affability become calculable and 

calculated? I trace this question in nineteenth-century Britain, where new modes of 

calculation, measurement, and management provide the condition for the modern form of 

corporation. I begin, however, at the peripheries of British Empire, with a study of 

nineteenth-century accounts written by British travelers to Persia. Looking into British 

travelers’ reaction to Persian affability during the nineteenth century and their consistent 

warnings against the Persians’ excessive language, I argue that such warnings suggest a 

turning point at which the desire for calculating words, affability, and even “friendship” 

can be traced. At the peripheries of empire, precisely where hegemony takes on an 

explicit economic form, the linguistic interactions between the Britons and Persians 

suggest diverging economies of language and pleasantries. Because of this economic 

undertone, it is not surprising to find travelers’ comments on Persian social courtesy often 

accompanied by their observations on a “confusing” system of offering, gift-giving, and 

commodity-exchange in Persia. The entangled confusion caused for the travelers by the 

exchange of words (pleasantries) and the exchange of things (gift-giving) in Persia 

therefore speaks not only to the language of political economy but also to the political 

economy of language.  
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 Besides being symptomatic of British Orientalism, I contend, travelers’ warnings 

against “excessive” habits in Persia, both linguistic and economic, suggest two competing 

economies of social courtesy: a British one premised on an emerging conception of 

politeness taking shape in tandem with commerce and the growing credit-economy, and a 

seldom acknowledged Persian one premised on politeness as gift. Seizing a moment of 

encounter between a Western and a non-Western language and culture, this project shows 

how the idea of a commercially reliable polite character that was taking shape in long-

nineteenth-century Britain became synonymous with “modernity” and “democracy,” and 

how it was staged in contrast with an “excessive,” “deceptive,” and “outdated” model 

associated with, among other Eastern languages, Persian language and culture: a 

teleological account that propels a global circulation of modern British polite character as 

a requirement for economic and political modernity.  
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3	
 
 
 

Overture: The Language of Labor and the Labor of Language 

 

In his book Debt: The First 5,000 Years, David Graeber gives an account of a Middle-

Eastern bazaar: 

 

 In a Middle-Eastern bazaar, one might have to go through an elaborate process of 

 establishing a simulated friendship, sharing tea, food, or tobacco, before engaging 

 in similarly elaborate haggling […]. It’s all done on the basis of the assumption 

 that buyer and seller are, at least at that moment, friends (and thus each entitled to 

 feel outraged and indignant at the other’s unreasonable demands), but it’s all a 

 little piece of theater. Once the object changes hands, there is no expectation that 

 the two will ever have anything to do with each other again. (103-4) 

 

The friendship that Graeber portrays here is not only momentary but also simulated, like 

“a little piece of theater,” that is, it is devoid of meaningful “intentions”; it is not 

authentic. I would like to set this passage against another that probes the production of 

the sense of friendship in a different economic order, the service industry of post-Fordist 

capitalism. In his paper “Border Crossings: Discourse and Social Change in 

Contemporary Societies,” Norman Fairclough discusses a transition in the form of labor 

that occurs with the shift from “modern to late modern” society (4). “Aesthetic design of 

language” is one of the traits of labor in the growing service industry, where workers are 

employed because they possess the right “cultural capital,” because they can be 

“informal” and “friendly” in an atmosphere in which “preparation for work is talked of in 
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terms of ‘getting in the mood’” (5). Fairclough locates “an engineering of informality, 

friendship and even intimacy” in labor which “is partly constituted by a simulation of the 

discursive practices of everyday life” (6). Simulation of friendship then appears to be 

central in the discussion of exchange in two distinct markets.  

 Implied in the evaluative term “simulation” in both passages above there is the 

assumption of an authentic friendship that is being forged or counterfeited. This assumed 

forgery could itself unfold into a complicated discussion of what authentic friendship is 

and who is entitled to evaluate it: the ethnographer, the linguist, or the momentary 

“friends”? But if we accept the evaluative assumption in the passages for now, it seems 

that sociability and forging social bonds are integral to both scenes of exchange. With all 

the similarities, however, there are differences between the two simulated friendships. In 

the former scene the sense of friendship is a by-product of a commodity exchange. It is a 

surplus, indeed, but a social surplus. In the production of that phatic surplus, there are 

also other forms of exchange—exchanges of things other than the “main” commodity—at 

work. Tea, food, and tobacco are offered, are accepted, and are shared. The process of 

commodity exchange is accompanied by other forms of exchange that contribute but are 

not identical to the exchange of the commodity. In the latter case, the sense of friendship 

produced by a certain form of pleasantries is not a by-product but part of the product 

itself. The phatic circulates and produces calculable surplus-value like all the other 

commodities involved in an experience of exchange. In this latter scene, language, and 

particularly the language of pleasantry, “clusters with curtains, wallpaper and table 

decorations,” as Fairclough puts it. 
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 My dissertation studies the movement from the former “simulated friendship” to 

the latter, investigating the mode of language that enables each, the side-offerings that 

accompany them, and the temporality and spacing that each enable and are enabled by. 

This movement is not only geographical—from the Middle East to advanced capitalist 

economies predominantly in the West—but also historical: nineteenth-century British 

travelers to Persia, whom I engage with in my project, recurrently recount observations 

about simulated friendship at the scene of exchange—a simulation that involves 

exchanges of both pleasantries and gifts. By looking into the phatic and its place in 

economic, cultural, and political interactions in the long nineteenth century and in a 

comparative geography between Britain and Persia—or the so-called “Occident” and 

“Orient”—I discuss how one form of simulated friendship has been turned into another, 

global, simulated friendship.  

 In our contemporary moment, as large numbers of workers who once were treated 

simply as “hands” are now redefined as linguistic actors, or simply “tongues,” the role of 

language and its economic value in today’s labor has been addressed in multiple 

scholarly fields. Fairclough’s observation at the sociolinguistic forum is echoed with 

stronger political nuances in the works of Paolo Virno, Christian Marazzi, and Maurizio 

Lazzarato, who unanimously along with Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri locate a 

rupture in the form of labor as we move from what they have called Fordism to post-

Fordism. With the emergence of “immaterial labor,” producing feelings of ease, well-

being, or satisfaction has gained increasing economic significance. In fact, Hardt and 

Negri argue that immaterial and affective labor have gained qualitative hegemony in the 

last decades of the twentieth century insofar as the production of such feelings designates 
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“a general tendency of the economic system” (107). This hegemonic form of labor that 

creates immaterial products such as “knowledge, information, communication, a 

relationship, or an emotional response” is not dominant in “quantitative terms but rather 

in the way it exerts a power of transformation over other [forms of labor]” (107-108). In 

this sense, language has become central to the means of labor. Marazzi observes that if 

during the so-called Fordist era communication in the working space was considered a 

destabilizing disruption in the process of production, in the post-Fordist economy the 

inclusion of communication has a direct productive value. In this sense, Marazzi 

maintains that communication and production have overlapped, becoming almost “one 

and the same thing” (23).  

 In her Verbal Hygiene, Deborah Cameron reminds us that “there is no great 

novelty about training people to communicate more effectively or persuasively,” a 

training that goes back, after all, to “the project of classical rhetoric” (29). However, she 

admits that “in the conditions of the late twentieth-century West,” one might argue that 

the efforts behind the rhetoric of communication have been intensified (25). Unlike 

Cameron, who views the contemporary shift in the labor of language in terms of degrees 

of intensification, Virno understands it as a structural shift. Articulating the hegemonic 

form of immaterial labor, Virno argues that labor has absorbed features that were 

traditionally associated with political action. He thus resorts to what he calls “an ancient” 

but by no means ineffective category, namely “virtuosity,” to formulate the world of so-

called post-Fordist labor. Every political action was always virtuosic but now labor has 

become virtuosic too: it takes place in the “presence of others,” and it is an “activity-

without-end” for the most part. This labor, as Virno puts it, finds its ultimate form in 
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language. Speaking, in particular, is the quintessential materialization of these two 

integral characteristics of virtuosity and contemporary labor. Among the intensified labor 

of the tongue in today’s economy, the labor of “making nice” is most prevalent. With the 

growing conscription of not only politeness but all “excessive” language of cordiality in 

the service industry today, I trace the earlier point at which the linguistic and the 

economic met under the shadow of calculation and exchange.  

 Nineteenth-century travelogues by British travelers to Persia commonly include 

warnings against “excessive” Persian politeness, casting it as flattery or deceit. The 

travelers’ reactions to the conversational and linguistic excess in Persia are often 

entangled with accounts of confusion in the economic realm, where travelers could not 

distinguish commodity-exchange from gift-giving. While the pejorative representation of 

the Persian other in travelogues does in fact flag British orientalism, I aim to direct our 

attention away from the often-derogatory tone of the British orientalists, which has 

tended to overshadow other layers of the travelogues. Instead I investigate the travelers’ 

remarks on Persians’ language of pleasantry, viewing them as textual symptoms that 

indicate a tension between two distinct economies of character and politeness: a “British” 

logic of character in which politeness is increasingly attached to the calculus of capital 

and the new forms of upward social mobility that capital enables, and a Persian logic of 

politeness attached to economies of the gift.  

 The trace of gift-giving in the latter case is captured by a complex and nuanced 

Persian word: ta‘ārof. While the word ta‘ārof is not easily translated into English, as the 

attempts of British travelers Edward Stack in 1882 and later Edward Browne in the 1890s 

evidence, many instances described in the travelogues would be called ta‘ārof in 
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Persian.1 Broadly, the word refers both to a specific form of gift-giving and to extensive 

verbal and non-verbal pleasantries. It is precisely this amalgamation that generates 

confusion for many travelers when they experience ta‘ārof. I will show how the British 

travelers’ (mis)translations of this Persian word and their (mis)recognitions of Persian 

hosts offer insight into the two distinct economies at play. The travelers’ remarks on 

Persians’ fulsome language and their confusing manners of offering in the travelogues 

reveal the ongoing struggle in these texts to fit what they denounce as linguistic “excess” 

into clear-cut categories of truthfulness versus deception and what they see as suspicious 

manners of offering into commodity-exchange versus gift-giving. The threat of the 

incalculable taʿārof thus lies in the fact that—due to its being “excessive”—it cannot be 

easily turned into the efficiencies of measurement on which, in significant part, colonial 

administration depended. 

 The genre of the travelogue, a serious genre of writing in the nineteenth century, 

and one loaded with the task of assembling, transmitting, and often translating 

information on all aspects of the culture of the other, aptly serves as a site of encounter 

between these two modes and economies of communication and social courtesy. The 

travelogues written by British voyagers to Persia help us see how the desire for a 

moderate tongue and sincere character goes hand in hand with British desire for the 

utmost calculability in the market within the Empire and at its periphery.  

																																																								
1 More recently an article in The Guardian has counted ta‘ārof among the words that are 

untranslatable into English and yet should be described for travelers to Iran in 2018. See  

“Ten of the Best Words in the World (That Don’t Translate into English)”, Guardian, July 27, 

2018, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/27/10-of-the-best-words-in-the-world-that-

dont-translate-into-english. Accessed August 20, 2018.  
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 Early nineteenth-century Persia saw a sudden spate of British travelers sent for 

diplomatic, commercial, and missionary missions on behalf of the British government in 

England and the governors of the East India Company. Throughout the century, Persia 

was increasingly regarded as an established outlet for the products of Britain’s industrial 

revolution, and became a site of significant commercial interest, home to trading ports 

and companies of trade in the Persian Gulf. At the periphery of the British Empire, Persia 

also served as the barrier for British India against the influence of the French, Ottomans, 

and Russians. In 1809 and with the rise of French influence in Persia, which was 

perceived as a threat to British India, the Preliminary Treaty of Friendship was signed 

between Britain and Persia. In 1812 the treaty was converted into a Definitive Treaty of 

Friendship (Wright 7). As in the national treaties, the notion of “friendship” surfaces in 

many travelogues as British travelers grapple with it in their daily encounters with 

Persians. Friendship with all that it entails, namely, gift-giving, favors, and pleasantries, 

is burdened with a particular mission at the periphery of the British Empire, regulating a 

position between friendship and commerce, on the one hand, and between a status of 

“independent” and that of “colonized” on the other.  

 Within England, as commerce became increasingly interwoven with character, a 

more forthright relationship between words, deeds, and intentions took shape, leading to 

less extravagant forms of social courtesy. Although not named, exchange-value—a 

notion at the center of political economy at the time—is a predominant concept through 

which the value of language, and of the language of pleasantry in particular, is formulated 

and rethought in periodicals and manuals of manners. A new, more vernacular, more 

commercial conception of politeness was being formed, one that defined itself against the 
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flattery and dissimulation associated with eighteenth-century etiquette. I investigate this 

emerging politeness through British points of reference that travelers summon from the 

preceding century—in particular the figure of Lord Chesterfield—to describe and, in 

effect, to criticize Persian cordiality.  

 British travelers’ tendency to (mis)recognize and (mis)translate Persian “excess,” 

both in gift-giving and affability, as the hypocrisy of a European ancien régime 

establishes a teleological order in which Persian is associated with an outmoded 

aristocracy and English with modernity and “democracy.” This teleological fabrication 

urges a global circulation of the British notion of polite character. Moving to the early 

twentieth century, I trace this circulation in pioneering works of political and literary 

modernity in Iran—works by Ali-Akbar Dāvar, Mohammad-Ali Jamālzādeh, and Iraj 

Mirzā—as they echo British travelers’ criticism of Iranians’ unreliable character. The 

attack against “excess” thus goes “native,” becoming part of Iranian modern self-

conception.  

 Mohammad-Ali Jamālzādeh, for instance, laments the lack of a term for 

“character” in the Persian language. He takes the absence of such a term to attest to the 

absence of the notion of “sincere and transparent” subjectivity. Circulating globally, this 

conception of character had reached Iran by the early twentieth century. Linguistic and 

economic experience of nineteenth-century Britain had repercussions beyond the official 

territories of the English language, reaching the peripheries of empire, where English 

entered, one word at a time, rearranging the existing chain of concepts in a given non-

English language, based on attributes of “modernity” or “outmodedness.”  
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 The early decades of the twentieth century witnessed a revived attention to the 

phatic and the gift in the European context as well. In 1923 Bronislaw Malinowski, 

known as the father of social anthropology, coined the phrase “phatic communion” to 

denote something similar to verbal ta‘ārof. In 1925 Marcel Mauss wrote his influential 

book The Gift and hence brought forth the practice of gift-giving embedded in the second 

meaning of ta‘ārof. While in the aftermath of the First World War Mauss and 

Malinowski were retrieving the gift and the phatic as ways of rebuilding social bonds, in 

Iran, intellectuals such as Ali-Akbar Dāvar, Iraj Mirzā, and Mohammad-Ali Jamālzādeh 

attempted to moderate and subdue the excess of ta‘ārof at both layers of its meaning—

pleasantries and gift-giving. In the different epistemologies in Iran and Europe, the gift 

and the phatic drew simultaneous attention. If in Europe there was an attempt to revive 

social bonds through the gift and the phatic, there was also an endeavor to legislate and 

moderate them, to render them predictable. This endeavor, simultaneous with the desire 

to keep and revitalize the gift and the phatic, speaks to the labor of language and the 

language of labor as they have transpired up to our contemporary moment, where the 

phatic circulates along with other commodities with calculable value.  

 Although Malinowski, himself a “dis-located” European, celebrated 

“professional, scientific ethnography as being free of the ethnocentrism of earlier 

discursive genres like travel-writing and accounts by missionaries or colonial officials,” 

in the final chapter I use the phatic and the gift to bring forth the relation between 

anthropology and travel literature (Niranjana 67).  As I shall argue through turning to 

Malinowski, anthropology is rooted in and is thus conditioned by the phatic, which is 

centered in travelogues as a confusing problem.  The gift as the question that shapes the 
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foundation of the discipline of anthropology, and the phatic as that which attaches the 

anthropologist with his “object of study” are in fact carried over as now “modern” 

problems from travelogues to modern ethnography.  

 In the globalized field of economic exchange today, discursive practices that have 

become part of the form of labor also tend to flow globally. One can begin to discern a 

tendency toward a global order of discourse, Fairclough observes. I will trace a 

genealogy of this globalization, investigating the formation of a moderate, inclusive, and 

calculable language of pleasantry at the intersection of capitalist economy and colonial 

mission in nineteenth-century Britain up to the early decades of the twentieth century, 

where such standard forms of pleasantries begin to circulate globally, almost like a 

universal currency.  

 The problematization of the language of pleasantry, in the Persian ta‘ārof, or in 

“phatic communion” in English, unfolds in a dialogic relationship in the early twentieth 

century. I use the term dialogic in its Bakhtinian sense here: the problematization of this 

type of language unfolds in dialogues not only between the gift and the phatic, but also 

between languages, such as English and Persian. It simultaneously unfolds in a dialogue 

between ethnographic methods and scientific studies of language, as Malinowski 

emphasizes. It emerges out of a virtual dialogue between Malinowski and Dāvar, between 

an ethnographic study of the language of the other and an auto-ethnography of one’s own 

tongue. It unfolds in a dialogue between the use-value and the exchange-value of 

utterances. Yet this dialogic problematization of the phatic—this hearing and responding 

and again responding to the response, as Bakhtin writes—is indeed laid out on a 

historicist ground, on a scale that moves from the so-called “primitive” to the so-called 
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“modern,” as I shall show in the writings of Malinowski and Dāvar. This historicist 

account of the economy of the phatic, however, existed in embryonic forms in Orientalist 

evaluations of the language of the other: prior to ethnography, in travelogues, and prior to 

scientific linguistics, in early examples of Orientalist “teach yourself” study guides and 

Western self-help manuals. 

 This dissertation comprises four chapters and a coda. Chapter One studies the 

evaluation of Persian politeness in nineteenth-century British travelogues and locates 

historical references therein. The potential discord between words and deeds and gifts 

and counter-gifts in Persia disturbed Britons, who in turn translated what they saw as 

Persian excess into the deceiving etiquette of their own past. Chapter Two uses references 

in the travelogues to investigate the critique of excessive etiquette and its relationship to 

building commercial trust and transparency in the nineteenth-century British context, 

analyzing such key cultural texts as Charles Dickens’s Barnaby Rudge and Hard Times, 

numerous articles in All the Year Round, and Samuel Smiles’s best-seller, Self-Help. 

Chapter Three examines the lineage of ta‘ārof and its ultimate vilification as “excess” in 

its Persian context, showing how the disparagement of ta‘ārof goes native and becomes 

part of Iranian modern self-conception. Chapter Four turns to the early twentieth century 

and proposes a comparative study of the phatic and the gift in the East and the West.  
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Chapter One: British Travelers and Persian Chesterfields: Competing Economies of 

  Friendship 

 

In his travelogue A Journal of Two Years’ Travel in Persia (1857), Robert Binning, an 

administrator in the East India Company, writes, “The Isfahanees are known for 

obsequious flattery, deceit and humbug; accomplishments in which all Persians are 

wonderful adepts” (121). Many other travelers who visited Persia during the nineteenth 

century echoed these remarks, consistently warning their readers against what they saw 

as excessive flattery and a penchant for running scams. In The Adventures of Haji Baba 

(1824)—an oriental novel that played a central role in establishing the stereotype of the 

“Persian national character”—British author and diplomat James Morier alludes to 

Persians’ “flattering expressions and their winning and amiable manners” as weapons; 

that is, instead of “the sword and spear,” their weapons are “treachery, deceit, [and] 

falsehood” (134). Similarly, when Robert Mignan describes the character of Persians to 

Lord Heytesbury, ambassador to Russia, he underlines the work of their tongue: “They 

surround a person, like the flies, with the sunshine, to disappear when he gets under a 

cloud. Their buzzing is quite nauseous. God help the man who does not know how to 

appreciate the value of their lip-deep friendship!” (203). Curiously, such comments on 

perceived linguistic excess in Persia—in the form of “flattery,” “humbug,” politeness, 

urbanity, and so forth—are often accompanied by remarks on the confusing system of 

exchange and manners of offering in Persia. Gertrude Bell, a more sympathetic traveler 

to Persia, writes the following on the topic of Persian shopping in the late nineteenth 

century: “When you buy, you might think from the words that pass that you had gained, 
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together with your purchase, a friend for life; and even when you refuse to buy, you veil 

the terms of your refusal in such a manner that the uninitiated would conclude that you 

were making a handsome present to your vagrant shopkeeper” (120). “Urbane Persian 

phrases,” Bell writes, “are confusing at first to the brusque European” (110). These forms 

of communication in Persia cause confusion for Bell and the “brusque European” because 

they blend together two matters that would have been viewed as distinct in Britain: 

friendship with its emotional and internal implications, and purchase with its external and 

calculable connotations, both of which seem to have been rendered unreliable by the 

“words that pass.”  

 In Bell’s account of Persian shopping, there are reverberations of another form of 

shopping. Through the implicit contrasts she makes, we hear the sounds of a different 

market with its distinct mode of economy of conversation and exchange. This is an 

economy in which purchase deals squarely with commodities and money, and words with 

their “true” meanings and intentions. In other words, this is a transparent economy in 

which exchanges of words are moderate and truthful and exchanges of commodities are 

clear and calculable; one in which confusion between friendship and shopping is 

carefully avoided.  

 In this chapter, I will closely read several travelogues by British travelers to Persia 

during the nineteenth century to excavate the intricate intersections between the linguistic 

and the economic—between the exchange of words and the exchange of things. The 

travelers’ reactions to the conversational and linguistic excess in Persia, entangled with 

their discomfort with economic ambiguity, tell us as much about British economies of 

conversation and exchange as it does about Persian ones. While the pejorative 
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representation of the Persian other in travelogues such as Binning’s, Morier’s, and 

Mignan’s does in fact highlight British orientalism, I aim to investigate the travelers’ 

remarks on Persians’ language of pleasantry, treating them as textual symptoms that 

uncover a tension between two distinct economies of character and politeness: a “British” 

notion of character which understands politeness as attached to the calculus of capital and 

possibilities of upward social mobility that capital enables and a “Persian” logic of 

politeness attached to economies of the gift.  

 The trace of the gift in the latter context is suggested by the term ta‘ārof in 

Persian. Other than travelers such as Edward Stack and Edward Browne who mention 

ta‘arof in their travelogues, respectively in 1882 and in 1926, and attempt at translating 

the word into English, the word is absent in many other texts. Yet many instances 

described in the travelogues would be called ta‘ārof in Persian. The word ta‘ārof denotes 

both a specific form of gift-giving and extensive verbal and non-verbal pleasantries. This 

entanglement poses confusion for many travelers when they experience ta‘ārof in 

practice. British travelers’ (mis)translations of this Persian word and their 

(mis)recognitions of their Persian hosts offer insight into the two economies of politeness 

that are at play in the Persian and British contexts. The travelers’ criticisms of Persians’ 

effusive language and their manners of offering show how they struggled in their writings 

to fit the exchanges they witnessed into clear-cut categories: of truthfulness versus 

deception—when the exchange is linguistic—and of commodity-exchange versus gift-

giving—when the exchange is not linguistic.  

  I begin in the final years of the nineteenth century with the travelogues of 

Gertrude Bell and Edward Browne and move backwards to the texts of the century’s 
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earliest travelers to Persia, such as James Baillie Fraser, one of the most prolific writers 

on Persia; Edward Scott Waring, writer of the influential A Tour to Sheeraz; and Robert 

Ker Porter. Both Bell and Browne are among the more sympathetic orientalists or 

“friends of the Orient” as Edward Said categorizes them (224). Browne is in fact a critic 

of travelers such as Fraser, Morier, Waring, and Porter. He responds to the dominant 

criticism of Persian manners through a semantic overview of concepts such as “offering,” 

“gift,” and “gift-giving” in the Persian language. However, Browne’s “well-intended” 

attempt reveals just as well how he struggles to translate the Persian terms into British 

dichotomies of exchange versus gift-giving.  

In contrast to Bell and Browne’s “friendly” engagement with Persian manners, 

travelogues by Waring and Porter react quite adversely to Persian manners and linguistic 

habits, recapitulating the attitudes of many other travelers.2 More importantly, their texts 

																																																								
2 Among many others, travelers who discuss Persian politeness, urbanity, or flattery are James 

Silk Buckingham, Travels in Assyria, Media and Persia (London: H. Colburn, 1829); Claudius 

James Rich, Narrative of a residence in Koordistan : and on the site of ancient Nineveh; with 

journal of a voyage down the Tigris to Bagdad and an account of a visit to Shirauz and 

Persepolis (London: Duncan, 1836), 211-215; Thomas Alcock, Travels in Russia, Persia, Turkey 

and Greece in 1828-29 (London, 1831); James Edward Alexander, Travels from India to England 

Comprehending a Visit to the Burman Empire and a Journey through Persia, Asia Minor, 

European Turkey etc. in the Years 1825-26 (London: Parbury Allen, 1827), 225; Arthur Arnold, 

Through Persia by Caravan. 2 vols. (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1877), 260; Arthur 

Conolly, Journey to the North of India Overland from England through Russia, Persia and 

Afghanistan (London: Richard Bentley, 1834); John Oliver Kitto, Uncle Oliver’s Travels in 

Persia. (London: H.G. Bohn, 1850), 320; Robert Macdonald, Personal Narrative of Military 

Travel and Adventure in Turkey and Persia (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1859), 180; 

and Ella Constance Sykes, Through Persia on a Side-saddle (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott 
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share a historical point of reference in formulating their criticism of Persian courtesy: the 

notorious Lord Chesterfield. The posthumous publication of Lord Chesterfield’s letters to 

his illegitimate son in 1774 and the critical reception of the Letters might be said to 

define the field and the measures for excessive and deceptive politeness and pleasantries. 

The letters, which contain Lord Chesterfield’s overt instructions for obtaining worldly 

success and acquiring gentlemanly manners, provoked diverse reactions. On the one 

hand, the published letters were widely attacked as providing a manual for hypocrisy—of 

revealing, behind the scenes, the dying art of aristocratic etiquette. Most famously, 

Samuel Johnson judged the Letters as teaching “the morals of a whore, and the manners 

of a dancing master” (159). On the other hand, with the emergence of a more-inclusive 

notion of politeness, the letters were published in various repackaged and abridged 

editions and were welcomed by a wide audience. As Jenny Davidson observes, many 

such editions left out the lessons on dissimulation, lying, gallantry, and adultery included 

in the original letters (50). Despite such popular reception of selected parts of the letters, 

however, the name Chesterfield remained nefariously synonymous with a specific 

understanding of the etiquette of the ancien régime: manipulative flattery and 

dissimulation.3 Lord Chesterfield is also famously responsible for importing the term 

etiquette in the sense of “protocols of life at court” from French into English in one of his 

																																																																																																																																																																					
Company, 1898), 25. Among these figures, some such as Sykes and Buckingham praise Persian 

urbanity and politeness, while others disparage the excess.  
3 For further discussion of Lord Chesterfield and the critical reception of his Letters, see Jorge 

Arditi, A Genealogy of Manners: Transformations of Social Relations in France and England 

from the Fourteenth to the Eighteenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998) and 

Davidson, Hypocrisy and the Politics of Politeness: Manners and Morals from Locke to Austen.   
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letters. Representation of Persians as Chesterfieldian in the two travelogues decades after 

the publication of the Letters goes to show how, in embracing the emerging age of 

transparency, calculability, and intentionality, both Waring and Porter sought to distance 

themselves from Chesterfieldian manners historically as well as geographically, by 

locating the lord in Persia.  

 As commerce became increasingly interwoven with character, a desire for a more 

forthright relationship between words and deeds was shaping nineteenth-century Britain. 

Such desires seem to have molded the travelers’ conception of polite character, as they 

traveled with “a rule and a pair of scales in their pockets,” as Dickens would perhaps 

describe them, to measure the Persian tongue and cast its “excess” as flattery or deceit 

(Hard Times 10). As Elaine Hadley shows, by the mid-Victorian period the term 

“character” would imply a deep-seated sincerity and transparency (52-6). Not only is one 

always expected to do what one promises but even further one is expected to in fact think 

what one says and does. Here lies a shift from the etiquette of the eighteenth-century—

the age of Lord Chesterfield and David Hume, proponents of hypocrisy and 

dissimulation, as Davidson describes them—to the age of intention, prediction, and 

calculation in which “character” is conceived as a guarantor for consistency in the midst 

of the contingencies of the market (Hadley 52).  

 “Courtly politeness” was then castigated for its formalism, which “created an 

elaborate mannerism without transforming the inner being” (Pernau 230). As Margit 

Pernau argues in her essay “Teaching Emotions: The Encounter between Victorian 

Values and Indo-Persian Concepts of Civility in Nineteenth-Century Delhi,” civility in 

Britain “was no longer held to lie in the appropriate expression of feelings but in their 
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sincerity” (Pernau 230). Simultaneously, manners “without the appropriate emotions 

were considered hollow” and “despicable” (230). To close the gap between “expressions” 

and “feelings,” “the civil person” was not only “supposed to voice his sentiments” but to 

actually “experience them” (Pernau 230). It is against this emerging economy of 

transparent civil character with its moderate politeness that travelers encountered its 

presumed antithesis—Persian politeness, which they found excessive and ambiguous.  

 The emerging idea of civility in nineteenth-century Britain had another 

particularity as well: it aspired to an inclusiveness that was never intended by aristocratic 

courtesy. Both “linguistically and ideologically,” the notion of civility was based on “the 

city” and “the citizen,” pertinent to “the rising middle class (including traders and 

merchants)” (Pernau 231). This promise of inclusion indeed entailed a “universal” idea of 

civility but it also made it “highly particularistic.” That is to say, while it held “a potential 

for and a promise of inclusion,” it simultaneously permitted “exclusion at a large scale” 

(Pernau 231): 

 

 Civility denoted the characteristics, the values, and the emotional regimes of 

 white middle-class men. Without giving up its internal variations, the concept 

 could work as a means of distinction. Simultaneously, it held a promise to those 

 not yet included. If they only tried hard enough, they too might one day become 

 as civilized as the British themselves, or at least almost. This very ambivalence 

 remained the foundation stone of the rule of white middle class men, at home no 

 less than in the colonies. (Pernau 231) 

 

Importantly, Pernau is reading civility not only in the British context but also as an 

ideological export from Britain to British India. She traces the shaping of civility in both 
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contexts to show how its promise of inclusion shapes the “foundation stone of the rule of 

white middle class men” both in Britain and in its colonies. Implicit in its promise of 

inclusion, therefore, there was a teleological “civilizing” path—a way solely based on 

(national) self-help whose goal was to emulate civilized Britain. Civility, as it is also 

evident in the ways in which it is conceived under its different expressions in the 

travelogues that I discuss here, had changed from an individual trait to a characteristic of 

a nation, of a society as a whole.  

Unsurprisingly, the diverging measures of politeness in the two “national” 

contexts of Britain and Persia caused confusion for the travelers who strived, among 

other things, to measure where Persia stood on the civilizing path. But let me begin in the 

later decades of the nineteenth century, in 1892, when Bell, a British archaeologist, 

government administrator, and translator of Hafez, traveled to Persia where she stayed for 

one year. This visit led to her travelogue, titled Safar Nameh. Persian Pictures. A Book of 

Travel, first published anonymously in 1894, then posthumously in 1928, under her own 

name and the shorter title Persian Pictures. As a sympathetic traveler, Bell struggled with 

the notion of friendship in Persian, and her perplexity with it begins nowhere else than in 

her confusion with Persian shopping, of whose peculiarities she writes:  

 

 In Persia the usual order of shopping is reversed: you buy not when you stand in 

 need, but when the merchants choose to come to you. Moreover, the process is 

 very deliberative, and a single bargain may stretch out over months. [Once] you 

 signify to [bowing figures] that they may spread out their goods […] [t]he 

 bargaining begins; you turn over the stuff with careless fingers—this one is very 

 dirty, that very coarse; you lift a corner of the carpets, […] you mutter that they 
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 are only partially silken, after all. Finally you make your offer, which is received 

 with indignant horror on the part of the merchant.  […] He packs up his bundles 

 and retires. (118-9) 

 

The reversed process of shopping disturbs the usual conception of commodity exchange 

for Bell. Commodity—a notion at the center stage of political economy at the time that 

Bell writes these lines—is after all “a thing which through its qualities satisfies human 

needs of whatever kind” (Marx, Capital 125). Whether raised “from the appetite of the 

mind” or “hunger of the body,” the need for a commodity has been pictured as the 

opening scene of the market (Capital 125). What can be said then of a thing which has 

become an object of exchange before—or irrespective of whether—one stands in need of 

it, as Bell describes? In our time, this formulation would be immediately associated with 

the logic of consumerism, where commodities “are no more linked in any sense to 

definite function or need” (Baudrillard 77). This association indeed seems anachronistic 

here.4  

 Yet it is not only the reversal of what Bell understands as the proper relationship 

of merchant to customer and of consumer to commodity, but also the deferral of that 

transactional relationship that distorts the idea of exchange. The bargain, as Bell says, 

stretches over time:  

 

																																																								
4 Although works such as that of Neil McKendrick, John Brewer and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a 

Consumer Society: The Commercialization of Eighteenth Century England might suggest 

otherwise. 
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 In a week or two [the merchant] will return with reduced demands; you will raise 

 your offer a toman or two, and after a few months of coming and going and of 

 mutual concessions, the disputed carpet will be handed over to you at perhaps half 

 the price that the owner originally asked; or perhaps the merchant will return in 

 triumph and inform you that he has sold it to someone less grasping than you. 

 (119) 

 

The extension of the exchange process leaves a residue. Even when the merchant has sold 

the disputed commodity, he might return, Bell tells us, “to inform you in triumph that he 

has sold it to someone” else. Even when the carpet, or commodity in general, has become 

irrelevant, when the commodity exchange has already taken place elsewhere, the social 

exchange continues. It is as if the temporal stretch of the exchange process produces a by-

product—a surplus in the form of social relation—that exceeds the commodity 

circulation. Bell almost touches upon this social surplus by underlining the linguistic 

exchange that accompanies this reversed and deferred form of shopping: “When you buy, 

you might think from the words that pass that you had gained, together with your 

purchase, a friend for life” (120).  

 The challenge of knowing friendship from shopping is accompanied by yet 

another challenge, that of distinguishing gift-giving from commodity exchange. This 

economic confusion also results from “the words that pass,” as Bell articulates in another 

anecdote: 

 

As we were coming through the garden in the dusk one evening a somewhat 

ragged stranger accosted us and handed us a long-haired kitten. “Mal-e shuma!” 

[it is your possession] he said. We were surprised, but since we had been making 
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inquiries for long-haired kittens we thought that some kind acquaintance had 

heard of our wants and taken this opportunity of making us a present, presents 

from casual acquaintances being not uncommon in the East. We thanked the man 

and passed on with our mewing acquisition. But the Persian did not seem 

satisfied; he followed us with dogged persistence, and at length the thought struck 

us that it might not be a gift after all. We turned and asked: “What is the cost?” 

“Out of your great kindness,” he replied, “the cost of the cat is three tomans” 

(about thirty shillings). “By Allah!” we said, “in that case it is your possession 

still”; and we gave the kitten back to him. (120) 

 

Here the “reversed shopping” makes the offering look voluntary and free, and the 

stranger’s delay in uttering the price seems to corroborate that inkling. The language that 

accompanies the exchange such as the phrase “Mal-e Shoma!” (It is your possession) also 

appears to validate the travelers’ hunch that the kitten was in fact a true gift. There is no 

way to assess this hunch, however, other than “passing on” and letting the passage unfold 

itself. The exchange seems partly contingent on the path the interaction takes—on the 

thought that strikes and on the question that finally arises: “how much?” Only then do 

Bell and her company realize that the “gift” was not really a gift after all.  

 In 1893, Edward Granville Browne published A Year Amongst the Persians. In his 

travelogue, Browne also discusses Persians’ manners of offering. He, however, explores 

these manners to explain their complications for his fellow European travelers, an attempt 

which is itself a testament to travelers’ frequent struggle in distinguishing commodity-

exchange from gift-giving in Persia. Browne, in fact, addresses the tone of complaint that 

is audible in Bell’s account, when he states, “Europeans travelling in Persia have 

sometimes complained of what they regard as the meanness of the Persians in offering 
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presents in return for which they expect money” (67). According to Browne, this 

complaint “arises from a failure to understand the fact that such an offer from a man of 

distinctly lower rank than oneself is merely tantamount to a declaration that he is willing 

to sell or exchange the article in question” (67, emphasis mine). Bell and her company 

should have known, therefore, that the kitten was not a gift because of the difference in 

status between the “ragged stranger” and themselves.  

 Bell, however, seems to have agreed with Browne that people of inferior status do 

not give gifts to people of higher ranks, since from the very beginning she took the “gift” 

to be from “some kind acquaintance,” not the ragged stranger. As such Browne’s rule of 

thumb on how to identify gift from commodity based on the status of the giver could not 

have solved the confusing scene of Bell’s account. Browne’s own experience undermined 

his system as well:  

 

[I]n parts of Persia less frequently visited by Europeans, such as the 

neighbourhood of Yezd and Kirman, I have often been given a handful of roses or 

other flowers by a passing peasant, who continued on his way after the 

accomplishment of this little act of courtesy without once pausing or looking back 

in expectation of receiving a reward. (68) 

 

In Browne’s encounters of “little act[s] of courtesy,” we encounter the same passing that 

we saw in Bell’s passage. Yet the gaze, in this case, is reversed. It is Browne who attends 

to the giver, almost as if with a pair of eyes behind him to see if the passing peasant looks 

back. He does not. The “gift” was a “true” gift this time.   
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 The accounts of Bell and Browne take the same path in attempting to distinguish 

gift from commodity. In both, there is a desire to locate the locus of exchange and arrest 

its moment so as to render legible the economy at play. Yet, the moment stretches on, and 

the boundaries of the exchange are not easily defined; in such an interaction, the lines 

blur between the categories of gift and commodity. The relationship that Bell 

sarcastically described as a quasi-friendship, or the commodity that was described as a 

quasi-gift, hints at this blurring—at something in-between which cannot be so easily 

placed into the dichotomies of “gift” versus “commodity” or “friendship” versus 

“shopping” using a straight-forward formula of class difference. It is this ambiguous path 

that makes it difficult to accurately interpret a particular act of giving as a mere 

“declaration” of a prior intention with a clear-cut expectation of return. Specifically, with 

rather auxiliary presents as opposed to necessities of life—such as flowers, which 

Browne mentions, or cats, which appear in Bell’s account—“giving” defies being 

translated into a “declaration” of an expectation of return. And thus, the confusion 

remains: “for, on the one hand, [the traveler] feels some delicacy in refusing what may, 

after all, be a gift prompted solely by courtesy and kindness; while, on the other hand, he 

may not care to pay several krans5 for that which is of no use to him” (Browne 75). In 

fact, Browne finds European travelers and their confusion “partly” responsible for having 

turned Persians’ customs of hospitality and politeness into a “nuisance” or perhaps even 

“meanness” in “parts of Persia that are more frequented by travelers” (68). Travelers’ 

insistence on reciprocating in forms of money, he asserts, may have been responsible in 

justifying the expectation of return on the part of Persians. 

																																																								
5 Iranian currency between 1825 and 1932. 
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 Setting himself the task of translating the act of giving into “a mere declaration,” 

Browne resorts to the Persian language and identifies eight words therein that refer to 

different types of gifts.6 Of the eight words that he enumerates, five of them entail a form 

of friendship or reciprocal relationship and are hence less pertinent to travelers, as his 

examples show. The three remaining terms are those that travelers encountered more 

directly and appear to have less to do with friendship.7 Browne describes the term pish-

kesh, or “offering” as he renders it, as a gift of “flowers, fruits, or fowls” offered to a 

traveler by “a peasant, servant, muleteer, gardener, or the like” (74). In Browne’s 

evaluation, pish-kesh comes with an expectation of return in money form. In‘ām, or 

“gratuity” as he translates it, is always “bestowed by a superior on an inferior, and is 

almost always given in the form of money” (75). The third term, ta‘ārof, is “a present 

given to some one of about the same social rank as the donor” (75). Thus, what 

																																																								
6 Other terms that Browne leaves out include nazar, and sadake (both loan words from Arabic). 

For a discussion of nazar in the context of the “excessive” gift-giving between the Persian and 

British courts, see Nile Green, The Love of Strangers: What Six Muslim Students Learned in Jane 

Austen’s London (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016). For a discussion of sadake see 

Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, trans. W.D. 

Halls (London: Routledge, 2001); and Jacques Derrida, Given Time: Counterfeit Money (139-41). 
7 For more discussion on friendship and travelers between Britain and Persia see Green, The Love 

of Strangers. What Browne describes in this section of his travelogue seems to challenge the 

“mutual friendship” that Green attempts to sketch between the two nations and through the travel 

records. 
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distinguishes ta‘ārof from in‘ām and pish-kesh, given that both of the latter terms imply 

social hierarchy, is that ta‘ārof implies a social parity.8  

 The other crucial distinction, which is not unrelated to the first, is that in the case 

of ta‘ārof “no return is usually expected, at any rate in money,” in Browne’s evaluation 

(68). Thereby a shadow of a true gift seems to appear. However, as Browne reaches to 

grasp it, the gift slides out of his hand: “Sometimes, however, the term [ta‘ārof] is used 

by one who, while desirous of receiving the monetary equivalent of that which he offers, 

does not wish to admit his social inferiority to the person to whom the present is offered 

by using the term pish-kesh” (68). While Browne’s task of translation seems to aim at 

erasing the ambiguity of the signified by translating the signifiers, there are some things, 

or rather some “times” in the case of ta‘ārof, that do not easily give way to his 

translation, or this task. 

 Browne’s attempt at excepting the occasional “times” in which ta‘ārof does not 

function as an unreciprocated gift is symptomatic of his struggle with fitting ta‘ārof into a 

clear-cut category of the gift. Yet, the ambiguity of the term imposes itself on Browne’s 

own definition. The “times” that he sets aside as exceptions remain essential to the 

definition of ta‘ārof for the very fact that they sometimes occur. In every iteration, ta‘ārof 

occasions the possibility of both gift-giving and commodity-exchange. As such ta‘ārof is 

																																																								
8 Anthropologist William O. Beeman defines ta‘ārof in its contemporary use in Iran as a “self-

lowering and other-raising” linguistic and behavioral practice (William O. Beeman, Language, 

Status, and Power in Iran [Bloomington, Ind., 1986], 151-155). While this ethnographic study of 

the practice of ta‘ārof today is invaluable, the historical trajectory that I trace here complicates 

this resolved balance of status, i.e. self-lowering and other-raising, and instead shows that ta‘ārof 

essentially comes with a bargain of status. 
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the very ambiguity that is stressed in both Browne and Bell’s narratives. Though it 

appears to be a gift for which no return is expected, it might in fact be a claim of parity, a 

claim that, according to Browne, masks the expectation of reciprocity. The specter of the 

occasional anomaly, therefore, undoes Browne’s positioning of ta‘ārof as gift: ta‘ārof 

stays in between gift and exchange, as it might unfold as one or the other.  

 This ambiguity also extends to the social parity that, according to Browne, is 

implied within ta‘ārof. In other words, ta‘ārof does not necessarily represent social 

parity; rather, it might constitute it, per Browne’s definition, on the occasions that it 

unfolds as a gift. Equality is a potentiality and it unfolds along with ta‘ārof. As much as 

the gift depends on the parity, the latter hinges on the result of the giving. The parity at 

play, which Browne indicates in his definition of ta‘ārof, therefore, is not the matter of 

equality in a strict sense of social classification or socioeconomic hierarchy but rather a 

transient stint of equality, one that occurs between Browne and the passing peasant, but 

fails to transpire between Bell and the ragged stranger.   

 The parity component of ta‘ārof is traceable in the genealogy of the term in the 

Persian language. Ta‘ārof, itself a traveler to Persian, is a loan word from Arabic 

“ta‘āruf,” which means “getting to know one another.” When first adopted into the 

Persian language, the term was used to express the original meaning before developing its 

other layers, one of which we saw in Browne’s text. The Qur’ānic subtext of the word 

ta‘āruf in Sūrat Al-Ḥujurāt informs the meaning that the term later develops in Persian as 

gift-giving on an equal ground: “O mankind, indeed We have created you from male and 

female and made you peoples and tribes that you may know one another [li-ta‘ārafū]” 

(Qur’ān 49:13). The verb “li-ta‘ārafū” is directly related to the verbal noun ta‘āruf. This 
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verse has often been cited as a declaration of a universal brotherhood, establishing 

equality among humankind regardless of race and origin. Yet Shaden Tageldin’s nuanced 

reading of this verse suggests a notion of the universal that is both “a priori,” held “at the 

moment of human being’s creation,” and that “unfolds in history as peoples come to 

know one another” (286). Embedded in the Qur’ānic ta‘āruf and, consequently, in the 

Persian ta‘ārof is the intricacy of the first encounter which is to unfold. Ta‘ārof is, 

therefore, the starting point of getting to “know one another,” as it involves the defining 

of one’s status in relationship to another and, perhaps, striving for that potential universal 

parity. And hence the particular relevance of ta‘ārof in the case of the travelers, 

orientalists, and colonial administrators who were dealing precisely with the task of 

constituting their (perhaps superior) position in their encounter with Persians.9   

 The current usage of ta‘ārof, which arose in the nineteenth century, denotes 

verbal and nonverbal expressions and gestures of politeness, courtesy, and cordiality—a 

complement to its two other layers of meaning previously discussed.10 And thus the 

entanglement of the latter two definitions of the Persian ta‘ārof, namely gift-giving and 

expressions of politeness and cordiality, recalls its opposite: the commodified 
																																																								
9 Ta‘rīf, another term from the same Arabic root of ‘arafa (to know) means “definition” in 

Persian, but like ta‘ārof, it has gained another layer of meaning which refers to the act of 

complimenting or praising someone. This latter meaning of ta‘rīf has traveled from Persian to 

both Urdu and Nepali. However, when the word ta‘rīf traveled to Western languages, such as 

English, it gained a completely opposite connotation: instead of the act of playfully praising and 

complimenting, which implies a degree of excess, tarif came to signify “a table or book of rates” 

(OED). 
10 In the absence of a dictionary that traces the historical development of taʿārof, extensive 

research would be required to fully understand the emergence of the term in its latest meaning. 

This task is beyond the scope of this chapter but would indeed be significant. 
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understanding of politeness in Britain. These two definitions of ta‘ārof then bring forth, 

once again, the entanglement of the economic and the linguistic, given that ta‘ārof—a 

gift-giving that could turn out to be authentic or counterfeit—also refers to verbal and 

non-verbal pleasantries. Reflecting the semantic order of ta‘ārof, Farhang-e neẓām, the 

first Persian etymological dictionary11 defines it as “1. reciprocal introduction between 

two people; 2. a gift given to someone; 3. greetings; 4. excessive hospitality, or to prepare 

the means for it; 5. to invite someone for something or to somewhere” (240). The 

dictionary then emphasizes that the second, third, fourth, and fifth meanings have 

developed in Persian. John Moyne defines the third meaning of ta‘ārof as “the flowery 

and stylized expressions used for flattery toward the hearer and self-humiliation of the 

speaker” (403). Although the objective that he identifies in the “language of ta‘ārof”—

that of flattering the hearer and humiliating the speaker—is debatable, Moyne’s definition 

certainly captures the excess suggested by the numerous definitions in the dictionary.  

 The baffling words and gestures that Bell had blamed for causing confusion 

between friendship and shopping and gifts and commodities constitute the third meaning 

of taʿārof: gift-giving in the form of phrases and gestures, or in other words, symbolic 

gift-giving. The “sometimes” that Browne excluded as peripheral to the common usage 

of the term has become central through the words that pass, constituting one of its 
																																																								
11 Nezām Dictionary is unlike its predecessors in that it is “not a mere compendium of archaic 

terms found mainly in poetic contexts,” rather it importantly “includes words from Persian, 

Arabic, Turkish, and European languages that were likely to be required by those who spoke 

Persian.” Saleem M. Akhtar, Encyclopædia Iranica, s.v. “Dāʿī-al-Eslām, Sayyed Mohammad 

‘Alī,” last modified November 11, 2011, http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/dai-al-eslam-

sayyed-mohammad-ali-persian-scholar-preacher-and-lexicographer-born-1295-1878-at-larijan. 

Accessed May 28, 2018.  
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meanings. Examples of ta‘ārof in this latter meaning begin to surface in many British 

travelogues under the guise of excessive “flattery” and hyperbolic politeness. It is only in 

retrospect that we are able to discern that what the travelers actually condemn is taʿārof. 

 James Baillie Fraser, administrator, traveler, painter, and one of the most prolific 

writers of both travelogues and romances based on Persia, writes about Persians’ attempts 

to please through flattery. In “Degraded State of the Persians,” a section of his first 

travelogue, he writes, “they strive to preserve by flattery, and fawning; while their whole 

souls are bent on deceiving, or pillaging. . . [This] may be traced through all ranks of the 

same class, down to the lowest menial” (Fraser 171). Fraser first locates the source of this 

trait in the “despotic, insolent, and treacherous” character of the Persian government 

(171). Yet only a couple of pages later he moves from speaking about the deceptive 

flattery of Persians to their excessive politeness, blaming the inherently hyperbolic 

character of the Persian language:  

 

I believe, that in truth, the Persian owes his character for politeness more to the 

nature and phraseology of his language, than any other source; it is even more 

replete with hyperbole and metaphor than other eastern tongues; and the common 

forms of conversation, if taken literally, would be little better than senseless 

bombast. The least a Persian says, when he receives you, is that he is your slave, 

that his house and all it contains, nay the town and country, are all yours, to 

dispose of at your pleasure. (Fraser 177)  

 

By locating the source of the Persians’ polite character in the hyperbolic “nature” of 

Persian language and its “phraseology,” Fraser defines the Persian’s character in the 

shallows of his phrases and the surface of his language rather than in the depth of his 
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soul. It is perhaps because of the unreliability of this linguistic surface that Fraser, like 

several other travelers, moves fluidly from his account of “flattery and falsehood” to 

“excessive politeness,” identifying an inevitable link between the two features. The very 

same movement from remarks on flattery to politeness is visible is George Fowler’s 

travelogue, Three Years in Persia (1841):  

 

Flattery and falsehood are two prominent features of their character. . . . I heard a 

Persian once admit, that from this habitual custom of falsehood, he could not 

speak the truth if he tried. I have even heard the habit of deceiving considered as 

virtue, and most plausibly argued upon as such. “Suppose the Ketkodeh 

[Kadkhodah]12 of village able to protect the lives or property of the people, by 

falsehood—is he not justified, or even bound, to have recourse to it?” Falsehood 

may be deemed, therefore, a principal ingredient in their society as a social 

body.13 (151) 

 

Observing this principle of “falsehood” in the Persian social body as a whole, Fowler 

then speaks of “bare-faced fraud” in domestic life in Persia. He states, “Cheating is so 

well understood to be a part of the service, or rather the gains by it, that they adopt it 

without remorse, or having any sense of its being wrong” (Fowler 52). From this 

																																																								
12 Kadkhoda literally means the god (khoda) of home/village (kad); this term refers to the head of 

the village (an elderly, respected person), similar to an “alderman” in English.  
13 It is interesting to note that the trope “social body” is itself an early-Victorian development, as 

Mary Poovey argues. See Mary Poovey, Making a Social Body: British Cultural Formation, 

1830-1864 (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1995). She writes, “The . . . 

concept of a social body carries traces of both the political domain, to which the concept of a 

body politic properly belongs, and the economic domain, to which the ‘great body of the people’ 

referred” (8). Fowler’s use of this concept, considering its historical trajectory, is quite early.  
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commentary on flattery, falsehood, and the perpetual shadow of fraud and deceit, Fowler 

immediately moves to comment on Persian urbanity:  

 

The urbanity of the Persians is generally admitted; it is said of them that they are 

the politest people in the East. Fond of the marvellous and of most imaginative 

minds, they carry their courtesy so far as to coin the most wonderful stories 

merely for your amusement: they deceive in order to please you […] The lower 

orders of Persia are great observers of ceremonies between each other, and use the 

most courteous phrases. (52) 

 

Again, while Fowler acknowledges the urbanity of the Persians, just as Fraser 

acknowledged the “polite character” of the Persian, he undermines their urbanity by 

pointing to its inauthenticity. The many superlative adjectives that Fraser employs—“the 

politest people,” “the most imaginative minds,” and “the most wonderful stories”— point 

to a sense of excess, which is represented as the core of Persians’ efforts to please 

through deception. This excess overflows into what travelers have identified as excessive 

flattering, fawning, and deceitfulness and is therefore the link between Persian politeness, 

urbanity, and courtesy, on the one hand, and their flattery, falsehood, and deception, on 

the other. Coinage of wonderful stories, in the excessive desire to please, corresponds 

with the flattery and falsehood that Fowler mentions one page earlier (51). 

 In a passage from Robert Cotton Money’s 1825 travelogue, the association 

between excessive language of politeness and embedded falsity is especially pronounced. 

However, the passage is unique in that, although Money identifies deception in Persian 

manners of conversing, he also expresses a desire for the West to adopt this manner: “It 
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would be well if the mode of commencing conversation in the East could be adopted in 

the West. Many a bungling error, foolish look, twirl of the hat and fingers, and 

commonplace tiresome repetition of the state of the weather would then be avoided” (41). 

Money then describes with admiration the ease and expertise with which Persians engage 

in (in his estimation) falsely polite conversation: 

 

All this opens the way to a tide of questions; and, taking up some time, creates a 

kind of assurance which carries you through the tedium of a visit to your own 

satisfaction. The Persians are the most easy people I have ever seen under this 

kind of exhibition. The tongue, true to the heart which has been wound up for the 

day, goes regularly through its motions, and glides over the apparently plain and 

pleasant surface of occurrences with a systematic deception that is really 

astonishing. The mother of Thinks I to Myself is nothing to the false politeness of 

a Persian. (42) 

 

Money’s statement that commencing a conversation in a Persian manner “take[s] up 

some time,” or as one could say, “gives” some time, once again marks that excess which 

Britons had identified as the undercurrent of both falsehood and politeness. In other 

words, Money argues that politeness can be taken so far as to deceive along the way. The 

tongue here is said to be following the heart, a statement which could suggest a sense of 

truthfulness, except that the heart is wound-up, pictured as operating mechanically, as if 

programmed. Hence, the inevitability of “false politeness,” or as Money puts it, the 

astonishing “systematic deception.” 

 But falsity is one thing and deception the other. The first concerns the “truth-

value” of a statement. The second entails a further action or consequence. Falsity may or 
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may not come with an intention to deceive. Deception may or may not be the 

consequence of falsity. The distinction between falsity and the intention to deceive, on 

the one hand, and between falsity and its potential consequence as deception, on the 

other, seems to have been understood by the Persian who tried to explain to Fowler that a 

kadkhoda of a village is not necessarily deceiving if he tries to save the village through 

“falsity”; he is not only justified but even bound to have recourse to “falsity,” if he might 

save the village with it. In equating falsity with deception, the travelers on the one hand 

equate utterance with its consequence—or the utterance with its deed—and on the other, 

they equate the utterance with its presumed intention. Through falsity, which is first 

equated with excess and now with deception, the travelers also associate excess with 

deception. The concern with excess thus is not only the concern of truth or falsity—

including the truth-value of statements—but also that of the consequence, of that which 

might come about as an effect. The given time (per Derrida) in the work of the tongue in 

commencing the conversation, according to Money, however, might point to a time with 

a less determinate past, i.e. prior intentionality, and future, i.e. consequence. Yet Money’s 

reference to Thinks I to Myself indeed fixates on both the intention and the consequence 

and turns the given time into a neutral time.    

 The character of the mother in Thinks I to Myself, a work of Edward Nares 

published before Money’s travelogue, is a potent point of comparison here. The mother 

in the tale is curiously portrayed as a gentlewoman with her polite disguises and well-

bred duplicities. Her son, who is himself well provided for in worldly affairs, is the 

narrator of the story and the main character. Throughout the story, the son recounts his 

astonishments with the lies and simulations which have surrounded him throughout his 
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life. The mother, satirically described as “an honest soul,” is represented as the most 

hypocritical of all. Once the character is a grown man, he comes to the conclusion that 

people are “troublesome to each other by a settled compact, treaty, and agreement, not 

signed, sealed and delivered, indeed, in any form, but concluded to be so, and therefore 

never to be violated” (31). He discovers a form of linguistic or translational treaty that 

“translates” the external expressions to the internal intentions: “‘I am extremely happy to 

see you,’ meant no more, in reality, than, that ‘I am come because I could not help it’; 

and that ‘Pray stay longer,’ implied little else than ‘I wish you were gone,’ or some such 

elegant valediction” (Nares 31).  

 By making a comparison between the mother in this tale and the Persians, Money 

in fact extends the translational treaty that the narrator describes to the Persian tongue, 

reinforcing the association between Persian pleasantries and their intention to deceive. 

The conflation of an utterance with its intention then also functions as a “counter-

weapon”—to bring back Morier’s metaphor—for British travelers to circumvent the 

contingencies of Persian excess and a concern with its returns. The specter of this 

treaty—of the utterance not being sincere—is similar to the specter of the “gift” not being 

a gift. Only, the “gift” here functions in its linguistic form: taʿārof is in its third layer of 

meaning. By understanding excess as equal to deception—or the utterance as equal to its 

intention—Money seems to have overcome the contingencies of exchange, whether that 

is the exchange of words or of things.  

  Money’s point of reference, however, wrongly classifies all Persians encountered 

in the travelogues—ranging from ragged strangers, servants, and passing peasants all the 
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way to the court—as belonging to the gentility.14 Thus, the Persian tongue becomes the 

representative of the ancien régime from which both the narrator of Thinks I to Myself, 

through his critical portrayal of the mother, and Money, through linking the mother to 

Persia, aim to distance themselves. The historicism at work in Money’s account echoes 

Waring and Robert Ker Porter’s allusions to Lord Chesterfield in their description of 

Persian character. During his trip to Persia (where he was drawing sculptures, mainly at 

Persepolis) in 1817, Porter describes Persians as follows: 

 

The common worldly system of keeping fair with all parties, and particularly 

conciliating that from which advantage may be derived, European refinement 

denominates mere policy of conduct; a sort of prudent finesse, which disguises 

truth without uttering falsehood, and deceives without a stain to honour. But when 

we discover the same motive of self-interest actuating the ruder people of the 

East, where the mind is not yet educated to make or to understand these subtle 

distinctions of morals and niceties of speech, we see the principle of selfish 

circumvention in all its nakedness, hideousness, and vice: men lie, and flatter, and 

cheat, and betray, with no more touch of shame, than Lord Chesterfield probably 

felt when he wrote his political laws of simulation, dissimulation, &c. (18) 

 

Despite the dominance of Chesterfield’s discourse in late-eighteenth- and early-

nineteenth-century Britain, Porter points to “the ruder people of the East,” not the 

Britons, as the ones taking after Lord Chesterfield—his British Francophile point of 

reference. Yet ironically, Porter’s definition of “European refinement” is quite similar to 

the posture that Chesterfield advised his son to assume under the heading of 
																																																								
14 Attributing the Persian tongue to the mother in Nares’s tale also (mis)genders the presumed 

“flattery” and “deception” of the male Persian hosts British travelers typically encountered. 
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“dissimulation.” Chesterfield writes, “without some dissimulation no business can be 

carried on at all…. [D]issimulation is only to hide our own cards; whereas simulation is 

put on in order to look into other people’s…. [D]issimulation is a shield” (255-6). 

Porter’s description of European refinement as a “sort of prudent finesse, which disguises 

truth without uttering falsehood, and deceives without a stain to honour,” is in fact a 

paraphrase of Chesterfield’s idea of dissimulation, i.e. to hide one’s cards.  

If the European demeanor that Porter advocates converges with the 

Chesterfieldian law of dissimulation, the difference between the two must be in the 

manners through which dissimulation is performed. This difference culminates in one 

word, according to Porter: excess. The Eastern tongue, unrestrained, unruly, and naked, 

stands in contrast to the principled European tongue, which might disguise the truth or 

even deceive but always does so with “finesse.” The difference between the two worlds, 

as far as Porter is concerned, is not so much the motives—for he has found the “same” 

motive of self-interest in the East—but the excess, represented here in the work of the 

tongue that “flatters,” “lies,” “cheats,” and “betrays,” all of which are among the lessons 

of Chesterfield.  

 After all, Chesterfield’s justification of “dissimulation” emerges from his defense 

of flattery, which he defines as “an innocent piece of art” that along with other 

inoffensive arts of pleasing “are necessary in the course of the world, and which he who 

practices the earliest, will please the most, and rise the soonest” (288). Ornaments such as 

flattery and pleasantries, which the OED defines as “inconsequential,” Chesterfield sees 

as “necessities” for individual progress and rise in late-eighteenth-century Britain, 
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following the French court (OED). In countering such aristocratic consequences, Porter 

moves Chesterfield from Britain, placing him in the East.  

 Edward Waring, a civil servant of the East India Company and the son of John 

Scott Waring, an agent to Warren Hastings, was one of the first travelers to Persia in the 

nineteenth century. His influential travelogue A Tour to Sheeraz (1807) not only became 

a point of reference in the travelogues of Nathaniel Curzon, Robert Binning, William 

Ouseley, and James Baillie Fraser, but also informed and influenced Lord Byron’s 

knowledge of Persian poets (Yohannan 41). In a section entitled “Character of the 

Persians,” Waring, anticipating later travelers, gives his account of the Persians’ 

“fulsome” language. “Their expressions of esteem or compliment,” he observes, “are 

conceived in the most fulsome terms” (Waring 103). He cites examples such as “Your 

presence has made all Persia a garden” and “Persia is unworthy of your acceptance” 

(Waring 101). Similar to later accounts, Waring also warns his readers against trusting 

Persians’ declarations, as he immediately associates these with insidiousness: 

 

 It must be confessed that the Persians are pleasing and entertaining companions; 

 but not the least reliance is to be placed on their words or most solemn 

 protestations. You should always, therefore, be on your guard against their 

 insidious offers; and to be so, it is necessary to distrust all their declarations. (103) 

 

Waring’s description of Persians stands in stark contrast to the description of Britons by 

Mīrzā Abu’l-Ḥasan Khan Ilči, the first traveler and ambassador in the century to visit 

Britain only two years after Waring, in 1809. The very first passage of Abu’l-Ḥasan 

Khan’s account of arriving in the port of Plymouth begins: “We know that no one has 
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ever heard an exaggerated declaration or a lie in Farang” (119, translation mine).15 The 

difference between the trust of the latter and the distrust of the former is indeed striking 

and poses the question of where each takes his touchstone for his trust or distrust.16  

 While Waring finds Persians pleasing, he immediately warns his readers to be on 

guard against their pleasantries because of the “insidious offers” they might entail. 

Almost a century before Bell and Browne, Waring had, like them, located an 

interconnection between Persian declarations (exchanges of words) and their offers 

(exchanges of things). While Browne alerts his readers to gestures that look like gift-

giving (or ta‘ārof) but should be taken as declarations of willingness to sell, Waring, on 

the other hand, warns of statements that sound like complimenting declarations (ta‘ārof) 

but should be distrusted as having ulterior motives connected with their “insidious 

offers.” Though Browne speaks more positively of these motives, even finding it 

reasonable for the giver to expect a return at times, both travelers recognize a form of 

ulterior motive within ta‘ārof, be it as a gift or as complimenting expressions. Thus 

despite the fact that Waring was one of the most acerbic of the orientalists of the 

nineteenth century and Browne one of the most sympathetic, both find themselves 

trapped in this linguistic and economic entanglement of excess—of excessive offering 

and excessive declarations.  

Making a clearer connection between the two categories of excess, Waring shifts 

from the realm of pleasantries and Persian urbanity to the issue of “generosity” in 

																																																								
15 Farang/Farangistan as it emerged in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Persian writings refers 

to Europe/Frank-land. See Mohammad Tavakoli-Targhi, Refashioning Iran. 
16 I will revisit this point in Chapter Three. 
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general. And thus, his concern with the repercussions of excess—both linguistic and non-

linguistic—finally reaches its inevitable destination, namely the realm of the gift, the 

question of generosity, and calculations thereof. Marking the conventional complaint that 

Browne later notices, Waring, like many other travelers to come after him, equates 

Persian generosity with sinister motives:  

 

The Persians have but a faint notion of gratitude, for they cannot conceive that 

any one should be guilty of an act of generosity without some sinister motive. 

They reason upon their own feelings; and as they are conscious that they never 

perform any action but with a view to their own immediate advantage, they 

naturally infer that these motives operate with similar effect upon every other 

individual. (Waring 103-4)  

 

Here acts of generosity, with their implications of excess on both verbal and non-verbal 

grounds, not only indicate an intention to deceive but are also carried out with careful 

calculation of their consequence. If, in his earlier discussion of the “pleasing and 

entertaining” force of the language of pleasantry, Waring was in the realm of “use-value” 

with respect to the consequence of generosity, he now enters the market, dealing with the 

exchange-value of excess. To signpost this excess, Waring, like Porter, uses Lord 

Chesterfield as his point of reference in describing this Persian convention. He writes, 

“The manners of the Persians are formed, in a great degree, on the principles of Lord 

Chesterfield: they conceive it their duty to please: and to effect this, they forget all 

sentiments of honour and good faith. They are excellent companions, but detestable 

characters” (Waring 103). 
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 Waring’s depiction of Persians as “excellent companions, but detestable 

characters” once again sustains his evaluation of Persians’ “protestations” as pleasing yet 

untrustworthy; only this time he uses the distinction in a different register, that of 

“companionship” versus “character,” or manners versus morals. His reference to Lord 

Chesterfield highlights his distinction between performativity and truthfulness.  

 Reflecting the detachment between manners and morals, Chesterfield writes to his 

son in his letter from October 12, 1748: “Good company (as I have before observed) is 

composed of a great variety of fashionable people, whose characters and morals are very 

different, though their manners are pretty much the same” (101). The distinction made 

between “morals” and “manners”—implied in his imported key term “etiquette”—thus 

forms the foundation on which Chesterfield’s instructions are based. Even with diverse 

characters and morals, people observe the same etiquette, and it is the latter that 

constitutes “good companionship”: the performativity rather than the sincerity, or the 

“force” versus the “truthfulness.”  

 A network of oversights, however, underlies Waring’s evaluation of Persians as 

Chesterfields. Chesterfield’s advice to his son regards the variety of “fashionable” 

people, and as such there is a significant difference in the societal class interpellated by 

Chesterfield and that which is of concern to Waring. This dislocation is not unique to 

Waring’s passage, for although Chesterfield “built on older elite-oriented courtesy such 

as that of Della Casa, the middle class could use Chesterfield because he was rather 

vague about class distinction” (Hemphill 70). This gap between the letters, written by 

Chesterfield for his son from the year 1737 until the death of his son in 1768, and the 

Letters, published posthumously in 1774, made the latter remain relevant in the 
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nineteenth century—the time in which travelogue writers attribute Chesterfield’s manners 

and lessons to their Persian hosts—as a handbook of self-improvement and self-help. The 

emergence of cheap repackaged and abridged editions of the Letters indicates this shift in 

audience, as the letters inadvertently made the guidelines for aristocratic etiquette and 

manners available to a large middle- and lower-class readership (Davidson 47-50). As the 

Letters was not supposed to be published, it uniquely and freely takes its average 

audience behind the curtain of aristocratic politeness. Chesterfield’s letters ironically 

became the most sincere observations and advice on insincerity and its benefits: on how 

manipulative social behaviors might be, and on how fragile the link between manners and 

morals was (Gilmour 18). If this class displacement of the Lord is more conventional, 

Waring adds to it a geographical displacement. In associating Persians’ duty to please 

with Chesterfieldian manners, not only does Waring walk out of the “aristocratic drawing 

room,” but also out of the English streets and markets that were adopting the lessons of 

Chesterfield. 

 In an era that boasts transparency in the market and sincerity in character, the 

repeated comparisons drawn between Persians and certain British figures that represent a 

bygone era marked by pleasing and posturing—Lord Chesterfield or the Mother in Thinks 

I to Myself—construct a geographical distance that detaches Waring, Porter, and Money 

from their own past. The “excessive” Persian tongue, by Britons’ measures, entangled 

with their “inauthentic” generosity and gratitude, according to their evaluations, becomes 

a specter of both the ancien régime and of the Eastern Other. It threatens the emerging 

moderate tongue of the market, its transparent intentions, and its clear mode of exchange 

within and without England; even within and at the periphery of the Empire. The 
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travelers’ preoccupation with the indeterminable consequences of “excess” speaks to 

their anxiety about distinguishing exchange from gift-giving. In a simple commodity-

exchange, the temporal distance between commodity and money is minimal and the 

payment calculable, while in gift-giving—ta‘ārof in its verbal and non-verbal sense—the 

given time is less determinable, both in terms of its “terms” and of the calculation of the 

potential return.  

 Yet, to eliminate the distance between the intention and the saying, between the 

gift and its return, and between the act of generosity and its intention and consequence is 

to do away with the ambiguity of ta‘ārof in all its layers of meaning—as pleasantries and 

as gift. It is to neutralize the temporal distance. This is perhaps nowhere more evident 

than when, only a decade before Browne’s attempt at translating the term, Edward Stack, 

in his travelogue, translates ta‘ārof as “bribery”: “So long as governorships are obtained 

by bribery (taaruf), and regarded as opportunities of making perquisites (mudakhil), there 

can be no hope of effectual improvement from within” (298).  

 The translation of ta‘ārof—although this time in the context of the Persian 

court—into bribery delegitimizes its potential ambiguity once and for all. It is bribery 

that, similar to occasional ta‘ārof, is given with the gesture of not being what it is. This is 

a prime example of how translation from Persian into English—from a “Third World 

language” into a “western” one—can potentially work as a “forcible transformation” of 

political-economic relations and modes of life, as Talal Asad puts it (Asad, 158-59). The 

two terms, pish-kesh (gift) and reshveh (bribery), between which ta‘ārof has been 

oscillating in the translations of Browne and Stack, in fact played a significant role at the 

height of British imperial expansion in India in the context of Warren Hastings’ trial. 
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Edmund Burke had asked Sir William Jones for a copy of his The Mohammadan Law for 

his preparation for the prosecution. Burke’s struggle was precisely to learn the difference 

between pish-kesh and reshveh for this specific trial (Yohannan 12).  

 Almost a century later, through translational efforts such as Browne’s and 

Stack’s, we see how capitalism, hand in hand with colonialism, aims to transform “kinds 

of knowledge and styles of life” along with “forms of language” beyond the mode of 

production (Asad 158). Not only is the contingency of ta‘ārof circumvented once it is 

rendered as “illegal” bribery, but also the problematic of ta‘ārof and its excess become 

the very symptom, according to Stack, that proves the hopelessness of any “improvement 

from within.”  

 In his book Making England Western, Saree Makdisi shows how the West in 

general and Englishness in particular were being constructed at the turn of the nineteenth 

century. England at that time was not yet Western in two senses, Makdisi argues: first, 

“in that the notion of the West as opposed to the East [...] was still very much in the 

process of formation […]; and, second, in that whatever one intends by the designation 

‘Western,’ neither all of England nor all of the English […] would have been seen to 

conform to it at the turn of the nineteenth century” (xii).  In a similar vein, Mary Poovey 

traces the formation of the notion of social body, or a form of “national identity,” to no 

earlier than 1830. While at the turn of the century, as both Poovey and Makdisi show, the 

binaries of “us” versus “them,” “here” versus “there,” and Occident versus Orient were 

still impossible to think with in England, in the travelogues, where the experience of 

“there” and “them” is quite tangible, “us” and “ours” are correspondingly more salient.  
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 Attending to the making of Englishness, Makdisi contends that a domestic 

Occidentalism was the necessary correlate of an overseas-directed Orientalism (10). As 

such Occidentalism and Orientalism are “two sides of the same coin” (10). In the next 

chapter, I will trace the making of the moderate language of a normative English self in 

writings by Samuel Smiles and Charles Dickens, among other figures, and in the 

periodicals of the mid-nineteenth century. As such, I will show that a form of 

Occidentalism, the formation of a polite and transparent English character, is entangled 

with the making of the excessive and deceptive Orient that I have traced in the 

travelogues in this chapter.   
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Chapter Two: Polite Commodities in Nineteenth-Century Britain 

 

 

Primitive or primary forms of utterance will preserve the 
“ambiguity” or “equivocation” or “vagueness” of primitive 
language […]; they will not make explicit the precise force 
of the utterance. This may have its uses: but sophistication 
and development of social forms and procedures will 
necessitate clarification.  

      
     —J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words 
 
 
 
 
In consonance with the invisible hand of the free market, Adam Smith and David Hume 

define a market-based notion of a calculable trust in the eighteenth century. Hume’s 

“familiar rule,” quoted by Smith, is that in all business, “every man should be payed, in 

proportion to the trust reposed in him, and to the power, which he enjoys” (qtd. in The 

Wealth of Nations, 117). For Smith this worth of trust can be explained through the 

mechanisms of the free market. In a section of his lectures on justice entitled “The 

Influence of Commerce on Manners,” Smith writes: 

 

 Whenever commerce is introduced into any country probity and punctuality 

 always accompany it. These virtues in a rude and barbarous country are almost 

 unknown. Of all the nations in Europe, the Dutch, the most commercial, are the 

 most faithful to their  word. The English are more so than the Scotch, but much 

 inferior to the Dutch, and in the remote parts of this country they [are] far less so 

 than in the commercial parts of it. This is not at all to be imputed to national 

 character, as some pretend […]. It is far more reducible to self-interest, that 
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 general principle which regulates the actions of every man,  and which leads men 

 to act in a certain manner from views of advantage, and is as deeply implanted in 

 an Englishman as a Dutchman. (253) 

 

Smith thus articulates a particular form of reliable character whose utility is mainly 

defined as greasing the mechanisms of the free market and facilitating commercial 

success. “Probity and punctuality,” the essential characteristics of a trustworthy person, 

are said to be products of the general principle of self-interest. Accordingly, the hierarchy 

of national character hinges on the progress of commerce, which, regardless of any 

inherent or “natural” attributes, brings with it reliability. Trustworthy characters, punctual 

and genuine, are the inevitable accompaniments of a commercial society.   

 This teleological chord that explains virtues such as probity, punctuality and the 

calculable—and indeed calculative—trust in a commercial society resounds in J. L. 

Austin’s teleological account of transparency in language. “[T]he ‘ambiguity’ or 

‘equivocation’ or ‘vagueness’ of primitive language” will automatically wear away and 

vanish as societies—here linguistic societies—“develop” into more “sophisticated” ones 

(Austin 72). Ironically, “sophistication” in social forms brings about linguistic simplicity 

through “explicit” and unambiguous usage of language. What might be called a 

“transparent character” seems to be the common telos between the economic and the 

linguistic: a character that is faithful to its words—hence its “probity and punctuality”—

and one that is, at the same time, equipped with a form of “sophisticated” language that 

calls things what they are. There is a genuine intention and a language that simply 

expresses that which it truthfully intends. There is a simultaneous movement towards 

what Austin calls “the pure statement,” which is a “goal, an ideal, towards which the 
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gradual development of science has given impetus,” and what Smith has called 

“faithfulness to words” in commercial societies (Austin 72-3).  

  In this chapter, I will trace a metaphoric and metonymic relationship between 

“transparency of words” and “transparency of the market” as these transparencies come 

to shape yet another form of transparency: a transparent character with moderate 

politeness. The chapter unfolds in three parts. The first is a close reading of Charles 

Dickens’s Hard Times (1854), a novel in which political economy is tied to language, and 

where the Hands and the Tongues are portrayed as sustaining a town whose happiness 

and measurements thereof are at the center. I will particularly attend to the way in which 

Hard Times’s critique of utilitarianism ends up prescribing a formula for a “linguistic” 

happiness that necessarily disregards class struggles. On a linguistic level, the novel is a 

critique of the kind of language anticipated by Austin as the epitome of language in a 

developed society: the language of “fact, fact, fact,” one that is purged of any 

“ambiguity,” “equivocation,” or “vagueness.” But the language that the novel puts forth 

as its alternative is also purged of ambiguity. The distinguishing traits of this latter 

language are that, on the one hand, it is rid of any form of “excess”—whether of facts or 

of smarmy, ingratiating expressionism—and on the other, it is widely inclusive, shared at 

the end of the novel by residents from different social classes.  

 The second part of the chapter will then follow the democratization of this 

inclusive and non-excessive language by reading British self-help manuals and 

periodicals of the nineteenth century. I will discuss how the metaphors of the market and 

commodity-exchange are utilized to regulate not only manners of conversation but 

eventually the notion of a polite character.  
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 In the third and final part of the chapter, I will track a metonymic connection 

between the exchange of things and exchange of words by looking into the way in which 

reading “characters” becomes interlaced with assessing the authenticity of things 

exchanged. Turning to credit economy and all its components, I will discuss Charles 

Dickens’s Barnaby Rudge and Charles Baudelaire’s “Counterfeit Money,” in which 

assessing the authenticity of characters and their words is interlinked with assessing the 

authenticity of their monetary exchanges.  

 

1- Political Economy and Language: Hard Times, Simple Tongues  

  

Between Smith’s 1776 publication of The Wealth of Nations and Austin’s delivery of the 

William James Lectures at Harvard in 1955, and hovering between the genre of political 

economy and the field of philosophy of language, there is another time, another genre, 

and another text, whose “graphic and eloquent pages,” to use Karl Marx’s description of 

the “splendid brotherhood of fiction-writers in England,” might better describe the traits 

of this linguistic and economic development (Marx, “The English Middle Class”). First 

published serially in 1854, Charles Dickens’s Hard Times eloquently captures and 

criticizes the formation of Smithian trust and the Austinian pure statement. In the very 

same year that Marx praises English fiction-writers for describing “every section of the 

middle class” with “more political and social truths than have been uttered by all the 

professional politicians, publicists and moralists put together,” Dickens’s Hard Times 
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portrays exactly that (Marx, “The English Middle Class,” 105).17 It pictures the tensions 

between remnants of aristocratic society, the burgeoning middle class, and the suffering 

working class. The working class are the “Hands” in Coketown, where the novel is set, “a 

town of machinery and tall chimneys, out of which interminable serpents of smoke trailed 

themselves for ever and ever, and never got uncoiled”: 

  

 [Coketown] had a black canal in it, and a river that ran purple with ill-smelling 

 dye, and vast piles of buildings full of windows where there was a rattling and a 

 trembling all day long, and where the piston of the steam-engine worked 

 monotonously up and down, like the head of an elephant in a state of melancholy 

 madness. It contained several large streets all very like one another, and many 

 small streets still more like one another, inhabited by people equally like one 

 another, who all went in and out at the same hours, with the same sound upon the 

 same pavements, to do the same work, and to whom every day was the same as 

 yesterday and to-morrow, and every year the counterpart of the last and the next. 

 (27-28) 

 
 
This passage establishes the rhythm of the industrial Coketown, the monotony of the city, 

of labor, of mass production, and of the masses themselves; a totalizing sameness not 

only among buildings and streets—the body of the town—but among its residents: “Fact, 

fact, fact, everywhere in the material aspect of the town; fact, fact, fact, everywhere in the 

immaterial” (28).   

																																																								
17 In fact Hard Times appeared in Household Words from April through August of 1854, at the 

beginning of which month Marx writes on the English novel.  
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 Of particular significance in the monotony of Coketown, however, is labor itself. 

All the “attributes of Coketown,” the narrator emphasizes, “were in the main inseparable 

from the work by which it was sustained” (27). Catherine Gallagher astutely locates the 

most urgent problem of Coketown in the “repetitious invariability” of “labor itself” (63). 

Monotonous and incessant work, Gallagher argues, is responsible for the “unhappiness” 

of all the residents of Coketown. In the ubiquitous toiling of Hard Times, Gallagher 

traces Adam Smith’s innovative formulation of labor, one that includes both productive 

labor, which entails an end product, and unproductive labor, which does not bring about a 

concrete end product. By this definition, everyone is some kind of laborer in Coketown 

(Gallagher 73). While toil of both unproductive (or immaterial) and productive (or 

material) kinds marks Coketown, or rather sustains it, I shall depart from the reading that 

this communal toiling is singularly responsible for the totality of Coketown’s 

“unhappiness.” I will argue that, just as the labor that sustains the town can be divided 

into material and immaterial—or in Smithian vocabulary, productive and unproductive—

the unhappiness of the laborers is not uniform. There is a kind of unhappiness that is due 

to productivity, and another that is due to unproductivity. The democratized melancholy 

that Gallagher locates in the novel and in the author’s malady, I argue, is far from 

homogenous (81).  

 The “Hands” of Coketown are indeed unhappy because they incessantly work; 

they sustain the materiality of the town. But there is a repetitiousness of another kind that 

might be responsible for the “unhappiness” of other groups of Coketown residents: 

Repetitiousness in the language of facts whose sole task is to reproduce ostensible facts. 

This language is given voice to in the very first scene of the novel, where Thomas 
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Gradgrind asks Sissy Jupe, whose father “belongs to the horse-riding,” to give her 

definition of a horse (11). Upon Sissy’s mystified silence, another student, Bitzer, gives 

this definition: “Quadruped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, namely twenty-four grinders, 

four eye-teeth, and twelve incisive. Sheds coat in the spring; in marshy countries, sheds 

hoofs, too. Hoofs hard, but requiring to be shod with iron. Age known by marks in 

mouth” (12).   

 Luisa and Thomas, the children of Thomas Gradgrind—himself representing the 

utilitarian principle of Victorian political economy—are the novel’s “Adam Smith and 

Malthus,” or simply “two younger Gradgrinds” (26). Together with their father, “a man 

of facts and calculations,” and a “man who proceeds upon the principle that two and two 

are four, and nothing over, and who is not to be talked into allowing for anything over,” 

they carry the line of political economy in representing “probity” and “punctuality” in the 

novel.18 Their language has purged itself of any kind of “ambiguity,” “equivocation,” or 

“vagueness.” In the first half of the novel it is as if their language actualizes the “pure 

statement” in its every materialization.  

 In addition to the Hands, two other groups equally sustain Coketown: one through 

philosophizing, educating, and “somethingology,” and the other through capital and its 

circulation. In other words, in addition to “the Hands,” Coketown is sustained by “the 

Tongues” and “the Pockets.” The Gradgrinds and Mr. M’Choakumchild—the 

schoolmaster, who along with “some one hundred and forty other schoolmasters, had 
																																																								
18 Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s underground man, who cannot keep two and two from making four, 

“but who will not resign himself to it either (he prefers that two and two not make four),” as 

Gilles Deleuze puts it, is created only a decade after Gradgrind, for whom two and two are always 

four (Deleuze 81-82). 
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been lately turned at the same time, in the same factory, on the same principles, like so 

many pianoforte legs”—are the speaking organs of the town (15). Mr. M’Choakumchild, 

we are told, “had been put through an immense variety of paces, and had answered 

volumes of head-breaking questions. Orthography, etymology, syntax, and prosody, 

biography, astronomy, geography, and general cosmography, the sciences of compound 

proportion, algebra, land-surveying and levelling, vocal music, and drawing from models, 

were all at the ends of his ten chilled fingers” (14-15). He is the McCulloch of Coketown, 

who “force-feeds the principles of political economy” (Poovey, A History of the Modern 

Fact 303).19 

 While in complying with his philosophical and educational role, Gradgrind 

“always” carries “a rule and a pair of scales, and the multiplication table in his pocket,” 

Josiah Bounderby, Mr. Gradgrind’s friend, is often described in the novel with “his hands 

in his pockets,” or while “putting his hands in his pocket,” or while putting “his hands 

deeper in his pockets”—a luxury of its own kind, for the Hands can never afford to have 

their hands in their pockets. Bounderby thus represents a proper capitalist, “his person, or 

rather his pocket” (Marx 254). He serves as “the point from which the money starts and 

to which it returns” and is the ultimate representation of a developed and commercial 

society (Marx 254). At once “a banker, merchant, manufacturer, and what not,” 

Bounderby boasts throughout the novel of being a “self-made man,” and of calling “a 

																																																								
19 J. R. McCulloch had a significant role in making political economy accessible and useful to 

people “who were not professional philosophers” (Poovey 296). He “published editions of the 

texts he considered essential, by writing the history of the discipline of political economy, and by 

supporting all kinds of educational venues through which the science could be disseminated” 

(Poovey, A History of the Modern Fact 296).  
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spade a spade” (37). Once he marries Louisa—Gradgrind’s “favorite child,” or the young 

Smith, as introduced in the novel—Bounderby makes the following “speech” to exempt 

himself from giving a “speech”: 

 

 Ladies and gentlemen, I am Josiah Bounderby of Coketown. […] [A]s you all 

 know me, and know what I am, and what my extraction was, you won’t expect a 

 speech from a man who, when he sees a Post, says “that’s a Post,” and when he 

 sees a Pump, says “that’s a Pump,” and is not to be got to call a Post a Pump, or a 

 Pump a Post, or either of them a Toothpick.  If you want a speech this morning, 

 my friend and father-in-law, Tom Gradgrind, is a Member of Parliament, and you 

 know where to get it. (107) 

 
 

And hence a transparent language characterizes the capitalist in Coketown. And 

Coketown, in its materiality and immateriality, is pictured as the sophisticated town in 

which a post is a post and a pump is a pump: a sophisticated town with a simple 

language. While Bounderby’s language is less “philosophical” than that of the 

Gradgrinds—for he has no “philosophical” investment in that language of facts—his 

commercial investment has made his language one of political economy.  

 It is precisely in this transparent language of facts that the unhappiness of the 

Tongues rests, I shall argue. If the Hands are unhappy because of monotonous and never-

ending labor, the unhappiness of the Tongues is of a different kind. It derives from a 

language that keeps on talking but fails to express. Unlike the work of the Hands, which, 

although “unhappy,” remains productive, the work of the Tongues becomes rather 

unproductive, even barren, as the novel proceeds. The incessant toiling of the Tongues in 
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the Gradgrind family is best expressed by Mrs. Gradgrind’s repeating grumbling about 

her family’s endless talking, a complaint which rhythmically punctures the novel. She 

begs her family members to stop talking, or she “shall never hear the last of it.”  

 Talking to her daughter Louisa from her deathbed, Mrs. Gradgrind, who never 

“hear[d] the last of it,” faces her utmost struggle for not being able to name it:  

 

 You learnt a great deal, Louisa, and so did your brother. Ologies of all kinds from 

 morning to night. If there is any Ology left, of any description, that has not been 

 worn to rags in this house, all I can say is, I hope I shall never hear its name. […] 

 But there is something—not an Ology at all—that your father has missed, or 

 forgotten, Louisa. I don’t know what it is. […] I shall never get its name now. 

 […] It makes me restless. I want to write to [your father], to find out for God’s 

 sake, what it is. Give me a pen, give me a pen. (194) 

 
 
This inability to get hold of it begins to shatter “the pure statement.” It begins to break the 

system not only of the transparent language so enthusiastically projected by Austin and 

Smith, but also to break through the transparent intentionality behind the meaning to say. 

It is indeed intriguing that once her tongue fails to say it, Mrs. Gradgrind takes recourse 

to her hand, in the hope that the latter organ can produce, just as the Hands of Coketown 

keep on producing. But “even the power of restlessness was gone, except from the poor 

head, which could just turn from side to side. She fancied, however, that her request had 

been complied with, and that the pen she could not have held was in her hand” (194). It 

indeed “matters little what figures of wonderful no-meaning she began to trace upon her 

wrappers,” the narrator asserts; “the hand soon stopped in the midst of them; the light that 
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had always been feeble and dim behind the weak transparency, went out” (194). And so 

dies with it the belief in the language of facts.  

 Having lost her mother before she could reach her last word, Louisa goes through 

a similar struggle to articulate her utmost “unhappiness” to her father. Undergoing a 

metamorphosis, and divested of the personification of Adam Smith and Malthus through 

her interactions with the Hands, Louisa speaks with her father about the previous time the 

two conversed. Before consenting to marry Bounderby, Louisa had asked her father if 

either he or Mr. Bounderby expected “her to love him?” (97). Mr. Gradgrind had found 

that “expression . . . a little misplaced” then, and advised Louisa to consider the question 

“as one of tangible facts” (97). “The ignorant and the giddy may embarrass such subjects 

with irrelevant fancies, and other absurdities that have no existence, properly viewed—

really no existence,” but not her, he told Louisa (97). The repressed expression, however, 

has now returned. Still “misplaced,” it is “existent” this time: “What has risen to my 

lips,” protests Louisa, “would have risen to my lips then, if you had given me a moment’s 

help! […] [I]f you had only done so long ago, or if you had neglected me, what a much 

better and much happier creature I should have been this day!” (209, emphasis mine). It 

is the failure to express what rises to the lips that causes the unhappiness of the Tongues 

of Coketown.  

 This torment of not reaching the language that one looks for in the language of 

“facts,” the anxiety of misplaced expressions, and of failing to express are indeed forms 

of “unhappiness” that are different from the “unhappiness” of the Hands. What the 

Tongues of Coketown lack in their capacity to express and name, the Hands seem to 

possess in the novel. By contrast with the linguistic unhappiness of the Tongues, the 
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tongues of the Hands are productive: their tongues produce meaning just as their hands 

produce commodities. “Among the multitude of Coketown, generically called ‘the 

Hands,’—a race who would have found more favour with some people, if Providence had 

seen fit to make them only hands and stomachs—lived a certain Stephen Blackpool, forty 

years of age” (66). The protagonist of the Hands in the novel, Blackpool, “a man of 

perfect integrity,” is described as one who held “no station among the Hands who could 

make speeches and carry on debates. Thousands of his compeers could talk much better 

than he, at any time” (66). However, it is he who effortlessly expresses what he intends to 

say, despite the exteriority of his language to “Standard English.”  

 In her article “Dialect and Dialectic in ‘The Working Day’ of Marx’s Capital,” 

Rosalind C. Morris writes that “perhaps nowhere else in the world is the intimacy 

between class and speech so profound than in England,” and therefore the “violence of 

class” becomes best detectable in the English translation of Marx’s “The Working Day” 

(222). In “The Working Day” there is “The Worker” and “the workers.” The former, as 

Morris astutely discerns, is “in command of the master’s discourse,” potentially capable 

of “dictating the interests of the proletariat”—a voice of fiction (220-8). He is the one 

whose voice, “which had previously been stifled in the sound and fury of the production 

process,” suddenly arises (Marx 342). “The Worker” knows the language of the capitalist 

and “speaks in a mellifluous prose and engages in a kind of disputation that presumes his 

equality with the capitalist” (Morris 224). Unlike “The Worker,” however, the workers of 

the factory floor—reflected in the discourse of the children employed in factories—speak 

“in a mother tongue they do not fully possess” (220). They speak “in the broken syntax, 

the pronominal confusion, and the grammatical errors […] so distant from the Standard 
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English in which both Marx and the capitalist speak”; in their broken language, “one 

encounters the material—properly audiovisual—trace of a class-divided system” (Morris 

223). Morris traces the “fictionality” of a legal and economic equality between the 

capitalist and workers precisely in this “lack of standardization” of language in Marx’s 

chapter.  

 In a genre different from Marx’s “The Working Day,” Dickens’s chapter in Hard 

Times, “No Way Out,” gives voice to the violence of class in the English language. 

Voicing the fictionality of equality between the capitalist and the worker, Stephen 

Blackpool speaks to Bounderby, the capitalist: “I ha’ coom […] to ask you yor advice. I 

need’t overmuch. I were married on Ear’s Monday nineteen year sin, long and dree. She 

were a young lass—pretty enow—wi’ good accounts of herseln. Well! She went bad—

soon. Not along of me” (73). Stephen has now come to ask Bounderby how he is “to be 

ridded o’ this woman,” for he “ha’ read i’ th’ papers that great fok (fair few ‘em a’! I 

wishes ‘em no hurt!) are not bonded together for better for worse so fast, but that they can 

be set free fro’ their misfortnet marriages, an’ marry ower agen” (75). The impossible 

dialogue between Stephen and Bounderby reveals the fictionality of their equality, 

simultaneously embedded in the gap between their languages and the gap between the 

law that, although “just,” sets them apart and unequal. And thus in Stephen Blackpool’s 

tongue, “marked by its incapacity to conform—grammatically, syntactically, 

phonetically—to standard English,” the novel retains marks of class violence (Morris 

235).  

 Just as the class violence is reflected in the “dialogue” between Blackpool and 

Bounderby, the essential dialectic that Morris teases out between “The Worker” and “the 
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workers” is reflected in the novel through the disparity between the discourse of 

Blackpool and that of Slackbridge, the Union orator who speaks in Standard English on 

behalf of the workers. Blackpool’s language—one among the workers—is not only 

exterior to that of the capitalist, it is equally exterior to that of The Worker. The 

grammatical, syntactical, and phonetic exteriority of Blackpool’s language to that of the 

orator, however, excludes him entirely from the brotherly circle of the workers that 

Slackbridge addresses in Standard English. “Oh my friends and fellow-sufferers, and 

fellow-workmen, and fellow-men!” the orator addresses the Hands, “I tell you that the 

hour is come, when we must rally round one another as One united power” (136-7). 

However, Blackpool—“that working man who,” despite being “well acquainted with the 

grievances and wrongs,” “sells his flag and turns a traitor”—must be expelled (136-8). 

And thus in the novel’s middle-class pragmatism, Blackpool, who on the one hand doubts 

that the Union is “doin’ onny good” and on the other refuses to spy on his fellow Hands 

for Bounderby, transcends the dialectic that Marx’s “The Working Day” strives to 

maintain (137). While the detachment between The Worker—Slackbridge, who masters 

the discourse of Standard English—and the workers—Blackpool—is kept, the essential 

dialectic is resolved from an unanticipated angle. Hard Times synthesizes the capitalist 

and The Worker into one evil language and Stephen “transcends” them, becoming that 

virtuous character whom “no mere social influence can corrupt”—a character Terry 

Eagleton finds in many of Dickens’s works (Eagleton 9). Bounderby, the capitalist, 

celebrates his new union with The Worker, addressing Stephen: “that even your own 

Union, the men who know you best, will have nothing to do with you. I never thought 

those fellows could be right in anything; but I tell you what! I so far go along with them 
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for a novelty, that I’ll have nothing to do with you either” (150). Contrary to Marx’s 

optimistic praise of the splendid brotherhood of fiction-writers in England, for their 

“graphic and eloquent” description of the middle class’s petty tyranny and ignorance, 

Hard Times falls into the trap of a “typical middle-class fear of the mob,” and 

romanticizes the language whose grammatical, syntactical, and phonetic exteriority to 

Standard English transcends both the voice of the capitalist and the voice that had 

interrupted his discourse—or could potentially interrupt his discourse (Eagleton 4).  

 In Stephen Blackpool’s tongue, another essential conflict resolves itself, this time 

between communication and incommunicability. His tongue, along with other 

representatives of the working class—Sissy Jupe, Rachel, and Mr. Sleary—becomes the 

one that is distinctly able to express that which it intends to say (vouloir dire). When in 

his last breaths he intends to convey his love—that “misplaced expression”—to Rachel, 

his “beloved lass,” he expresses it effortlessly (265). The misplaced expression that had 

failed Louisa finds its home on Stephen Blackpool’s lips. His ability to express himself, 

as against Louisa’s inability, first unfolds in an interaction between the two, when Louisa 

offers a bank-note to Stephen to help him on his way after he is discharged by Bounderby 

for refusing to spy on the workers’ union. Gifts, however, are the forbidden fruit of 

Coketown. “Fact forbid!” as the narrator warns us (16). According to a precept of 

Coketown’s philosophy, all “gifts have an inevitable tendency to pauperize the recipient” 

(116). Or as Bitzer, a former pupil of Gradgrind and a current employee of Bounderby—

hence the progeny of political economy and capital—expounds on the subject towards the 

end of the novel, gifts are forbidden by one of the “fundamental principle[s] of the 

Gradgrind philosophy”: 
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 everything was to be paid for. Nobody was ever on any account to give anybody 

 anything, or render any help without purchase. Gratitude was to be abolished, and 

 the virtues springing from it were not to be. Every inch of the existence of 

 mankind, from birth to death, was to be a bargain across a counter. And if we 

 didn’t get to Heaven that way, it was not a politico-economical place, and we had 

 no business there.20 (278)  

 

Per Bitzer’s philosophy, gifts signify gratis and imply non-reciprocity, and thus remain 

irrational and a-economical in Hard Times. It is at the moment of such a forbidden 

giving—when Louisa offers Stephen a gift of help—that Stephen’s unique access to 

language expresses itself. Stephen “was neither courtly, nor handsome, nor picturesque, 

in any respect; and yet his manner of accepting [the gift] and of expressing his thanks 

																																																								
20 The politico-economic rendition of Heaven intriguingly resonates in Charles Baudelaire’s 

“Counterfeit Money,” which I shall discuss later in this chapter. The narrator of this story 

interprets the counterfeit act of giving, or the intention behind it, as aiming to “do a good deed 

while at the same time making a good deal; to earn forty cents and the heart of God; to win 

paradise economically; in short, to pick up gratis the certificate of a charitable man” (173). The 

Heaven of Bitzer has its differences from the paradise of the narrator of “Counterfeit Money.” 

The God of the former either thinks politico-economically and disregards the “gift” as an 

impossibility that lies outside the boundary of the “bargain,” that is, outside the “existence of 

mankind, from birth to death”; or, if he does acknowledge gifts—things that rest outside the 

realm of purchase—then his Heaven is not good for rational creatures such as Bitzer. The 

paradise of the counterfeit donor has a different God. Here is a God that still believes in “gifts,” 

and even “certifies” people gratis, giving them a pass to paradise. His paradise seems not to be 

politico-economic at first; however, the deity himself is implicated in the bargaining process; he 

is placed within the boundary of “the existence of mankind,” “every inch” of which “was to be a 

bargain across a counter.” The two Gods of the two stories on the two sides of the Channel would 

meet in a politico-economic place, be it a heaven or a paradise. 
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without more words, had a grace in it that Lord Chesterfield could not have taught his son 

in a century” (157, emphasis mine). And thus the ultimate mode of communication 

comes from the tongue of a Hand—a Hand that could not “make speeches and carry on 

debates.” This tongue finds its place in between the failing tongue of the Gradgrinds and 

the graceful tongue of Chesterfieldian flattery.  

 The latter category is represented in the novel through two remnants of the 

aristocratic society: Mrs. Sparsit and Mr. James Harthouse. Mrs. Sparsit, a widow 

employed by Bounderby, is a “lady [...] [who is] decorous in herself, and [...] highly 

connected” (187). Mr. James Harthouse is “a fine gentle[man] who, having found out 

everything to be worth nothing, [was] equally ready for anything” (124). A gentleman 

who had “gone yachting about the world, and got bored everywhere,” Mr. Harthouse had 

found his way to Coketown, among the “hard Fact fellows” (125). The two characters are 

eloquent in their speech and decorous in their manners and they flatter one another on 

their “epigrammatical expressions” (188). While this race of Coketown residents, unlike 

the “hard Fact fellows,” have easy access to their language, and while their tongues easily 

give expression to what they intend to say, their expressions have become ineffective and 

futile. Neither the smarmy language of Mrs. Sparsit—which attempts to win Bounderby’s 

heart—nor the “devilish good speech” of Harthouse—which tries to win Louisa’s heart—

can function in the way they have been used to. The defeat of their language, however, 

unfolds in Harthouse’s conversation with Sissy Jupe—“girl number twenty,” a circus girl 

who is adopted by the Gradgrind family. Sissy, whose readings were mostly from the 

“wrong books,” most notably from the One Thousand and One Nights, becomes the one 

who marks the ultimate “defeat” of the aristocratic race, or rather of their language: 
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 Mr Harthouse drew a long breath; and if ever man found himself in the position of 

 not knowing what to say, made the discovery beyond all question that he was so 

 circumstanced. The child-like ingenuousness with which his visitor spoke, her 

 modest fearlessness, her truthfulness which put all artifice aside, her entire 

 forgetfulness of herself […] presented something in which he was so 

 inexperienced, and against which he  knew any of his usual weapons would fall so 

 powerless; that not a word could he rally to  his relief. (225) 

 
 
And thus the final “defeat” of the aristocratic race was to be “considered perfectly 

accomplished” and Mr. Harthouse’s “weapon” of words become forever ineffective 

(228). Mr. Harthouse, “bored out of the place,” goes “for camels,” or to the land of 

“wrong books” again (229).  

 Given this heterogeneity of languages, of defeated tongues, barren ones, 

agrammatical languages, and epigrammatic ones, it is no surprise that the “tall chimneys” 

of Coketown “rising up into the air” are said to “compete with Towers of Babel” (81). If 

the unhappiness of the residents of Coketown is due in part to their labor, it is equally due 

to the impossibility of communication between groups, within groups, and even between 

one and oneself.  

 The novel resolves this unhappiness by prescribing a simple common language. 

Once Sleary, the circus manager with “a voice (if it can be called so) like the efforts of a 

broken old pair of bellows,” manages to carry the ultimate message of the novel that 

“People mutht be amuthed, Thquire, thomehow, they can’t be alwayth a working, nor yet 

they can’t be alwayth a learning. Make the betht of uth; not the wurtht,” the malady of 

communication seems to be cured (46). Sleary attempts to lay out this “philothophy of 
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the thubject” towards the beginning of the novel, but he does so as Mr. Gradgrind, 

Bounderby, and Sissy are already going downstairs (46). It is uttered but not heard; at 

least, it is definitely not comprehended. Sleary acknowledges the difficulty of his 

communication with Gradgrind: “My voithe ith a little huthky, Thquire, and not eathy 

heard by them ath don’t know me; but if you’d been chilled and heated, heated and 

chilled, chilled and heated in the ring when you wath young, ath often ath I have 

been, your voithe wouldn’t have lathted out, Thquire, no more than mine” (41). Sleary’s 

voice is not “heard easy” because of his living condition; Gradgrind and Sleary speak 

different languages, in different voices, caused by the different conditions of their 

respective classes. But the voice of Sleary’s philosophy fails to get through this time not 

because of the husky quality of his voice, but because his words does not merit the 

attention of Gradgrid’s factual discourse; because when he talks Gradgrind is “already” 

going downstairs. When Sleary expounds the same philosophy to Gradgrind a second 

time, towards the end of the novel—his philosophy marks the two bookends of the 

narrative—the Tower(s) of Babel seem to have fallen. Having rid themselves of the strict 

language of Facts, on the one hand, and of the remnants of aristocratic weapons, on the 

other, Gradgrind, Sleary, Sissy, Rachel, and Louisa all seem to speak the same language, 

still in different voices—some husky, others clear and eloquent—but in the same 

language with easy access to it all. It this time seems to be this crucial tenet that “People 

mutht be amuthed.” This amusement or leisure is not at odds with constant labor or to 

Ologies of all kind. It rather provides a space—linguistic and otherwise—in which 

differences of various social orders are reconciled into a new sameness of industriousness 

with allocated leisure and democratized language. 
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 In her reading of Hard Times, Gallagher points out that the novel shares quite a 

lot with the Utilitarian philosophy that it aims to battle. Despite its attack on Adam Smith 

and Malthus, explicitly named in the novel, Hard Times ironically aligns itself with the 

Benthamites in classifying “labor” as pain in its calculation of net happiness (65). To be 

working is—per both the narrator of Hard Times and Bentham—to be unhappy; “to be 

industrious is to be working continuously and thus to be in a sustained condition of 

unhappiness: that is melancholy” (Gallagher 66). In this constant unhappiness, Gallagher 

traces the “democratized” melancholy of Hard Times and the “incurable” malady of its 

author (81). As I have tried to show, however, the unhappiness of the town is of a mixed 

texture: strands of communicational unhappiness and threads of toiling melancholy 

interweave. If the novel remains true to a calculus of pain and pleasure with respect to 

labor, it follows a similarly Benthamite path in the register of linguistic unhappiness, this 

time through “maximizing happiness.” The linguistic and communicational unhappiness 

is cured as Gradgrind and Sleary, Sissy and Louisa come to share a common language.  

 Although the tall chimneys of Coketown, “out of which interminable serpents of 

smoke trailed themselves for ever and ever,” stand strong, the tower(s) of Babel they 

competed with easily fall down: a fiction that ultimately covers up the fictionality of 

linguistic and class equality, misleadingly rendering that equality more plausible. If 

workers cannot master the capitalist’s discourse and deliver a speech unmarked by social 

exclusion, as Morris writes—an impossibility retained in Hard Times—the reverse 

should be equally true: neither can the capitalist, the political economist, or the middle 

class master the speech of the workers. The ability to simply assume another class’s 

speech papers over signs of class violence.   
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2- Conversation, Politeness, and Metaphors of Money-Commodity-Money: Self-

Help Manuals and the Periodicals 

 

The longing for a democratic common language, or rather common dialect, despite 

lingering class difference—a longing that culminates in a sophisticated social context 

such as that of Coketown—manifests itself also in the genre of self-help manuals and the 

periodicals of the mid-nineteenth century. Although in ridiculing Bounderby’s account of 

his self-made life and self-fabricated destiny Hard Times could be said to distance itself 

from the self-help philosophy dominant in the mid-Victorian period, soon to be glorified 

in Samuel Smiles’s Self Help (1859), the novel fails to demystify that ideology. So long 

as characters in the novel manage quite effortlessly to detach themselves from their 

structural positions in a class society—a divestment that reveals itself in the supposed 

accessibility of a common dialect—revealing the falsity of Bounderby’s self-

advancement does not necessarily expose the falsity of the self-help ideology.21 

 Published in 1859, the same year as Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species and 

John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty, Smiles’s Self-Help became a best-seller with the 

publication of 20,000 copies in one year, and later became known as the “bible of mid-

Victorian liberalism” with the promise that “the impediments thrown in the way of 

																																																								
21 In “‘Great Expectations’ and ‘Self-Help’: Dickens Frowns on Smiles,” Jerome Meckier 

discusses how, with the exception of David Copperfield, Dickens’s novels, including Hard 

Times, work explicitly against the ideology of self-help manuals. Yet with individual characters 

easily “transcending” the social system, as Eagleton puts it, the belief in the self that manuals such 

as Smiles’s Self-Help advertised finds a counterpart in Dickens’s novels too.  
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human advancement may for the most part be overcome by steady good conduct, honest 

zeal, activity, perseverance and above all, by a determined resolution to surmount” 

(Smiles 283). Beginning the book with a famous quotation from Mill—“The worth of a 

State, in the long run, is the worth of the individuals composing it”—Smiles’s target 

audience is “multitudes of smaller and unknown men,” whose individual industry, 

energy, and uprightness in sum would foster national progress (Smiles 1). In combining 

Victorian manners with ideals of the free market, Smiles’s main aim is the 

democratization of the ideas of hard work, perseverance, education, self-respect, and 

moral character. He compares life to a battleground, and what he calls “humble people” 

to privates in an army. As a result, he not only interweaves the ideas of self-help and 

thrift with national heroism, but also encourages the humblest to see themselves as 

worthy of the kind of self-respect that their generals practice:   

  

 Rising above the heads of the mass, there have always been a series of individuals 

 distinguished beyond others, who have commanded the public homage. But our 

 progress has been owing also to multitudes of smaller and unknown men. Though 

 only the generals’ names may be remembered in the history of any great 

 campaign, it has been mainly through the individual valour  and heroism of the 

 privates that victories have been won. (Smiles 4) 

 

Once Smiles reaches the theme of morals, manners, and politeness, he continues his 

democratic lesson. “[M]anners are about us everywhere,” he writes, “pervading society 

like the air we breathe,” and thus they must be as commonly accessible as the air (Smiles 

323):  
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 The cultivation of manner—though in excess it is foppish and foolish—is highly 

 necessary in a person who has occasion to negotiate with others in matters  of 

 business. Affability and good breeding may even be regarded as essential to the 

 success of a man in any eminent station and enlarged sphere of life[.] (Smiles 

 324) 

 

As in Smith and Austin, Smiles’s idea of cultivation of manners is linked to negotiations 

in matters of business. Good character and commerce continue to bond further as both 

reach for more inclusivity in the mid-Victorian era. This link entails another link between 

conversation and commerce, between talking and commodity-exchange.  

 Departing from the common dialect and the “simple” language that Hard Times 

hopes can thwart the progress of capital, I show how self-help ideology mobilizes that 

language in books and newspapers with the goal of democratizing commercial language. 

Moreover, in that commercial language, commerce itself becomes a major metaphor for 

understanding the proper manners of conversation in nineteenth-century Britain. 

Analyzing manuals of manners and periodicals, I locate passages where language and 

conversation are rendered explicitly in terms of commodities, money commodity, and 

commodity-exchange. Although not named, exchange-value—a notion at center stage in 

the political economy emerging at the time—is a predominant concept through which the 

value of language is formulated and rethought in these manuals. Reading these texts in 

the context of their publication and alongside Marx’s conception of exchange-value and 

market, I show the rise of an aspiration to calculate the value of language.  
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 In “The Art of Listening,” an article published in 1838 in the Chambers 

Edinburgh Journal, conversation is rendered as commerce:  

  

 Conversation is a species of commerce, where everyone has the right to bring and 

 to dispose of his commodities, his merchandise, and to supply others with that 

 which he supposes they stand in need of; therefore, it ought to be an exchange, a 

 barter; if not it becomes an exclusive monopoly; and those who wish to talk, 

 without listening to others, are forestallers, monopolizers, and retailers, who 

 produce stagnation and scarcity. (70) 

   

In an attempt to regulate the two ends of the linguistic transaction—i.e., talking and 

listening—this passage renders conversation as commerce and therefore utterances as 

commodities. The passage almost anticipates Karl Marx’s investigation of “the economic 

stage” and the kind of intercourse it entails. Here the speaker brings his merchandise—his 

piece of conversation—to the market, for he supposes that others “stand in need of” it. 

Marx formulates this dynamic in Capital, maintaining:  

 

 For the owner, his commodity possesses no direct use-value. It has use-value for 

 others;  but for himself its only direct use-value is as a bearer of exchange-value, 

 and consequently, a means of exchange. All commodities are non-use-values for 

 their owners, and use-values for their non-owners. Consequently, they must all 

 change hands. (179) 

 

Hence the changing of hands or, in the case of conversational commerce, the changing of 

tongues. But Marx gives a different account of tongues and their task of communication 

in Capital. He begins the chapter on “The Process of Exchange” with a truism: 
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“Commodities cannot themselves go to the market and perform exchange in their own 

right” (178). They must, therefore, have recourse to their “guardians,” he writes, to walk 

them to the market (178). Later, discussing the expression of value in money, Marx 

writes that it is not only the feet that the commodity will have to borrow from the owner 

to be able to go to and perform at the market, but also his tongue: “The guardian of the 

commodities, that is their possessor, must lend them his tongue in order to communicate 

their prices to the outside world” (189). And so the guardian lends the commodities tools 

for communication, both to convey them physically to the market and to communicate 

their “value”: to utter their “price.” In this usage, the tongue still functions in its capacity 

as use-value, as a tool to utter the price. But the passage above in “The Art of Listening” 

emphasizes the tongue’s other capacity—its other value—which, although it does not 

surface in Capital, has been emerging in Britain. The tongue that was lent to commodities 

to utter their prices is on its way towards commodification as conversation gets evaluated 

on the basis of exchange-value.  

 If we are to follow Marx’s formulation of commodity and commodity exchange, 

the capacity of the tongue and the understanding of conversation as commerce and of 

utterance as commodity must bear a historical imprint. As Marx notes, definite historical 

conditions are involved in the existence of the product—here of utterance—as a 

commodity. “The precondition of commodity circulation is that they [commodities] be 

produced as exchange values, not as immediate use values, but as mediated through 

exchange value,” Marx writes (Grundrisse 196). But the question is whether this 

formulation can help us understand language in its exchange process. If “language is a 

social fact,” as Ferdinand de Saussure argues, if it is never “complete in any speaker,” 
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and if “it exists perfectly only within a collectivity”; if, in other words, language is 

always already social, and always already in exchange, then it would be valid to ask if 

formulating language in terms of commerce and exchange has any historical specificities 

(Saussure 14). If language has never had individual/immediate use-value per se, where 

can the historical imprint of its production as “exchange-value” be sought? According to 

Marx, it should be sought “in [the form of commodity] itself” (Capital 164). The question 

of the art of listening—or rather, that of talking—in the abovementioned passage is not so 

much about understanding language as a social or collective “fact,” as Saussure puts it. It 

is rather an endeavor to render words calculable in this exchange. And the question, 

therefore, involves the newly emerged economic discourse that now underlies the very 

phrase “exchange of words.”  

 It is this desire to make language calculable and to conceive of words in terms of 

their exchange value that marks a shift and bears a historical imprint. This priority of 

calculation, Marx affirms, happens on the basis of one particular mode of production, 

namely the capitalist one, where “the memory of use value, as distinct from exchange 

value, has become entirely extinguished” (Grundrisse 239-40). Under a capitalist mode 

of production, in the age when use-values have been consigned to oblivion, this 

commodified understanding of conversation is by no means exceptional or even 

infrequent. After all, this particular understanding of circulation becomes a “totality of 

the social process,” extending to the whole of the social movement, Marx tells us 

(Grundrisse 197).  

 Reflecting this historical imprint, British periodicals of the mid- to late nineteenth 

century increasingly attended to what were termed “the art of listening” and “the art of 
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talking,” as well as the circulation of these arts’ value in money- or commodity-form.22 

The growing attention to the art of talking was perhaps a reaction to the proliferation of 

print culture, and the growing attention to the art of listening seems to have been a 

reaction to the increasing emphasis on the art of talking. The last decades of the 

eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth century saw a great increase in the 

circulation of paper in Britain (Poovey 153). Several main changes marked the increase 

of paper, as Mary Poovey observes in her Genres of the Credit Economy: the passage of 

Booksellers’ Act in 1774; the ending of the war with France in 1815; the introduction of 

machine-made paper, which lowered the cost of production in the 1820s; and the repeal 

of the “taxes on knowledge” in the 1850s and 1860s (153).    

 An article entitled “Conversation,” published in Blackwood’s Edinburgh 

Magazine in 1867, begins by citing a “common” belief that “conversation has been said 

to be one of the lost arts” (Nov 1867, 555). One of the “peculiar difficulties” of the art of 

conversation in “modern times,” the author writes, is that “we all read a great deal more 

than our forefathers did, and therefore seem to have less need of talk as an intellectual 

exercise” (555). “We pay people to talk for us, in fact,” the author continues, “just as 

Orientals prefer hiring dancers to going through the exertion themselves” (555). The 

novel, then—representative of that which is paid to talk for us—is to blame: 

 

 It is true that such trash as is commonly written and read is a very poor substitute 

 in this  respect for even the most ordinary conversation; for surely no real talk that 
																																																								
22 Further examples include “Importance of Listening Well” (in The Mirror of Literature, 1846), 

“The Art of Listening” (in The Argosy, 1868), and “On the Art of Listening” (in All the Year 

Round, 1874). 
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 ever was talked can come up to the inanity of dialogue and sentiment which fill 

 the pages of three-fourths of our modern novels. Still, these do form the staple of 

 mental entertainment to an unfortunately large number of people; and it may be 

 better that they should exercise themselves within the pages of their green and 

 yellow favourites than inflict their tediousness upon others. The purchase of a 

 worthless volume at a railway stall may be very far from helping to improve the 

 mind of the purchaser, but it may contribute very materially to the comfort of his 

 fellow-passengers. (555) 

 
 
Although prevalence of affordable paper, and thus accessibility of novels at railway 

stalls, might have impaired the art of conversation, the final Benthamite utility calculus 

shows that this written “trash” maximizes the pleasure of the large number of people who 

read them and minimizes the pain of the remaining few who can avoid the conversation 

with the novel-readers. The amount “paid” for the novel to talk on behalf of “us,” then, 

has been profitable overall. Another article, “The Art of Talking,” published in 1881, also 

observes the influence of the “penetration of the printing press” on the disappearing “art 

of conversation in the old fashioned sense” (611). “The spread of intelligence, learning, 

new ideas, by the silent but potent mediums of books, magazines, and daily papers,” 

William J. Lacey writes, “is said to have superseded the more delicate friction of social 

intercourse. Besides, the age is a fast age, and men have no time to cultivate so 

troublesome an acquirement as that of correct and agreeable talking” (611). Despite his 

more sanguine stance, Lacey still agrees about the effect of the medium of paper on the 

dying art of conversation. 

 A series of articles entitled “Chapters on Talk,” published in The Cornhill 

magazine in 1867-8, particularly attends to minute details of the art of “correct and 
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agreeable talking” (Dec 1867, 719). Talking is, as the author describes it, “the necessity 

of civilized life”; talk is not “merely that bare utterance of intelligible sounds which is 

required for the expression of our wants,” for this would be a “savage view of this great 

gift” (719). Rather, talking is that “peculiar use of speech by means of which we convey 

one to another, either information of various kinds, which we desire to impart, or 

opinions upon various subjects” (719). The other “Chapters” on the topic analyze the 

forms of conversation that different “species of talkers” possess: those who have “a larger 

stock-in-trade to depend upon their talking,” or those who “retail[] gossip,” and many 

other forms. These Chapters tend to instruct readers in precisely the art of conversation 

that Hard Times portrays as the defeated weapon of aristocratic eloquence.  

 Metaphors of commerce appear both in support of the dying art of eloquence and 

against it. Writing on the importance on dexterity in talking and on how one should be 

able to “divide one’s talk” according to the company one is in, Lacey in his above-

mentioned article, “The Art of Talking,” uses the metaphor of commodity-exchange:  

 
Some very able thinkers and workers have shone with a greatly diminished lustre 

around the dinner table […] because of an inability (so to speak) to divide their 

talk. It is as though they went shopping for trivial articles with plenty of gold in 

the lump, but with no small change; the condition of things uncomfortable to both 

dealer and purchaser. (612)  

 

 
Articles of talking are given price tags here (or étiquette) to float as smoothly as 

commodities would in a market with coins and notes of various amounts, thereby urging 

the vernacularization and democratization of utterances. Lacey thus suggests that “able 
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thinkers” who speak in “high” language must divide their speech and “vernacularize” it 

to communicate in the common space of the dinner table. In distinguishing “small talk” 

from “very small talk,” an 1867 article in The Argosy understands “small talk” to be “the 

small change of sensible conversation. It is the minor coin of the circulating medium of 

human intelligence. As silver and copper exercise most important, and, in fact, 

indispensable functions in our household transactions, so does Small Talk in the 

discussions on the social, political, and intellectual topics of the day” (123). Then, like 

Lacey, the author warns against always carrying “plenty of gold” with oneself, as “a man 

with a pocket full of sovereigns only, hesitates, even when hungry, to offer one of them 

for a half-penny loaf; to his neighbour with a purse of shillings, it matters little whether 

the loaf cost a penny or a pound” (123).  

 In reaction to the overemphasis on “the art of talking,” articles on “the art of 

listening” stressed their concern about the monopoly of talking and strived to highlight 

the other end of the balance. “On the Art of Listening,” published in 1874 in All the Year 

Round, was written in direct response to the “Chapters on Talk,” which had appeared 

some years before “in a well-known magazine, and which made one feel that to be a great 

conversationalist demanded something like an unattainable combination of mental and 

moral qualifications” (“On the Art of Listening” 178). In underlining the “unattainability” 

of the qualifications required for “great conversation,” “On the Art of Listening” 

indicates the impossibility of resuscitating the defeated art of conversation of the ancien 

régime. The article attempts to gainsay the “dangerous” impression that “a good talker is 

a copious talker,” an impression implied in “Chapters on Talk.” The metaphor of the 

market, however, remains useful as the author justifies the value of listening. Being faced 
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with a good listener produces “an intense desire” in any speaker “to do justice to himself 

and to his theme, for he sees that there is a possibility of perfect and complete 

appreciation” (179). In order to describe this intense desire, the author resorts to the 

market: “There is a market opened for his wares, and he must need give them all the 

attractions it is in his power to bestow” (179). 

 In regulating conversation—whether reviving or working against that “old art”—

the figures of the market, commerce, commodities, and money commodity function as 

effective conceptual tools. It is as if such metaphors accommodate all the necessary, 

albeit at times contradictory, instructions on how to talk and how to listen. The 

management of conversation, however, is not separate from the idea of politeness. In an 

article from the “Small Beer Chronicles” series in All the Year Round, the attempt to 

regulate speech converges with the attempt to assess the value of politeness. “It is a 

matter of taste,” the author writes, “to know the exact 

moment when you are beginning to bore people, or are, at any rate, in danger 

of doing so” and hence: 

 

 There should be laws regulating the length of time accorded to any one social 

 speaker. There should be an hour-glass, or, rather, an egg-glass, which runs out in 

 three minutes and a half; and when it is turned it should be a sign that the 

 particular gentleman who is at the moment enlightening the company should 

 arrest the torrent of his eloquence. (“Small Beer Chronicles” 239) 

 

The concern of limiting the time of talking is embedded within the broader question of 

politeness, its forms, and most importantly its value. The aim of the article is to define 
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politeness for a “man who honestly desires to attain social success by fair means, who 

wishes to make himself agreeable to those with whom he is brought in contact” (“Small 

Beer Chronicles” 237). For such a man, “excessive politeness” is the worst recourse and 

is designated at the very beginning a “bad sign”: “the excessively polite man is either 

very bad or at least very selfish,” the author writes, explaining that “if he be actually bad, 

he uses his politeness to hide his wickedness, and if he be simply selfish, he uses it as a 

substitute for deeds” (237).  

 The discourse against “excessive politeness” becomes central to the commodified 

conception of politeness. Samuel Smiles’s Thrift (1876) gives a blunt account of this 

understanding of politeness. “Politeness,” he maintains, “goes very far, yet it costs 

nothing; it is the cheapest of commodities” (Thrift 388). Smiles’s portrayal of politeness 

as commodity evokes once again Marx’s notion of “commodity” and its twofold—use 

and exchange—value. Stressing what politeness can be exchanged for, and more 

importantly how it produces surplus-value—as it costs less than what it ends up 

producing—Smiles renders politeness first and foremost as a mere commodity, or as 

Marx puts it, as a “bearer of value” (Capital 199). Smiles foregoes discussing possible 

use-values of politeness and is instead most concerned with calculating that which might 

be gained from what is said. His formulation, however, proceeds through a few stages 

before laying the ground for this commodified account of politeness. While calculating 

the cost and surplus value of politeness, Smiles puts forward the exaggeration that 

“politeness costs nothing.” But it is true that this commodity has become quite affordable 

in the age of shilling manuals of politeness. Smiles emphasizes this affordability and 

accessibility before declaring politeness a commodity: 
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 Good manners have been supposed to be a peculiar mark of gentility, and that the 

 individual exhibiting them has been born in some upper class of society. But the 

 poorest classes may exhibit good manners toward each other, as well as the 

 richest. One may be polite toward others, without a penny in the purse. (Thrift 

 388)  

 

Evocative of the manners of Stephen Blackpool in Hard Times, which stood in between 

the “gentility” (Chesterfield) and that of the “Fact fellows,” members of “the poorest 

class” are here described as capable of politeness. Both Dickens and Smiles attend to the 

language of the poor. In Hard Times, the upper class—represented by Bounderby—learns 

to speak the language of the working-class at the end of the novel while in Smiles’s Thrift 

it is the poorest classes who are encouraged to learn the politeness of the richest. In both 

there is a commitment to a common dialect that will level the languages of different 

classes into a simple and polite tongue. While Smiles singles out “the poorest class” and 

tries to unite them with what they are separated from, i.e., the “upper class of society,” 

Dickens does the reverse. In both there lies a move towards homogeneity.  

 Mary Poovey’s discussion of the notion of “the social body” and the ambiguity of 

its referent in nineteenth-century Britain aptly explains the way in which Smiles and 

Dickens single out a group in order to forge a more inclusive and homogenized whole: 

 

 By the early nineteenth century […] the image of the social body […] referred 

 either to the poor in isolation from the rest of the population or to British (or 

 English) society as an  organic whole. The ambiguity that this double usage 

 produced was crucial to the process of cultural formation […] for it allowed social 

 analysts to treat one segment of the population as a special problem at the same 
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 time that they could gesture toward the mutual interest that (theoretically) united 

 all parts of the social whole. The phrase social body therefore promised full 

 membership in a whole to a part identified as needing both discipline and care. (8)   

 

In Smiles’s account of politeness, the “poorest class” is dealt with as “a special problem” 

that can be solved through “discipline and care.” Learning politeness can lay the 

groundwork for “membership” in the united broader whole. And thus Smiles’s solution:  

 

The bulk of men need to be taught manners […]. We have said that working-men 

might study good manners with advantage. Why should they not respect 

themselves and each other? It is by their demeanor toward each other—in other 

words, by their manners—that self-respect and mutual respect are indicated. […] 

The working-man, in respecting his fellow, respects himself and his order. (Thrift 

389)   

 

Here, as in the previous passage, manners are proclaimed separable from one’s economic 

situation: “One may be polite and kind toward others, without a penny in the purse.” 

There is a single way of “bettering” oneself, said to be accessible to everyone, through 

studying and adopting good manners. An image of a “single culture,” in Poovey’s words, 

which disregards class differences, is sketched. In other words, poverty here simply 

signifies an economic situation which can be endured with grace and dignity, like the 

dignified life and death of Stephen Blackpool in Hard Times. 

 In striving to make politeness more democratically accessible, Smiles also 

distinguishes it from “etiquette.” Introduced to the English language from French by Lord 

Chesterfield, “etiquette” was interwoven from the outset with a form of “dissimulation,” 
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which the lord supported. With such a connotation, it is not surprising to find Smiles, “the 

unparalleled champion of a ‘middle class utopianism,’” condemning etiquette to stand 

with politeness in its stead (Self-Help viii). “By good manners,” Smiles insists, “we do 

not mean etiquette. This is only a conventional set of rules adopted by what is called 

‘good society’” (Thrift 388).  

 Smiles’s crafting of the accessible standard of politeness is key to its 

commodification. In an exchange relationship, Marx maintains, distinct human labors are 

equalized so they can be evaluated through the duration of expenditure of homogeneous 

labor. In the same year that Smiles published Thrift, and perhaps in response to manuals 

such as Thrift, an article called “Modern Politeness” provided a vivid picture of this 

homogeneous labor power and labor time:  

 
 The age which witnesses the production of shilling manuals of etiquette, by which 

 the very churl in feeling may qualify himself in an hour or two for polite society, 

 may perhaps be said to have succeeded pretty fairly in eliminating the internal and 

 the moral factor from the connotation of the term “polite.” (“Modern Politeness” 

 9-10) 

 

Two forms of abstraction now accompany one another. Everyone23 can activate the 

potential labor power of the tongue with a “few shillings” to buy a “manual,” and “an 

																																																								
23 Despite the quick expansion of the reading public in Britain by the mid-nineteenth century, 

especially with the abolition of the newspaper tax in 1855 (and hence the exponential growth in 

reading material), this passage seems to overestimate the contemporary literacy rate. “The churl 

in feeling” probably does not refer to the lower or illiterate classes, but to someone whose status 

was low. In other words, it probably refers not to a “churl” but to “a churl in feeling,” someone 

who was rough-edged in their sentimental bearing. Still the passage implies a sense of broad 
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hour or two” of average labor time to read it. “Politeness” thus becomes widespread, 

circulating like a standard commodity, or money, without the “internal and moral” values 

that the author originally saw in the term “polite.” 

 

3-Assessing Authenticity: Sincerity and Metonymies of Money in Barnaby Rudge 

 

According to Roman Jakobson, all discourses take place “along two semantic lines: one 

topic may lead to another either through their similarity or their contiguity,” that is, 

metaphorically or metonymically (76). In regulating the emerging notion of commercial 

conversation, which itself entailed a new concept of politeness, market proved to be a 

productive metaphor in staging the similarity between commodity- and money-exchange 

and polite conversation. But in addition to the metaphoric utility of the market for 

remolding politeness, there is a metonymic connection between conversation and 

commerce, between utterance and money commodity that becomes visible in the context 

of forgery. In this section, I will discuss two narratives in which this metonymic 

relationship is traceable: Charles Dickens’s Barnaby Rudge, A Tale of the Riots of ‘Eighty 

(1841) and Charles Baudelaire’s “Counterfeit Money” (1869). But I shall first examine 

the setting of this contiguous relationship between the forgery of monetary papers and the 

forging of “character.”    

 Simultaneous with the growing circulation of paper in forms such as newspapers, 

journals, manuals of manners, and novels in the last decades of the eighteenth century 

																																																																																																																																																																					
accessibility of manuals and this contemporary overestimation is in itself an intriguing window 

on how standard “politeness” was being conceived.  
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and the first half of the nineteenth century, there was a dramatic increase in bank notes 

issued “following the passage in 1797 of the Restriction Act” (Poovey, Genres of 

Political Economy 151).24 Poovey argues that this simultaneity was indeed symptomatic 

of the growing commercial economy of the Empire, which, on the one hand, thrived “on 

credit represented by expansion of paper notes” and on the other hand “prospered in part 

because of the commodification of a wide range of fashionable and leisure products, 

including books and pamphlets” (155). This acceleration and increase of the volume and 

kinds of paper in circulation, particularly of monetary papers, also gave rise to public 

suspicion and confusion (162).  

 The growing credit economy of the nineteenth century had implications for 

Smithian and Humean notions of trust. The idea of trust inevitably became more formal 

and less personal as business interactions became less dependent on interpersonal 

exchange. Smiles touches on this system of trust in Self-Help, echoing Smith’s account of 

the relation between trust and business: “the upright manufacturer will find not only 

honour and reputation, but substantial success, in the genuineness of the article which he 

produces, and the merchant in the honesty of what he sells, and that it really is what it 

seems to be” (238). It is trade after all that “tries character more severely than any other 

pursuit in life” (239). As the scope of British trade expanded globally, however, the idea 

of the trade-based trust had to expand as well to address different forms of 

disconnectedness—from spatial and temporal distance to a more abstract “distance” 

																																																								
24 The Bank Restriction Act of 1797 removed the requirement for the Bank of England to convert 

banknotes into gold. The restriction period lasted until 1821, when convertibility was restored.  
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between the actual and the promised—caused by the credit system. Smiles attempts to 

reformulate this expansive idea of trust: 

 

 If we reflect but for a moment on the vast amount of wealth daily entrusted even 

 to subordinate persons, who themselves probably earn but a bare competency—

 the loose cash which is constantly passing through the hands of shopmen, agents, 

 brokers, and clerks in banking houses,—and note how comparatively few are the 

 breaches of trust  which occur amidst all this temptation, it will probably be 

 admitted that this steady daily honesty of conduct is most honourable to human 

 nature, if it do not even tempt us to be proud of it. The same trust and confidence 

 reposed by men of business in each other, as implied by the system of Credit, 

 which is mainly based upon the principle of honour, would be surprising if it were 

 not so much a matter of ordinary practice in business transactions.25 (238)  

 

Trust then continues to be formulated quite straightforwardly in relation to commercial 

success, commercial intention, and commercial consequences. The trust we encounter 

here, however, takes a more generalized form, maintained when merchants are 

“accustomed to confide in distant agents, separated from them perhaps by half the globe” 

(238-9). The distant trust no longer functions on the basis of Smith’s recurrent business 

dealings with people in one’s reach but between people who do not see each other 

enough, or even at all. The distances involved in the credit system require a culture of 

trust, a mechanism of daily honesty of conduct which Smiles calls the “principle of 
																																																								
25 As I will discuss in the next chapter, when Mohammad Ali Jamālzādeh, a prominent Iranian 

writer, discusses daily interactions between “subordinate persons” he offers a very different 

philosophy: instead of “trust” he embraces small offers—in the form of “bribes” or “gifts”—that 

change hands during such transactions. He embraces those moments of “distrust” as a form of 

social and public insurance. 
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honour.” This form of trust—or a formal trust—depends on a specific mode of 

communication, a particular practice of establishing trust, which looks less and less like 

friendship and more and more like commerce.  

 In the political realm, Elaine Hadley discusses the importance of abstraction and 

form in the shaping of mid-Victorian liberalism. In an era of increased political 

heterogeneity, Hadley argues, a focus on form as opposed to content manifests 

“liberalism’s liberality,” which at least in theory does not seek to prescribe particular 

opinions but rather simply formalizes their expression through suffrage or the poll or 

through the political subject as an abstracted individual (50). Such formalism evokes 

“good form,” which, based on the exercise of decorum, ensures that even “free thought” 

is formalized, and thereby keeps a society “subject to prediction and inductive 

formulation,” as “political economy, empirical science, and positivism” require (51). This 

“impersonal sincerity,” as Hadley puts it, prescribes a minimum virtue that functions as a 

guarantee in commercial society (51-2). “Good form” in the era of liberalism “thus 

assures a standard of consistency in the midst of the contingencies of the market, but this 

good form must embrace both intention and action, not simply actions over time, and so 

constitutes what Victorians more generally refer to as ‘character’” (52). The tenet of self-

interest that had produced truthful character and trust in the first place ultimately finds its 

form in a performance of moderate “disinterestedness.” 

 Despite Smiles’s optimism, and the formation of the mid-Victorian “good form,” 

however, the proliferation of bank paper had caused too much suspicion in society and 

“everyone accused everyone else of monetary irresponsibility” (Poovey, Genres of Credit 

Economy 162). “The loose cash” that, as Smiles states, constantly passed “through the 
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hands of shopmen, agents, brokers, and clerks” in fact entailed a widespread speculation 

that flourished as one of the most important features of Britain’s economy at the turn of 

the century (Poovey Genres of Credit Economy 162). No credit money “could be taken 

for granted […] because every banknote was as subject to evaluation in relation to the 

notes of competing banks as every bill of exchange always was” (Poovey, Genres of 

Credit Economy 162). The public suspicion was first due to the amount of cash—in the 

form of bank notes or credit money—in circulation that was not known to anyone. And 

secondly it came about because no one, “not even the Bank of England[,] took 

responsibility for controlling the nation’s currency” (Poovey, Genres of Credit Economy 

162). And thus as banknotes and paper credit remained objects of cultural scrutiny, the 

trust that Smiles so enthusiastically portrays remains in doubt.  

 Something changes from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century: the problem of 

representative money, which seems to be deemed relatively “unproblematic” during the 

eighteenth century, becomes problematic in the nineteenth (Poovey 60). In her book 

Forgery in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture, Sara Malton shows how the fear 

of forgery gains prominence in nineteenth-century cultural discourse. This was not only 

because it was a capital offence until the 1830s, but also because the rise in offences 

threatened a broader public in the expanding monetary and credit system. Malton, 

therefore, offers a much less sanguine view of public trust than does Smiles. The 

metaphor of the circulation of blood used for the analysis of wealth in the eighteenth 

century, she shows, sets the ground for the image of forgery as a threat to the health of 

the nation in the nineteenth century (20-21).  
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 The detailed descriptions, in numerous articles, of the immediate context 

surrounding forgery suggest a metonymic relationship between exchange of things and 

exchange of words. 26  In the absence of any official mechanism to vouch for the paper 

money in circulation, all that accompanied that circulation in a given moment became 

important in the assessment of its authenticity. Not only the act of uttering but the 

circumstance of that act came under scrutiny. Examination of the who, the where, the 

when, and the how of a given monetary exchange seemed important in determining the 

authenticity of a given note. It is no longer the similarity between the commodity- and 

money-exchange, or the market, and communication, conversation, talking, or listening 

that constitutes the relation between the two registers of monetary and linguistic 

																																																								
26 Detailed descriptions of the immediate context surrounding forgery in the following articles 

suggest a metonymic relationship between exchange of things and exchange of words: “Bank 

Note Forgery in Examiner (Feb 27, 1820) p 143; “Bank Notes: Forgeries” in The Literary 

Panorama, 1806-1819 (Aug 1818), p 702-716; “Bank-Note Forgeries: How They Are Executed, 

and How to Detect Them” in Answers to Correspondents on Every Subject under the Sun (Aug 4, 

1888, p 7; Jul 28, 1888, p 1-2, Jun 8, 1889, p 28); “Distinguished Forgers,” Marks, Alfred in 

Once a Week (Jan 12, 1867) p 35; “Forgery of Bank Notes,” Fergusson, James in The Literary 

Journal, and General Miscellany of Politics, Science, Arts, Morals, and Manners (Jan 1819) p 

19; “Report on Bank-Note Forgery” in An Artist Examiner (Feb 14, 1819) p 107. The circulation 

of money or “uttering” notes is often a combination of the exchange of the written (that is, what is 

inscribed on the note) and the spoken (that is, the verbal exchange that accompanies it). Poovey 

attends to different genres of writing that constitute the credit economy (including that which is 

inscribed on the note and thus constitutes the materiality of money and all that shapes the 

financial literature, such as the discussion of monetary forms in journals and periodicals). In these 

articles, however, we see a connection between the moment of uttering a note and its materiality, 

including the written inscription. Exchanging the written and the spoken is thus as much 

performative as textual.  
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exchange. It is rather the state of contiguity between that which is said and done and the 

act of commodity- and money-exchange that demands attention (Jakobson 98).  

 A prime example of the metonymic relationship between forgery and its 

circumstances can be found on the other side of the Channel in Charles Baudelaire’s “La 

fausse monnaie.” Although the story revolves around a false coin rather than paper, it 

attends meticulously to that which surrounds the “moment” of the act of giving the 

“forged” coin.27 The story begins by describing the place, the mood, the manners, and the 

words that accompany the moment of giving: “As we were leaving the tobacconist’s, my 

friend carefully separated his change; in the left pocket of his waistcoat he slipped small 

gold coins; in the right, small silver coins” (173). “What a singularly minute 

distribution!” the narrator says to himself. Walking out of the tobacconist, he and the 

friend encounter “a poor man who held his cap with a trembling hand” (173). “There is 

nothing more disquieting than the mute eloquence,” the narrator says, “of those 

supplicating eyes that contain at once, for the sensitive man who knows how to read 

them, so much humility and so much reproach. He finds there something close to the 

depth of complicated feeling one sees in the tear-filled eyes of a dog being beaten” (173). 

The next sentence then describes the aftermath of the act of giving: “my friend’s offering 

was considerably larger than mine, and I said to him: ‘you are right; next thing to the 

pleasure of feeling surprise, there is none greater than to cause a surprise.’” To which the 

friend “calmly” replies, “It was a counterfeit coin.” The act of giving the “counterfeit” 
																																																								
27 In both “Counterfeit Money” and Barnaby Rudge the temporality of what is generally called 

forgery/counterfeiting is perplexing. When does the act of forgery take place? Is the moment of 

“forgery” taking place when a coin or paper money is forged or when it changes hands? This 

question seems to be constantly posed and deferred.  
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coin, that very moment that constitutes that act, which is all that the story revolves 

around, is in effect missing. Instead, all that is contiguous to it, the immediate context 

that constitutes it, all that is metonymically related to the act of giving, takes center stage. 

Metonymic devices become the metaphor, replacing the act of forged “giving.”  

 Back to the other side of the Channel, Charles Dickens’s Barnaby Rudge, A Tale 

of the Riots of ‘Eighty (1841) is another story in which forgery is represented through 

what is contiguous to it. The novel is an “unusual and deviant example” of “historical 

romances”: until almost half way through it, there is no hint of any historical event 

(Bowen xv). The first part of the novel revolves around a mysterious murder and a pair of 

love stories. Barnaby Rudge begins at the Maypole Inn, in 1775, where the tale of the 

murder of Reuben Haredale, which had occurred 22 years earlier on that very day, is first 

broached. The murderer turns out to be Rudge Sr.—Barnaby Rudge’s father—who is 

mistakenly believed to be dead. Barnaby Rudge is himself an unusual hero for the novel: 

“a sort of idiot,” accompanied by a speaking raven and joined in the central action of the 

novel by “other socially marginal and unheroic figures such as Denis, the public 

hangman, and Hugh, the semi-human ostler” (Bowen xvi). Among the love stories that 

are hindered by social and historical barriers is that of Edward Chester who is in love 

with Emma Haredale: the former is the son of John Chester, the latter the daughter of 

Reuben Haredale and the niece of Geoffrey Haredale. John Chester—“the sinister 

Protestant conspirator”—and Geoffrey Haredale—“the consummately virtuous 

Catholic”—are longtime acquaintances and sworn enemies (Bowen xx). Half way into 

the novel, the story advances five years, to 1780, when the anti-Catholic Riots begin and 

Lord George Gordon enters “public political life” as “suddenly as he appears in [the 
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novel]” (Bowen xxiii). By the end of the novel, some of the rioters—including the hero 

of the story, Barnaby Rudge; Grip, the speaking raven; Hugh, the hostler of the Maypole 

Inn and the “illegitimate” son of Chester; and Dennis, the hangman—are arrested and 

held in Newgate, whose climactic burning concludes the novel.  

 Set in the decades when the publication of the Letters (1774) of Lord Chesterfield 

gave rise to a public discussion of hypocrisy, on the one hand, and the public executions 

of forgers shaped public opinion about that crime, on the other, Barnaby Rudge’s 

treatment of the question of value and trust comprises several layers and multiple forms 

of forgery. The posthumous publication of Chesterfield’s letters to his son ignited a 

remarkable public controversy on the issues of manners, morals, and hypocrisy: in short, 

on authenticity and forgery, but in the register of character. Decades after their 

publication, the Letters proved to be still of relevance.28 Here I underline the overlooked 

themes of value and the challenges of evaluation that the novel draws from the last 

decades of the eighteenth century to speak to its Victorian audience. I will discuss how, 

against the formation of polite character and moderate conversation—which are figured 

as shillings, half-pennies, or pounds, in contrast to “plenty of gold”—a Chesterfieldian 

form of excess continues to lurk in the background, indicating the threat of a forgery and 

deceit that might perturb the transparent calculability of language.  

 If the commercial understanding of communication rendered the latter quite 

moderate and calculable, any form of excess would be considered as a stagnation in the 

flow of commerce and communication. If truthfulness and trustworthiness were 

																																																								
28 Not only for Dickens but for British travelers to Persia as well, as I have discussed in the 

previous chapter.  
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considered to be products of commerce, the converse of this causal relationship seems to 

have been taken for granted as well. That is, the inevitable consequence of excess and 

exaggeration was assumed to be forgery, or commercial deceit, a link between the two 

kinds of forgery that is dexterously depicted in Barnaby Rudge. The moderate character’s 

opposite, the forger, or forestaller of commerce, is epitomized in the novel’s 

representations of none other than Lord Chesterfield. I look at a caricature of Lord 

Chesterfield, Mr./Sir Chester, to show how the fear of an excessive tongue and 

socioeconomic deceit are metonymically tied together. Mr./Sir Chester stages 

complications of character assessment and trust as the novel attends to the confusion that 

was raised with the advent of varying forms of paper money and bank notes, as well as 

the question of intrinsic versus extrinsic value that they provoked. While financial 

forgery—spectrally represented in the novel by a woman executed for passing forged 

notes—is a capital offense in the period, the other—character forgery—is a capital 

investment that enables Mr. Chester to become Sir John Chester.  

 Harshly criticizing Chesterfieldian manners and etiquette, Barnaby Rudge 

anticipates Hard Times in encouraging a more vernacular tone and tongue as a safeguard 

against forgery. In its condemnation of excess—both of politeness and of radical socio-

political upheaval, portrayed through the Gordon Riots—the novel also looks forward to 

the self-help genre. As false signs or rather true signs with false values circulate with 

their false effects, Barnaby Rudge speaks to the crisis of value in a time in which 

character and commerce have become inseparable. Besides the question of commerce, 

the novel raises the issue of forged lives, forged deaths, forged humans, and forged 

humanity. Ending up with a “hollow globe” is its ultimate fear. Drawing on false 
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signifiers from the previous century, the novel warns its contemporaries against taking 

“the surface for the depth.”  

 Hypocrisy—to assume “a false appearance of virtue or goodness, with 

dissimulation of real character or inclination”—is, like counterfeit money, always defined 

against an understanding of a real or an original (OED). Barnaby Rudge draws on this 

structural similarity between hypocrisy and counterfeit money to mark a connection 

between “passing bad Notes” and passing smarmy words, warning against all the forms 

of forgery between them and produced through their intercourse. “Our globe” and its 

depth are at stake with the threat of forgery: “The world is a lively place enough, in 

which we must accommodate ourselves to circumstances, sail with the stream as glibly as 

we can, be content to take froth for substance, the surface for the depth, the counterfeit 

for the real coin,” says Mr. Chester, wondering why “no philosopher has ever established 

that our globe itself is hollow” (104). The fear of hollowness—the fear of Chesters and 

Chesterfields—is mentioned over and again in the novel through the tongues of different 

characters. It is first expressed in a meeting between Mr. Chester and his old 

acquaintance Mr. Haredale. The former is described as one who always preserves “a calm 

and placid smile,” the latter as looking at that smile with “a distrustful frown” (103). 

Haredale, whom Mr. Chester describes as a “frank and sturdy character,” addresses 

Chester: 

 

 I have not come to bandy pleasant speeches, or hollow professions. You are a 

 smooth man of the world, sir, and at such play have me at a disadvantage. The 

 very last man on this earth with whom I would enter the lists to combat with 
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 gentle compliments and masked faces, is Mr. Chester, I do assure you. I am not 

 his match at such weapons, and have reason to believe that few men are.29 (104) 

 

The novel’s caution against arms of hollowness, forgery, and counterfeit thus begins; it 

does so ironically, however, through what can be called a narrative forgery (plagiarism) 

on Dickens’s part. In his 1841 preface to Barnaby Rudge, Dickens assures his readers of 

the truthfulness of his account of historical events, claiming that “any file of old 

Newspaper, or old volume of the Annual Register, will prove this with terrible ease” 

(701). Dickens’s truthfulness is of course now well supported; in particular, the 

connections between his account of the riots and the historical records of Robert 

Watson’s biography of Lord George Gordon, as well as Thomas Holcroft’s pamphlet on 

the riots, are now quite clear. In fact, as Joel J. Brattin’s close reading of Holcroft’s 

pamphlet reveals, Dickens borrows words, phrases, and facts in several cases without 

acknowledging them (6). His authentic historical narrative is realized through plagiarism, 

or a narrative forgery, as he coins Holcroft’s notes and interpretations as his own.  

 Nonetheless, while the accuracy of most of the novel’s historical accounts is now 

established, less clear is how significant the socio-historical context of the events has 

been. The social and political upheavals during the Chartist Movement (1838-1857) have 

been considered a key contemporary influence for Dickens to conjure up the ghosts of the 

																																																								
29 Haredale’s distrust of Chester recalls that of the travelers against their Persian Chesterfields. 

Haredale and James Morier have very similar notions of pleasantries, in fact, as this passage 

confirms. While the latter interprets the excessive tongue of Persians as an unfamiliar “weapon,” 

the former understands the familiar language of Chester/Chesterfield as an unmatchable 

“weapon.” See Chapter One.  
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riots of the 1780s. Supportive of the main goals of The Movement,30 Dickens invoked the 

riots of 1780 to respond to a “widespread fear of bloody social upheaval as mass 

meetings, riots and uprisings regularly erupted within the political landscape” (Bowen 

xxiv). Despite its author’s sympathy with the goals of the Movement, however, Barnaby 

Rudge warns against popular insurrections or “excess” in any form. Dickens was 

concerned about the possibility that “events of the early 1840s were repeating those of the 

1780s,” and in particular he was troubled by “the alliance the Gordon Riots epitomized 

between ultra-conservative forces (represented [in the novel] by the manipulative Sir 

John Chester) and the explosive force of the radical mob, led by Barnaby [and] Hugh” 

(Bowen xxv).31 Barnaby Rudge is therefore considered “one of the more conservative of 

Dickens’s works” (Bowen xxv). Reflecting on the timeliness of this historical novel, 

Brian Hamnett adds yet another contemporary event, that of the contested Catholic 

Emancipation Act of 1829—only a decade or so before the publication of Barnaby 

Rudge—to account for the choice of the novel’s subject matter (118). It is precisely with 

a view to such imminent social crises that the novel has been considered a political 

warning or, as Thomas J. Rice suggests, a political allegory (Hamnett 118). 

 Unlike for Walter Scott, Dickens’s great predecessor, reconstruction of the 

historical context and conditions of the 1780s seems not to be the central effort of 
																																																								
30 Universal suffrage, abolition of property qualifications for members of parliament, annual 

parliamentary elections, equal representation, payment of members of parliament, and vote by 

secret ballot were the main goals of the Chartist movement. 
31 Dickens’s warning about the alliance between the mob and the ultra-conservatives in Barnaby 

Rudge—alliance between two opposite and extreme forces—almost anticipates the alliance 

between Slackbridge, the Union orator, and Bounderby, the capitalist. There too Dickens is 

cautious about any form of popular unrest. 
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Barnaby Rudge. As Iain McCalman argues, Dickens “tried to realize major historical 

events and movements through the fictional lives of isolated individuals divested of 

larger social contexts” (210).32 The novel is indeed set in the past but cannot be called a 

historical novel in its modern sense (162). Thus, while it relates the past to present, it is 

mostly interested in encouraging nineteenth-century readers to look back at their own 

image in the 1780s and then to project that image on their own day. It can be said that 

Barnaby Rudge was conceived more as the counsel of a storyteller who would use “the 

lore of the past” to pass on something useful, in the form of moral and practical advice 

(Benjamin 86).  

 No character in the novel better corroborates this reading of the text’s 

contemporary preoccupations than Grip, the speaking raven who accompanies Barnaby. 

At the end of the novel, when the reader is informed of the fate of each and every 

character, whether living, dead, or in-between, we learn that the raven continues living: 

“as [Grip] was a mere infant for a raven, when Barnaby was grey, he has very probably 

gone on talking to the present time” (688). The speaking raven thus remains alive at the 

end and trespasses the historical boundaries of the story to sew the past to the novel’s 

present and to deliver the novel’s ultimate message to Dickens’s contemporaries, just as a 

homing pigeon would. 33  In staggering between the past and the present, between 

historiography and storytelling, the novel leans towards the latter. 

																																																								
32 As I have discussed above, the theme of characters easily divesting themselves of larger social, 

economic, and political circumstances resonates in Hard Times as well.  
33 The lingering Grip wings out of the boundaries of the novel into one of Edgar Allan Poe’s best-

known works, “The Raven” (1845). Poe, who wrote a review of Barnaby Rudge for Graham’s 

Magazine in 1842, saw Barnaby as a “peculiar” hero, “inasmuch as he is an idiot endowed with 
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 In the final passage of the novel, Grip, who is rescued from Newgate along with 

Barnaby, soon recovers “his looks” and becomes as “glossy and sleek as ever” (688): 

 

 But he was profoundly silent. Whether he had forgotten the art of Polite 

 Conversation in Newgate, or had made a vow in those troubled times to forego, 

 for a period, the display of his accomplishments, is a matter of uncertainty; but 

 certain it is that for a whole year he never indulged in any other sound than a 

 grave, decorous croak. At the expiration of that term, the morning being very 

 bright and sunny, he was heard to address himself to the horses in the stable upon 

 the subject of the Kettle […]; and before the witness who overheard him could 

 run into the house with the intelligence, and add to it upon his solemn affirmation 

 the statement that he had heard him laugh, the bird himself advanced with 

 fantastic steps to the very door of the bar, and there cried ‘I’m a devil, I’m a devil, 

 I’m a devil,’ with extraordinary rapture.34 

  From that period […], he constantly practised and improved himself in the 

 vulgar  tongue; and as he was a mere infant for a raven, when Barnaby was grey, 

 he has very probably gone on talking to the present time. (688, emphasis in 

 original) 

 

 
																																																																																																																																																																					
the fantastic qualities of the madman” (219). But what intrigued Poe more than the hero was his 

“accessory”: “that of a human-looking raven” who “commingles” with the hero. Poe’s fascination 

with the accessory rather than the protagonist matched the author’s intention. While writing the 

novel, Dickens wrote to his friend George Cattermole explaining his plan “to have [Barnaby] 

always in company with a pet raven, who is immeasurably more knowing than himself” (Dickens 

Letters 197). To this end, Dickens studied his own raven, also called Grip, and believed he could 

“make a very queer character of him” (197). Inspiring the famous pairing of Dickens and Poe, 

Grip has reached a level of fame unknown to the other characters in the novel, or in fact to the 

novel itself.  
34 An expression that the raven repeats in the novel. 
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The silence of the raven, rendered quite mysteriously at the very end of the novel, might 

in fact be read as the element that drives this historical story to its present. The art of 

storytelling, after all, has a certain kind of “chaste compactness,” as Walter Benjamin 

notes: “the most extraordinary things, marvellous things, are related with the greatest 

accuracy, but the psychological connection of the events is not forced on the reader” (89). 

I borrow Benjamin’s essential silence to speak to the silence of Grip. This silence, which 

is insusceptible to explanation, is precisely that gap which makes the story claim a spot in 

the present. This ungraspable silence triggers “the lore of the past,” in Benjamin’s words, 

and makes the narrative of Barnaby Rudge lean ever more toward a form of storytelling 

that sews the past to the present.35  

 It is not, however, solely the silence of the Raven that is “kept” from explanation. 

The two forms of conversation that precede and succeed this silent interval are just as 

puzzling. We are led to speculate as to why Grip has gone silent: perhaps, we are told, 

“he had forgotten the art of Polite Conversation in Newgate.” But Grip was never shown 

to be tactful in this art to begin with. How can he forget an art he never knew? This shift 

																																																								
35 Indeed the novel is one of the prominent forms of communication, along with news and 

information, that Benjamin denounces as having endangered the art of storytelling. I should thus 

admit that my deployment of Benjamin’s account of storytelling to discuss Grip’s silence in a 

historical novel might seem counterintuitive. With respect to violating the cherished compactness 

of the art of storytelling, however, it is mainly news and information that Benjamin holds 

accountable, not the novel. “It is half the art of storytelling to keep a story free from explanation 

as one reproduces it,” Benjamin asserts (89). On this basis perhaps we could say that in leaving 

Grip’s silence illegible, Dickens has respected that “half” of the art of storytelling which keeps “a 

story free from explanation” while he is “reproducing” the Riots of ‘Eighty. 
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in tongues—from polite to vulgar—can only be traced through the character of Mr./Sir 

John Chester, who is forcefully associated with Polite Conversation.  

 In this unpopular novel, the character of Mr./Sir John Chester is perhaps the least 

popular. Writing in 1895, the British literary critic J. Collins protested Dickens’s 

portrayal of the lord as Mr. Chester:  

 

 On the unspeakable vulgarity and absurdity of Dickens’s caricature and travesty 

 [of Lord Chesterfield]—with pain do we say a disrespectful word of one to whom 

 we in common with half the world are so much indebted—it would be 

 superfluous to comment. But what is certain is that in the imagination of millions 

 Chesterfield will exist, and exist only, in association with a character combining 

 all that is worst, all that is most vile, most contemptible, most repulsive, in the 

 traditionary portrait of him. (200)  

 

Dickens, however, was not the only one to portray such a vile image of Chesterfield. 

When Eugenia Stanhope, Chesterfield’s daughter-in-law, submitted his private letters, 

which were originally intended for the Earl’s son, for publication, the trustees of his will 

sought to halt their disclosure. Despite this attempted obstruction, however, the letters 

were judged fit for publication by the court. Once published, they were widely attacked 

as providing a manual for hypocrisy. Thomas Hunter, for instance, viewed the Letters as 

teaching and advocating “a life of dissimulation, of hypocrisy, of ceremony, of 

compliment, of flattery and servility; a life formed to the fashion of this world, devoted to 

passion, to pleasure, to selfishness and sensuality” (Hunter 249). At the same time, the 

letters gained immense popularity, and soon there emerged cheap repackaged and 

abridged editions of them. Their popularity increased as the older system that kept people 
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in their fixed places was trembling and the instructions within the Letters proved widely 

useful. As I discussed briefly in the previous chapter, while in his letters Chesterfield 

aimed to instruct his son in elite-oriented courtesy and aristocratic etiquette, by the time 

the letters were published they could be used as guidelines for a large middle- and lower-

class readership, the same target audience as Smiles’s.36 Barnaby Rudge represents this 

shift in the utility of Chesterfield’s advice—unfolding in the temporal gap between the 

letters and the Letters—through Mr. Chester, for whose merits “Mr was too common” 

(333). Mr. Chester becomes Sir John Chester in the novel by practicing the instructions in 

the Letters.  

 We encounter Lord Chesterfield’s Letters only once in the novel, when Mr. 

Chester, the counterfeit Chesterfield, is reading the original Lord Chesterfield:  

 

 ‘My Lord Chesterfield’, he said, pressing his hand tenderly upon the book as he 

 laid it  down, ‘if I could but have profited by your genius soon enough to have 

 formed my son on the model you have left to all wise fathers, both he and I would 

 have been rich men. Shakespeare was undoubtedly very fine in his way; Milton 

 good, though prosy; Lord Bacon deep, and decidedly knowing; but the writer who 

 should be his country’s pride, is my Lord Chesterfield.’ 

He became thoughtful again, and the toothpick was in requisition. ‘I 

thought I was tolerably accomplished as a man of the world’, he continued, ‘I 

flattered myself that I was pretty well versed in all those little arts and graces 

which distinguish men of the world from boors and peasants, and separate their 

character from those intensely vulgar sentiments which are called the national 

character. Apart from any natural prepossession in my own favour, I believed I 

																																																								
36 See Jenny Davidson, Hypocrisy and the Politics of Politeness: Manners and Morals from 

Locke to Austen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 47-50. 
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was. Still, in every page of this enlightened writer, I find some captivating 

hypocrisy which has never occurred to me before, or some superlative piece of 

selfishness to which I was utterly a stranger. […] An amazing man! a nobleman 

indeed! Any King or Queen may make a Lord, but only the Devil himself—and 

the Graces—can make a Chesterfield.’ (192, emphasis added) 

 

Reading a recently published book that had gained enormous fame, Mr. Chester 

commends himself on his “accomplish[ments] as a man of the world.” He nonetheless 

regards Lord Chesterfield as that apotheosis of the arts and graces of politeness, a man 

whose “captivating hypocrisy” and “superlative piece[s] of selfishness” set him beyond 

reach. It is “only the Devil himself—and the Graces,” Chester declares, who can make a 

Chesterfield. The Graces—the Greek goddesses of fertility, beauty, charm, and mirth—

suggest the beauty that covers the deceit of the Devil. They are the façade of 

dissimulation—an important lesson of Lord Chesterfield to his son. Let us now remember 

that the very last words we hear from Grip are: “I’m a devil, I’m a devil, I’m a devil!” 

The Devil is perhaps none other than Grip, a reading that can explain Grip’s forgetting of 

the art of Polite Conversation—the art he never knew but had forgotten.  

 The capitalized phrase “Polite Conversation,” that forgotten art, thus refers to the 

tongue that throughout the novel is exclusively owned by Mr. Chester. Grip comes to 

embody Sir Chester—killed with a polite smile on his face in the preceding chapter—

once he “recover[s] his looks” and becomes “as glossy and sleek as ever” after his term at 

Newgate. The Raven learns the art of Polite Conversation only to forget it on behalf of 

Mr./Sir Chester in order to carry on speaking, this time in “the vulgar tongue.” The 

tongue of this long-lived raven changes dialects, to recall Morris’s article—from polite to 
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vulgar—as it trespasses the historical boundaries of the narrative to migrate to the novel’s 

present-day. The temporal distance between the time that the novel describes—the late 

eighteenth century—and its own day—the mid-nineteenth century—is condensed in that 

one silent year of the raven after which the ghost of “Polite Conversation” reincarnates as 

the “vulgar tongue.” The vulgar tongue of the plebeian or common people replaces the 

tongue of men of the world.  

 The grappling between “polite” and “vulgar”—terms that appear only a few times 

in this novel—is uniquely limned in Chester’s reading of Chesterfield. His definitions of 

the terms unfold intriguingly in relation to notions of national pride and national 

character. On the one hand, Chester proclaims his Lord Chesterfield to be his country’s 

utmost pride, winning this position over Shakespeare, Milton, and Lord Bacon. On the 

other hand, he denounces “those intensely vulgar sentiments” of “boors and peasants,” 

which he believes, with regret, to constitute “the national character.” Taking national 

pride in his Lord Chesterfield, he denounces “the national character” because he 

identifies it with “vulgarity.” In this paradoxical stance towards what can be called a hazy 

picture of nationalism, Chester is almost anticipating—although trying to resist—the 

move towards a broader and more inclusive notion of “national identity.” 

  In Making a Social Body, Poovey remarks that “the first modern efforts to 

represent all—or significant parts—of the population of Britain as aggregates” were 

made in the last decades of the eighteenth century—during the time Chester is reading 

Chesterfield (1-8). A national identity, however, was widely proclaimed to exist by 1830, 

a decade before the publication of Barnaby Rudge. Despite the competing cultural strains 

within the Kingdom—between the Irish, Scots, and the Welsh—and despite competing 
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identity categories such as class, race, and gender, the groundwork was laid for what 

would eventually assume the appearance of a single and “mass” culture in the first 

decades of the nineteenth century (Poovey 2). This expansion of the notion of national 

identity underlies Chester’s paradoxical stance regarding national pride versus national 

character. The climax, which should be the nation’s pride, stands against that vulgarity 

which forms a more inclusive national character. In this national character, however, the 

national pride seems to have to yield. The result is a more homogenizing, solvent, and 

liquid identity called mass culture in which the distinction between polite and vulgar 

tongues begins to soften.   

  In his essay “Politeness for Plebes,” Lawrence Klein looks at the array of books 

of manners and politeness manuals in England since the eighteenth century, and the role 

they played for those aspiring to move up the social ladder. With the gradual disturbance 

of inherited social classifications in this time period, Klein shows how politeness was 

marketed to an audience wider than the gentry and pseudo-gentry, with publications of 

manuals on manners and politeness inexpensive enough to be accessible to the 

“plebeians” (363-68). Such manuals of the last decades of the eighteenth century also 

included editions of Lord Chesterfield’s Letters and their adaptations. The guidelines in 

the Letters indeed built a “social ladder” for Mr. Chester in Barnaby Rudge: 

 

 John Chester, Esquire, M.P., attended court—went up with an address—headed a 

 deputation. Such elegance of manner, so many graces of deportment, such powers 

 of conversation, could never pass unnoticed. Mr was too common for such merit. 

 A man  so gentlemanly should have been—but Fortune is capricious—born a 
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 Duke: just as some dukes should have been born labourers. […] John Chester, 

 Esquire, was knighted and became Sir John. (333) 

 

The narrator bases his perception of social hierarchy solely on “elegance of manner,” 

“graces of deportment,” and “powers of conversation,” in short, on etiquette. Etiquette—

previously a class “tag”—can now, ironically, turn a laborer into a Duke or the other way 

around. If, however, proliferation of inexpensive manuals began in the eighteenth 

century, and if attention to the art of pleasing in conversation becomes more detailed, 

nineteenth-century forms of politeness become more democratic and vernacular, as I have 

shown through periodicals and Smiles’s Self-Help and Thrift. Smiles, who democratically 

encourages manners and politeness for all, discourages their more excessive forms, which 

evoke an exclusive Chesterfieldian etiquette. While, according to Smiles, “[t]he 

cultivation of manner […] is highly necessary in a person who has occasion to negotiate 

with others in matters of business,” its “excess is foppish and foolish” (324). In this 

passage, two movements are visible. One is the shift of the public tongue to a more 

affable and polite one. And second, just as important, is the shift of cultivated tongues 

and manners to less excessive modes. Both the excess and the scarcity of politeness and 

affability are condemned. Instead, a more democratic and middling tongue is being 

shaped and cultivated. In these instructions for manners and politeness rests the formation 

of a new “vulgar,” in terms of “the common or usual language of a country”: that is, the 

formation of a new “vernacular” (OED). The vulgar tongue into which the raven’s speech 

is transformed at the end of the novel speaks to the metamorphosis of both the vulgar 

tongue of the “poorest class” and the polite tongue of Mr./Sir Chester. Let us remember 
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that Hard Times criticizes the other end of the “truthful” tongue, Gradgrindian cold 

utilitarianism. Stephen Blackpool’s mode of communication, the register Hard Times 

prefers, falls right between the tone of Gradgrind and that of Lord Chesterfield.  

 The novel’s practical lesson and warnings against excess go hand in hand with the 

cautionary move against forgery. False signs, or rather true signs with false values, 

circulate with their false effects in Barnaby Rudge: 

  

 How the accomplished gentleman spent the evening in the midst of a dazzling and 

 brilliant circle; how he enchanted all those with whom he mingled by the grace of 

 his deportment, the politeness of his manner, the vivacity of his conversation, and 

 the sweetness of his voice; how it was observed in every corner, that Chester was 

 a man of that happy disposition that nothing ruffled him, that he was one on 

 whom the world’s cares and errors sat lightly as his dress, and in whose smiling 

 face a calm and tranquil  mind was constantly reflected; how honest men, who by 

 instinct knew him better, bowed down before him nevertheless, deferred to his 

 every word, and courted his favourable notice; how people, who really had good 

 in them, went with the stream, and fawned and flattered, and approved, and 

 despised themselves while they did so, and yet had not the courage to resist; how, 

 in short, he was one of those who are received and cherished in society (as the 

 phrase is) by scores who individually would shrink from and be repelled by the 

 object of their lavish regard; are things of course, which will suggest themselves. 

 (202) 

 

Besides illustrating excessive and enchanting politeness, this passage underlines how 

such forms of excess circulate as though they are earnest and sincere. Chester’s manners, 

in other words, although counterfeit, manage to circulate as authentic, as do “false priests, 

false prophets, false doctors, false patriots, false prodigies of every kind,” who all seem to 
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circulate quite easily (304). False banknotes must be added to this list, a form of 

falsification that defines the figure of the forger and the act of forgery in the early 

nineteenth century.  

 Despite the fact that public executions of forgers, which appalled Dickens, were 

eliminated after the 1832 and 1837 Forgery Acts, the debate surrounding public 

executions continued to inform the cultural understanding of forgery more broadly 

(Malton 2-4).37 The two forms of forgery—hypocrisy, as character forgery, epitomized 

by Lord Chesterfield’s Letters, and financial forgery, brought to the fore by public 

executions—are woven together in the novel through the ghostly relationship between 

Mr./Sir Chester and the woman who has been hanged for “passing forged Notes.” “She 

had been tempted by want—as so many people are—into the easy crime of passing 

forged notes,” Gabriel Varden recounts to Sir Chester (628). “Young and handsome,” she 

had been employed by “the traders who employ men, women, and children in this 

traffic,” and who “looked upon her as one who was well adapted for their business, and 

who would probably go on without suspicion for a long time. But they were mistaken; for 

she was stopped in the commission of her very first offence, and died for it” (628). 

 The only words we hear from the hanged woman, whose ghost haunts the novel, 

are conveyed through her hangman, Denis. At the moment of execution, Denis recounts, 

she broke her silence to confide in him: “If I had a dagger within these fingers and he was 

within my reach, I would strike [the father of my boy] dead before me, even now!” (628). 

																																																								
37 See also Philip Collins’s Dickens and Crime (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1994). 
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The father of the boy is none other than Mr. Chester, of course. At the heart of the novel 

then lies a peculiar intercourse between the forging of manners and of banknotes. And the 

result of this contiguous relationship is Hugh, “that chap that can’t read nor write, and has 

never lived in any way but like the animals he has lived among” (100). He himself “IS a 

animal,” says Mr. Willet, and “is to be treated accordingly” (100). The result, in other 

words, is itself a forged human—an animal that masquerades as human. It is left to the 

imagination whether the father of her boy—Mr. Chester—is also his mother’s employer, 

but either way the fates of the two forms of forgery are interwoven in the character of 

Hugh. The two forms of forgery have been contiguous and contagious, representing the 

fear of ending up with forged humans, or even with forged humanity. 

 Sir Chester’s forged manners culminate in the closing paragraph of the novel’s 

penultimate chapter, where we witness his murder by Mr. Haredale, his longtime 

acquaintance and enemy: 

 

 Raising himself upon his hands, he gazed at [Mr. Haredale] for an instant, with 

 scorn and hatred in his look: but seeming to remember, even then, that this 

 expression would distort his features after death, he tried to smile; and, faintly 

 moving his right hand, as if to hide his bloody linen in his vest, fell back dead—

 the phantom of last night. (680)  

 

Sir Chester’s character is summed up in this final, forged smile. It is as if he has learned 

from Lord Chesterfield’s posthumous fate as a result of the Letters. Sir Chester tries to 

redeem his name by hiding the bloodstains on his clothes and forging a smile just before 

his death, but he, like his namesake, fails to leave behind a “polite” picture of himself. 
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He, “the phantom of last night,” joins the forger of banknotes as an executed body of a 

bygone era.   

 After his death in Barnaby Rudge, Chesterfield is resurrected one more time in 

Dickens’s All the Year Round. From January to June of 1866, a series of letters entitled 

“Chesterfield Junior. A Son’s Advice to His Father” was published in All the Year Round 

(1859-95). Written by Charles Allston Collins, a British painter, writer and illustrator, 

and Dickens’s son in law, these letters are intriguingly addressed to Chesterfield Senior—

that is, a forged Lord Chesterfield—who “begs to forward to the Editor, certain letters 

which he has lately received from his son.”38 The journal explains: “Mr. C. does so, 

because he thinks it desirable that it should be made known what a pass things are rapidly 

coming to in this country” (Collins 45). To begin with, the title “Mr. C.” suggests a 

plebian demotion—a vulgarization—of Lord to Mr., reversing the course of John 

Chester’s forged upward mobility in Barnaby Rudge. After this introduction, a backward 

prophecy follows that mirrors the form of Letters but which this time speaks from the 

Victorian period to the preceding century, to the “phantom of last night.” Chesterfield 

Junior thus ventures to address Chesterfield Senior: “I make so bold as to assert that not 

only are you—the elders generally—in no position to offer advice to us the juniors, but 

that you yourselves actually require now and then a word of counsel from us, to guide 

you through the dangers and difficulties of modern life” (Collins 45). “How should it be 

otherwise?” he asks; “everything has altered within the last few years” (Collins 45).  

																																																								
38 I would like to thank Dr. Jeremy Parrott for his help in identifying the author of these “letters,” 

which were originally published anonymously. And I would like to thank Shaden Tageldin for 

introducing Dr. Parrott’s work to me. 
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 Chesterfield Junior urges his father to “unlearn, for the most part, what [he] 

formerly took great pains to learn” (Collins 45). Among the things that have changed are, 

of course, the manners of politeness. Significantly, then, Chesterfield Senior is called to 

unlearn his ways of politeness and the tongue he had taken such pain to learn if he wants 

to become “modern.” In a letter from June 9, 1866, we read: 

 

 In endeavouring to “form” you for the social life of the day, my exertions have 

 hitherto been chiefly directed to the suppression of that fatal politeness and 

 urbanity which everyone must observe to be developed in your character in an 

 excessive degree. I have tried hard to show you that, unless these qualities be 

 suppressed, you will never make any great advance in the world. (Collins 523)   

 

The advice of the son to the father to “suppress” his excessive manners, not only in order 

to “make a safe” entrance to “the social life of the day” but also to “advance” in that 

world, is indeed the complete opposite of the wish Mr. Chester expresses, in Barnaby 

Rudge, while reading the Letters. Regretting that he had not “profited” from Lord 

Chesterfield’s instructions “soon enough,” Mr. Chester laments that both he and his son 

had lost the chance of becoming “rich men.” In the counterfeit letters, however, the 

aspiration to “advance” in the world—a wish this time expressed by the son—can only be 

pursued by submitting to more standardized manners and politeness, by undoing 

Chesterfield’s instructions. Lord Chesterfield, “the national pride,” should suppress his 

excessive manners to adopt and join the polite and commercial vernacular, with its 

trustworthy characters. 
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 Dickens’s Hard Times and Barnaby Rudge, and Smiles’s different iterations of 

self-help instructions all condemn the linguistic regime of Britons’ aristocratic past. 

Intriguingly, in their travelogues, Edward Scott Waring and Robert Ker Porter had 

already linked that past to the Orient at the turn of the eighteenth to the nineteenth 

century. Criticisms made by Dickens and instructions given by Smiles, at home, 

correspond to the travelers’ Orientalist criticisms of Persian manners: to borrow from 

Saree Makdisi, the Occident and the Orient are both in the process of being made (10). 

The travelogues’ orientalization of the English national aristocracy, accomplished by 

relocating Chesterfield to Persia, parallels the domestic Occidentalism that created an 

Englishness purged from Chesterfieldian manners and etiquette.  

This reciprocal relationship, which in effect flattens out historical differences and 

imposes a historicism that conflates Persians with the Britons of the past, imposes a chain 

of historical necessities on the Persian “non-character,” propelling her towards an 

inevitable future image—an image longed for in the writings of Iranian proponents of 

literary, political, and economic modernity, as I shall discuss in Chapter Three. 

 In Hard Times, however, the other end of the spectrum, that is, the calculative 

language of political economy, is also condemned. At the end of the novel, Bitzer, the 

calculative evil, proclaims the impossibility of the gift and of all that might fall outside 

the politico-economic “place,” even if it is heaven: “Every inch of the existence of 

mankind,” he says, “from birth to death, was to be a bargain across a counter” (278). “[I]f 

we didn’t get to Heaven that way,” he asserts, “it was not a politico-economical place, 

and we had no business there” (278). In a language similar to and predating the narrator’s 

in Hard Times, Waring condemns and criticizes the Bitzer-like characteristics that he 
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finds in Persia. Persians, he believes, are incapable of understanding gifts: “The Persians 

have but a faint notion of gratitude, for they cannot conceive that any one should be 

guilty of an act of generosity without some sinister motive. They reason upon their own 

feelings; and as they are conscious that they never perform any action but with a view to 

their own immediate advantage, they naturally infer that these motives operate with 

similar effect upon every other individual” (Waring 103). In proclaiming the 

impossibility of gift-giving in Persia, Waring regards Persia as that utmost politico-

economic “place,” to which he does not wish to belong. In effect, Waring, like the 

narrator of Hard Times, condemns the Persian-Bitzers as well as Persian-Chesterfields. 

What Persians had represented at the turn of the century becomes, in the mid-nineteenth 

century, the two poles that Hard Times seeks to purge. It is not only that the faults of the 

aristocratic enemy are written in terms of the Persian other, which is the broader trend of 

Orientalism; the cold and calculative effects of politico-economic discourse are 

understood in terms of Persians’ excessively calculating qualities. The two extremes of 

irrational expenditure (pertaining to the ancien régime) and of cold calculative sociability 

(pertaining to the thinking of Smith and Malthus as represented in Hard Times) have in 

effect been relocated to Persia.  
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Chapter Three: In the Mirror of Travelers: Iranian Modernity and Vilifications of 
Ta‘ārof 

 

In his recent English-language poem “Taarof,” Kaveh Bassiri declares that words in 

Tehran “dress up and put on veils for the sidewalks” (189). Veiled words seem not too 

farfetched at first; in fact it is the reverse that would be more difficult to imagine: can 

words ever be unveiled? But then immediately comes another question: are words 

different from their veil? Once a meaning of a word is “unveiled” is the word not “re-

veiled,” precisely because signs are always already iterable; because the veil is part of the 

word itself?39 And then comes another question: why would words dress up, putting on 

veils “for the sidewalks” as if they walk beside the main point, that which is actual, 

actually intended maybe, or the central meaning? “Sidewalk” might be “a brief 

excursion,” or “a minor path, especially one running parallel to a main or central one”; it 

might be “a paved footpath [decorated, as it were] alongside a street or road,” usually 

“slightly raised” above the level of the main road (OED). Sidewalks might thus be 

understood as a decorated margin—attractive enough but sketching only the edges of the 

main surface. Words—as pretty as they might look, for they have dressed up, and as 

hidden as their inner meanings might be, for they are veiled—are on the margins of urban 

life in Tehran, as suggested by the poem. They quickly make their ways to the center, 

however. The next line of Bassiri’s poem immediately takes us from the “sidewalk” to 

the main road and into a taxi:  

																																																								
39 For this formulation of veiling and unveiling, I draw on John Mowitt’s discussion of the trope 

of the veil and the movement of unveiling in his essay “‘Reason thus Unveils Itself,’” where he 

shows how unveiling is coupled with re-covering in Jacques Derrida’s early works. 
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 In Tehran, words dress up then put on veils for the sidewalks. 

 I ask the taxi driver, how much? He says, it’s not worthy 

 of you. I’ve to disagree, because he’ll think I can put a hat 

 on his head and I think he’s putting a watermelon under my arm. 

   

The veiled words might dress up for the sidewalks, but they end up veiling the 

transactions and communications—in many senses of the word “communication”—on 

the central road.40 I will return to Bassiri’s poem at the end of this chapter, but I shall use 

the trope of the movement from a decorated margin to the main road to trace the way in 

which ta‘ārof, the title of his poem, takes center stage in shaping Iranian modern self-

conception in the first decades of the twentieth century, when one can see the effort to 

“unveil” words. Before this conjuncture, however, “veiled words” with their ties with 

economic transactions had presented themselves on the margins of an encounter between 

Persian and English in the nineteenth century. They appear on a manuscript exchanged 

between a British traveler and an Iranian one as if during one of their “brief excursions,” 

almost on a “sidewalk.” 

 In 1812, the court intellectual and native Persian speaker Mirza Saulih Shirāzi 

composed “So’al va Javab” (“Question and Answer”), a unique manuscript and an early 

example of a teach-yourself language guide. Mirza Saulih, the founder of the first modern 

Persian newspaper, Kāghaz-e Akhbār—a literal translation of “news-paper”—and a 

member of the first group of students dispatched by the Qajar court on a trip to England 

in 1815, wrote the manuscript at the request of William Price and dedicated it to William 

																																																								
40 See Jacques Derrida’s “Signature, Event, Context” in Margins of Philosophy. 
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Ouseley, both British Orientalists and administrators who traveled to Persia with the 

Embassy of Sir Gore Ouseley in 1811.  

 Gore Ouseley, himself a successful trader in India, had studied Persian, Sanskrit, 

and Arabic. In 1809, after his return to Britain, he was appointed as 

the mehmāndār (official host) of Abu’l-Hassan Khan Ilči, the first Qajar envoy to George 

III. Ouseley was in turn made Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the Qajar 

court to return to Persia along with Abu’l-Hassan Khan in 1811, as the course of the 

Napoleonic Wars and their potential consequences for British India had convinced the 

British government of the need for diplomatic representation at the Qajar court (Wright 

12-13). Gore Ouseley, along with his wife, daughter, his brother William, and his 

secretary William Price, reached Shiraz in April 1811 with instructions to collect 

intelligence about Persia and construct the British Mission House, which would remain 

the seat of the British ambassador in the Qajar capital, Tehran, until 1871 (Wright 13-15).  

 In 1801, a decade before the Ouseleys’ travel, the British and the Persian 

governments had concluded their first political and commercial treaties, the purpose of 

which was to prevent the French from settling or residing in Persia.41 If Persia was to stay 

“independent” from Great Britain, it also had to serve as the barrier for British India 

against the influence of the French and the Russians. In this in-between position—

between one empire and the others, that is, British, French, and Russian Empires, on the 

																																																								
41 The Anglo-Persian Treaty of 1801 was signed by John Malcolm, the English diplomat, and 

Fath Ali Shah Qajar, the second Shah of the Qajar dynasty. The Treaty, proposed by Great 

Britain, aimed at reinforcing the Western border of British India, following the threat of French 

invasion during the Campaign of Egypt (F. Kazemzadeh, “Anglo-Iranian Relations ii. Qajar 

period,” Encyclopaedia Iranica). 
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one hand, and between a status of “independent” and that of “colonized,” on the other—

Persia’s relationship with Britain was often formulated as that of “friendship.” A 

“Preliminary Treaty of Friendship” was reached in 1809, which was to become a basis 

for establishing “a sincere and everlasting definitive Treaty of strict friendship and union” 

(Wright 7). Over thirty years later, the British Government reminded the Russians that 

“Great Britain has regarded Persia as a barrier for the security of British India against 

attack from any European power. With this defensive view Great Britain has contracted 

an alliance with Persia and the object of that alliance has been that Persia should be 

friendly to Great Britain” (Wright 10). According to Denis Wright, this “friendship” 

remained the essence of Britain’s interest in Persia throughout the century.  

 The theme of friendship, so pronounced on the diplomatic scene, also resonates in 

the accounts of British travelers to Persia, who found the notion of “friendship” confusing 

either in their daily interactions with the Qajar court or in their communication with 

ordinary people in bazaars.42 Intriguingly, this notion of friendship surfaces in the 

reception and circulation of Mirza Saulih’s manuscript as well. In this latter case the 

theme of friendship is derived from a linguistic and pedagogic exchange between Mirza 

Saulih and the two Williams, William Price and William Ouseley. In reading the 

manuscript, I probe this idea of friendship on the linguistic level rather than the 

diplomatic one—although the two are intertwined—by looking into manifestations of 

																																																								
42 For examples of such reports, see travelogues written by Robert Cotton Money, Gertrude Bell, 

and Robert Mignan, among others, discussed in Chapter One.   
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ta‘ārofāt,43 their translations, and their circulation. In Mirza Saulih’s manuscript, I shall 

show, there is an embryonic distrust of ta‘ārof as a verbal act that is also entwined with 

commerce.  

 Moving forward, the second part of this chapter will investigate how this distrust 

of ta‘ārof travels across time from a nineteenth-century language guide, written in a 

“contact zone,” to the works of twentieth-century Iranian intellectuals. Mary Louise Pratt 

uses the term “contact zone” to refer to “the space of colonial encounters, the space in 

which people geographically and historically separated come into contact with each other 

and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, racial 

inequality, and intractable conflict” (6). Drawing on this formulation I use the phrase 

“contact zone” to refer to this “teach-yourself language guide,” a text that embodies one 

of the early moments of the encounter between Persian and English in the nineteenth 

century. This encounter, along with other travels made by Britons to Persia throughout 

the century, 44  informs the relationship between ta‘ārof and Iranian modern self-

conception in the twentieth century. I show how criticisms of ta‘ārof begin to surface in 

works of prominent Iranian writers. Ali-Akbar Dāvar, Iraj Mirzā, and Mohammad-Ali 

Jamālzādeh invoke ta‘ārof in their journalism, poetry, and prose, respectively, scorning it 

on various levels by invoking a “laughter” that comes from Iran observing a self-

																																																								
43 Plural form of ta‘ārof. See Chapter One for an extensive discussion of the meaning and 

connotations of the word. 
44 See Chapter One, where I discuss multiple travelogues written by British travelers to Persia. 
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reflection in a mirror—to adapt a metaphor of Jamālzādeh’s—that is held by farangīs.45 

Finally, this chapter will conclude by citing Kaveh Bassiri’s poem “Taarof” (2017), 

which in a reverse move makes English speak Persian, bringing the problem of 

untranslatability to the forefront and scorning, in turn, the easy logic of translatability.  

 

1- An Embryonic Problematization of Ta‘ārof: Friendly Exchange between 

Persian and English 

 

Translations of Mirza Saulih’s manuscript into English and French appeared in 1823, 

appended to William Price’s A Grammar of the Three Principal Oriental Languages, 

Hindoostanee, Persian, and Arabic, to which is added a set of Persian Dialogues 

composed for the Author by Mirza Mohammed Saulih of Shiraz. In the preface Price 

recounts the story of encountering Mirza Saulih in Shiraz. But prior to meeting Mirza 

Saulih, Price had met Abu’l-Hassan Khan Ilči during the journey he made with the 

Ouseleys and Abu’l-Hassan Khan from Britain to Persia. In this voyage, Price writes, 

 

 Abu’l Hassan Khan and I were of mutual benefit to each other; I taught him 

 English and he corrected me in the pronunciation of such Persian words and 

 phrases as I had never had an opportunity of hearing from native Persians. For 

 though I had previously acquired a facility of translating Persian Manuscripts, still 

 a living instructor was necessary before the modern dialect of Persia could be 

 understood and spoken by a stranger unaccustomed to converse. 

																																																								
45 Farang/Farangistan as it emerged in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Persian writings refers 

to Europe/Frank-land. Farangīs then refers to Europeans. See Mohammad Tavakoli-Targhi, 

Refashioning Iran. 
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Two central themes can be extracted from this passage. First is Price’s emphasis on a 

form of symmetrical and mutual relationship, not only between the two courts—Sir Gore 

Ouseley was returning the visit made by Abu’l-Hassan Khan—but also between the two 

travelers, Price and Abu’l-Hassan Khan, and finally between their pedagogical linguistic 

exchange. The second is Price’s interest in the “liveness” of the oral and the colloquial, a 

quality he associates with the modern dialect of Persia. He states that prior to the visit he 

had already translated Persian Manuscripts—in fact Price was appointed to accompany 

the Ouseleys because of “the little knowledge” he “possessed of Oriental Languages”—

but that he was eager to experience Persian “live” by learning its modern dialect and 

pronunciations from a native speaker (Price v).  

 Both of these points of emphasis in Price’s interaction with Abu’l-Hassan Khan 

would inflect his later meeting with Mirza Saulih as well. After arriving in Persia, the 

delegation stayed for a time in Shiraz and became acquainted with Mirza Saulih. “Well 

known,” Price writes, “for his literary acquirements, he entered our train and remained 

with the Embassy a considerable time, during which, I prevailed upon him to compose a 

set of dialogues in his native tongue, the pure dialect of Shiraz” (vi). Once again the 

“purity” that Price seeks points to his desire for that “liveness.”  

 In the preface Price writes that these dialogues, composed by Mirza Saulih and 

translated by Price himself, are “the only Persian Dialogues hitherto known,” besides 

those in The Persian Moonshee, composed by “Indian Moonshees unaccustomed to 

modern Persian,” whose writings are “full of pedantic phrases and obsolete words” (vii). 

The book that Price refers to seems to be Francis Gladwin’s 1801 text The Persian 
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Moonshee, which attempted to teach Persian to those employed in the East India 

Company. In the “Advertisement” of the book, Gladwin writes “of the importance, and 

even absolute necessity, of a knowledge of the Oriental Languages, to every Gentleman 

employed, or to be employed, in the service of the Honourable East India Company in 

Asia” (Advertisement). To this end the final section of the book is dedicated to “Phrases 

and Dialogues” in Persian, with translations into English, written by a Moonshee 

“employed by the late William Chambers, Esq. in the year 1793.” “The subjects [of the 

dialogues] were dictated,” the advertisement continues, “and the work was superintended, 

by Mr. Chambers, whose critical skill and precision in [Persian] is so well known, that 

the publication cannot fail of proving a valuable acquisition to Learners.” Following 

William Jones’s infamous distrust of “native” interpreters in the East India Company—

for how could one “depend” upon their “fidelity”?—Gladwin’s The Persian Moonshee 

sought to make a pedagogical step towards mending this alleged problem of linguistic 

unreliability (Jones x).  

 Having gained access to the “purity” of the Persian language—as if having 

unveiled its words—through Abu’l-Hassan Khan and Mirza Saulih, however, Price does 

not seem to agree with Gladwin’s praise of Mr. Chambers’s skill in Persian. In effect he 

questions the reliability of the dialogues within The Persian Moonshee from a different 

perspective. Price challenges the authenticity of this set of dialogues, not based on the 

issue of “trust” but based on their currency and contemporaneity. Assessing them as 

“obsolete,” Price establishes a temporal hierarchy between the Persian used in India and 

the Persian used in Persia. Consequently he predicts that “an enlightened and candid 

public will at once perceive and promptly acknowledge the great superiority” of the 
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dialogues composed by his “Persian friend” (vi-vii). Price’s anticipation of the reception 

of this “Dialogue” seems to have been accurate: a year after the publication of the book, 

Silvestre de Sacy, the renowned French orientalist, applauds Price’s translations of the 

dialogues in a book review that he publishes in Le Journal des Scavans.  

 In calling Mirza Saulih his “friend” Price once again raises the theme of 

reciprocity. In Price’s interactions with both Abu’l Hassan Kahn and Mirza Saulih one 

can hear a celebratory echo of the illusions of equal dialogue between the two languages, 

English and “modern” Persian: a tone that encourages a cross-national dialogue of 

“balanced” linguistic exchange. Yet the “dialogic” friendship and reciprocity between the 

two countries, the two travelers, and their languages was already predicated on an 

imbalanced relationship, in which Persia acted merely as a buffer state that protected 

British India from attacks by France and Russia. The desire to learn “pure” Persian had 

its roots in this relationship to begin with. In Price’s description, however, one can detect 

a notion of dialogue that ignores this imbalance, a notion that has culminated, in our 

contemporary moment, in a hegemonic discourse of identity and equivalence in which 

one side always runs the risk of being assimilated into the other. 

 In fact a recent study of Mirza Saulih’s Diary reechoes Price’s notion of 

symmetrical friendship. The historian Nile Green, like Price, traces what he calls a 

“pattern of mutuality” between Persians and Britons in this first encounter between Mirza 

Salih and the Ouseley delegation. This pattern, according to Green, is born “out of 

interest and sympathy for each other’s culture and language” (14). The symmetrical 

sympathy that Green locates in this linguistic relationship, between Persian and English, 

leads him to see a “mutual friendship” which he defines as “the affective union of 
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knowledge and faith, which requires understanding of oneself and another self” (229). 

Central to this understanding, which underpins friendship in Green’s account, is 

language. Though centuries apart, both Price and Green’s accounts of this dialogic 

friendship overlook the asymmetries through which one learns the language of the other, 

and in what one learns in learning the other’s language. The question is how, in 

understanding oneself and another self, as Green puts it, one self learns to distrust the 

other in learning her language, while another self learns to trust the other. Even further—

and this is what I shall discuss in analysing Mirza Saulih’s manuscript—the question is 

how, in learning the other’s language, one learns to distrust one’s own language and even 

oneself, in the very act of trusting the other and her language.  

 With these questions, I will now turn to the manuscript that Mirza Saulih wrote 

for Price. Even though it is written entirely in Persian, one can hear the whisper of the 

travellers in retrospect.  
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Fig. 1. William Price, A Grammar of the Three Principal Oriental Languages, 2. 

 

The page (Fig. 1) embodies a set of ta‘ārofāt—of words “dressed up.” While in their 

English translation the questions seem to repeat the same inquiry, a closer look at their 

original Persian shows that each question asks after one specific aspect of the 

interlocutor’s well-being. For example, the third line, rendered in English as “How do 

you do?”, literally asks, “Is your nose fat?” The word demāgh, which means “the nose” in 

Persian, also denotes “the mood.” The next question, rendered in English as “Are you 
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well?”, asks, “Are you joyful?”, underlining keif, which implies cheerfulness by 

intoxication. The last one, rendered as “So your worship is in a good state of health?”, 

asks, “Is your general temperament in order?”, using the word mezāj, which refers 

generally to the digestive system while also signifying “the temperament.” All borrowed 

from Arabic, some with modified meanings in Persian, each of these terms refers to the 

interlocutor’s health and mood in a distinct way. Judging from these opening questions, 

the dialogues in Gladwin’s The Persian Moonshee are not as different from Mirza 

Saulih’s “Dialogues” as Price wants his readers to believe. The following (Fig. 2) is from 

Gladwin’s dialogues: 

 

 

Fig. 2. Francis Gladwin, The Persian Moonshee, 3. 
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This section in The Persian Moonshee provides variations on how one could inquire after 

the other’s health by using the word mezāj; all versions are translated as “How do you do, 

Sir?” I draw attention to the words demāgh, keif, mezāj in both sets of dialogues because 

they point to an understanding of well-being that is specific to a particular discourse of 

“life” in Persian. 

 The answers to these questions in Mirza Saulih’s dialogue and in The Persian 

Moonshee take time to compliment the kindness and friendship of the addressor and of 

God. After the pleasantries or ta‘ārofat, we read of the reasons why the two characters in 

Mirza Saulih’s dialogue—character A and B from this point on—have not visited one 

another. This debate continues on the next two pages (Figs. 3 and 4) where the main 

theme of the first set of dialogues begins. The following are my translations of the 

original Persian: “Why hasn’t [character B] been seen recently?” Because he has been 

“so busy and so many things have intervened,” we learn. “What does he do and how has 

he been employed recently?” character A asks. He is “engaged in mercantile affairs and 

is a good deal perplexed because of the commercial affairs.” Thus ta‘ārofat immediately 

reach the topic of commerce and trade in this first dialogue. But “why?” character A asks. 

“How is the way of commerce” that character B “is so upset?” He replies: “In Persia, it is 

usual for people to receive money and goods from others but to return neither the one nor 

the other.”  

 Let us remember how passionate William Price was about learning Persian 

through the “pure” and “modern” dialect that he had found “access” to in his interactions 

with Abu’l Hassan Khan and Mirza Saulih. Serving that desire, not only was the dialogue 

written by a native speaker of Persian in his “pure dialect of Shiraz,” but also, as the 
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above questions and answers have shown, the dialogue is staged between two local 

people who are already acquainted with one another. Two locals with mutual friends, two 

acquaintances who have not seen each other recently. Why, then, one wonders, is the 

location of the conversation suddenly specified in the last response? Why does the 

conversation begin by emphasizing “In Persia”? Where else could this conversation 

between the two locals, in their pure dialect, have taken place? Especially since the 

dialogues date to 1812, before Mirza Saulih travels to England. In other words, who is 

being interpellated through this contextualization?  
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Fig. 3. Mirza Saulih Shirazi. “Ouseley Collection,” Bodleian Library, MS. Ouseley 390. 
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Fig. 4. Mirza Saulih Shirazi. “Ouseley Collection,” Bodleian Library, MS. Ouseley 390.  
  

 The original dialogue from Mirza Saulih’s manuscript that we see in Figs. 3 and 4 

is written on what Nile Green asserts is clearly a piece of blue English notepaper that one 

of the two Williams—William Price or William Ouseley—had carried from England 
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(15). I suggest that this blue English notepaper should be taken seriously as it forms the 

stage for this conversation between two characters, the two “locals” who speak in their 

“pure” dialect. The blue English paper is the material context for a conversation that is 

ruptured from within: written on this notepaper, the “teach-yourself language guide” is an 

illuminating sample of how, in teaching one’s “pure” Eastern language to a speaker of a 

Western tongue, one asymmetrically learns how to distrust “oneself” or one’s language. 

Interposing “Persia” in the middle of the dialogue signposts a sense of self-consciousness 

fabricated from outside the locality of the dialogue. The demand to perform not only 

“Persian” but also a “pure” Persian against a Western backdrop—a demand made by 

Price to Mirza Saulih—engenders a hyper-consciousness of a self that learns to distrust 

herself in performing her “purity.” This one word, “Persia,” unexpectedly surfacing here, 

exposes the illusion of “purity” or “originality” that Price sought: Mirza Saulih’s pure 

dialect is always already impure when it enters into dialogue with the English-speaking 

traveler and orientalist. Further, the word “Persia” also highlights the persistent 

asymmetry that Price’s ideal dialogic friendship overlooked. 

 Among the ten sets of dialogues that the manuscript contains, it is only this first 

dialogue that, although numbered, is not titled; all the other dialogues that follow have 

titles such as “In Conversation with the Grocer,” “In Conversation with a Druggist,” and 

so forth. This first nameless conversation is also the only one that opens up with the 

regular pleasantries, or “ta‘ārofāt.” Beginning with the words on the “sidewalks,” the 

manuscript quickly reaches the main road, infusing the preliminary ta‘ārofāt with a 

“reckless” sense of time in commercial exchange and a delay in payment. This first 
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section of the first dialogue serves as a preface to all the conversations that follow; it is 

embedded in them in an ellipsis, as it were.  

 Having shown this rupture within the original text, I shall also take a closer look 

at Price’s translation of the “Dialogue” into English. Having no motive but that of 

contributing to the “fund of Oriental literature,” and of “rendering the attainment of the 

Persian language less difficult to students,” Price claims “to have given the Dialogues 

verbatim, with an English translation as literal as possible” (vii). Through such “literal 

translation,” he aims “for that indulgence which is usually claimed by translators of 

Oriental tongues, in whose favour the different genius of the two languages, and the far 

more different conceptions of the people of the two nations, are always taken into 

consideration” (vii). As I shall show, however, Price’s translation of the manuscript is far 

from “verbatim” and ironically it is precisely through his mistranslations that the 

“different genius” of the two languages and the “different conceptions of the people” of 

those languages become evident. 

 Besides Price’s translations of ta‘ārofāt, which disregard the nuances implied by 

demāgh, keif, and mezāj, his translation of the section I have discussed above is not 

accurate, let alone literal. Price’s translation of character B’s response to the question 

about the employment that has kept him so busy reads, “I am engaged in mercantile 

affairs, and am a good deal perplexed how to do justice in my undertakings with the 

community.” The term “justice,” however, does not appear in the Persian in any form or 

variation. The original would be translated into something like: “I am engaged in 

mercantile affairs and am a good deal perplexed by commerce.” The insertion of the 

word “justice” into the English translation seems to be a simple mistake on Price’s part: 
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he has misunderstood the word dād, which has two meanings in Persian: it is the root for 

the verb “to give” and also, as a noun, it means “justice.” Accordingly, dād is invoked in 

two distinct phrases in Persian. The phrase “dād va setad,” literally meaning “give and 

take”—colloquially referring to commerce—is used in this passage. The other phrase is 

“dād va bidād,” literally “justice and injustice,” which as a phrase means an “outcry” 

against injustice. Price’s mistranslation of this quote shows that he has mistaken dād in 

the phrase dād va setad (give and take) for “justice” and has simply ignored the second 

word of the phrase, namely setad (to take) which could have complicated his translation.  

 The next phrase, fortuitously or not, contains the other phrase with the word dād, 

namely, dād va bidād (justice and injustice), which colloquially means an outcry of anger 

or frustration. In Price’s rendition, character A then responds to the English 

mistranslation of character B’s statement with another mistranslation: “Why, if you are 

engaged in commerce do you perplex yourself so much about justice and injustice?” (3). 

The original Persian would be translated into the following: “What is the condition of 

mercantile affairs that you are so upset and complain so (dād va bidād)?” Price’s 

mistranslation of this latter passage is partly in response to his mistranslation of the 

previous passage and partly due to his “literal” rendering of the phrase dād va bidād as 

“justice and injustice.” Intriguingly, then, his mistranslation partly issues from his failure 

to register the idiomatic usage of the phrase in colloquial parlance, where it means 

“complain.” In other words, he fails to grasps precisely that which he endeavored to get 

access to through Mirza Saulih’s “pure” dialect.  

 Price’s mistranslations in these two passages open up a space in this dialogue, not 

only between character A and B, but between the discourse of language and that of 
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commerce. Further, they open up a space for a dialogue between English and Persian. 

The conversation between character A and character B in Persian seems to become a 

genuine question posed by Price, as if confused with the problem of dād, to Mirza Saulih, 

the composer of the dialogues. It is almost as if, through these mistranslations, the 

discourse of commerce in English poses a question to the discourse of commerce in 

Persian. In what is no longer a dialogue between character A and character B, but 

between Persian and English, English seems to be asking Persian: “If one is engaged in 

commerce, why does he/she perplex him/herself with justice and injustice?” And it is 

precisely after this mistranslation that the Persian original—as if it had anticipated the 

mistranslations or this discursive dispute over justice and commerce—responds to the 

English discourse by saying that “In Persia, it is usual for people to receive money and 

goods but to return neither the one nor the other.”  

 

2- The Problem of Ta‘ārof Goes Native 

 

Although the term ta‘ārof does not appear in Mirza Saulih’s manuscript, its performance 

and the usage of the verbal and non-verbal exchange that it designates—the time that it 

takes and the glitches it causes in the process of commodity-exchange—have ruptured the 

“purity” of colloquial Persian. This embryonic and dialogic attention to ta‘ārof—as it is 

materialized in the manuscript—reemerges as a significant problem in modern Iranian 

self-conception in the early decades of the twentieth century. Attempts at regulating that 

talkative, time-taking tongue surface in the works of many Iranian writers and 

intellectuals in this period. I will study criticisms of ta‘ārof in works by three writers: Iraj 
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Mirzā, Ali-Akbar Dāvar, and Mohammad Ali Jamālzādeh. Each of these figures, 

renowned in their own way in different fields, has attended to ta‘ārof in his criticism of 

Iranian “backwardness.” Iraj Mirzā highlights the performative aspect of ta‘ārof in his 

satirical poem, “Ta‘ārof-e Pouch” (Empty Ta‘ārof), Dāvar underlines the verbal ta‘ārof 

and the time it takes in his newspaper article on ta‘ārof, and Mohammad Ali Jamālzādeh 

attends most fully to the economic undertones of ta‘ārof, while also considering other 

layers of the term. What all of these figures share in their criticism of ta‘ārof is satire. 

Humor, or the aim of producing laughter, seems to be an integral part of revealing the 

absurdity they have found in the practice of ta‘ārof, verbal and non-verbal.46 The hyper-

consciousness of the self that had surfaced in Mirza Saulih’s manuscript through that one 

phrase “in Persia” takes a form of self-ridicule in the works of early- to mid-twentieth 

century Iranian writers. If the “friendship” of William Price demanded Mirza Saulih’s 

excessive awareness of the self and his language, that “friendly dialogue” between 

Persian and English becomes internalized in later Persian literature. Ta‘ārof and the 

transactional ambiguity and excess that it entails—linguistic and economic—moves from 

the margins of that “friendly dialogue” to occupy a central position in modern Iranian 

self-consciousness.  

 Ali-Akbar Dāvar—journalist, politician, statesman, and founder of the modern 

Persian judicial system, as well as of several state enterprises in the time of Reza Shah—

was educated at Dār-al-fonūn, the most élite school of his time, before going to 
																																																								
46 Such satire is not restricted to criticizing ta‘ārof however. In fact humor becomes a prevalent 

aspect of Persian literature during the Constitutional movement. See Satire in Persian Literature 

by Hasan Javadi. 
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Switzerland to study law at Université de Genève in 1911. After the announcement of the 

Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919, Dāvar abandoned his doctoral program, returned to 

Iran, and became a parliamentary (Majlis) representative. He also had a central role in 

supporting Reza Khan as the minister of war and eventually in appointing him as the 

commander-in-chief of the army in 1925 through a bill that he introduced to the Majlis. 

The bill was followed by another piece of legislation he introduced to depose the Qajar 

dynasty and entrust the state to Reza Khan and the Pahlavi Dynasty. Dāvar was then put 

in charge of organizing the constituent assembly and became spokesman for the 

Committee to amend the constitutional law, which paved the way for the transfer of 

kingship to Reza Khan and his descendants (Bāqer ʿĀqelī 133-135).  

 Under Reza Shah Pahlavi, Dāvar became the head of the Ministry of Public 

Utilities and Trade, founded a business school in Tehran, and laid the foundations for a 

Persian chamber of commerce. In 1927 the government revoked capitulations to foreign 

powers “that had granted extraterritorial jurisdiction to the Europeans” to bring the entire 

judiciary under Persian control (Abrahamian 143). This decision, which was made in 

exchange for the “modernization” of the Persian judicial system as “the foreign powers” 

insisted, gave Dāvar the key task to direct the Majlis to compile a new legal code on the 

basis of reformed principles. As part of this “modernization,” the civil code, the basic 

judicial law, the criminal code, the commercial code, and the code for religious courts 

were ratified. In April of 1927 the new legal system was inaugurated in the presence of 

Reza Shah, who at the same time officially terminated the capitulations (Bāqer ʿĀqelī 

134). Dāvar also founded the newspaper Mard-e Āzād (literally “The Free Man”), for 

which he wrote “radical editorials read mostly by the Persian intelligentsia” (Bāqer 
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ʿĀqelī). In 1923, exactly a century after William Price’s translation of Mirza Saulih’s 

Dialogues, Dāvar wrote an article on ta‘ārof in his newspaper Mard-e Azād, in which he 

attends to the relationship he traces between the practice of ta‘ārof and the time it takes.  

 The first sentence of the article, Dāvar asks, “Have you ever thought what ta‘ārof 

does to our life?” (1). The Persian word that Dāvar uses—which I have translated as 

“life”—is jān. A peculiar word in Persian, jān refers to “the energy upon which a body 

lives” (Farhang-e Amid). It is neither the soul nor the body. It is also a term of 

endearment, used colloquially and informally. This point is important because, as Dāvar 

continues, the term jān is replaced by other words for life from different registers. “Every 

40-year-old Iranian,” he writes, “has lost at least four years practicing ta‘ārof—four years 

of futile visits and pointless hospitalities” (1). The span of time that ta‘ārof entails is here 

calculated sarcastically as one-tenth of one’s life and is represented as time lost to a 

“pointless” form of social interaction.47  

 Time in and of itself cannot be meaningful or meaningless; it can only 

metonymically have a point or meaning through that which fills it.48 A metonymic 

relationship is thus established here between time, ta‘ārof, and an understanding of the 

pointlessness of a form of social interaction. If Dāvar sees a loss of time in ta‘ārof, it is 

because he is locating a shift in the discourse of value in general. He is above all 

																																																								
47 The concern about time that Dāvar underlines here has been noted by many travelers, most 

notably Gertrude Bell and Robert Cotton Money, as I have discussed in Chapter One.   
48 Jacques Derrida discusses this point in his book, Given Time: I. Counterfeit Money, asking, 

“what is to have time?” Responding to this question Derrida writes, “If a time belongs, it is 

because the word time designates metonymically less time itself than the things with which one 

fills it, with which one fills the time, time as form” (3).  
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concerned with replacing the pointless hospitalities and visits with a different “point.” He 

thus continues, addressing his readers, “Take a pencil and write down all the time that 

you lose practicing ta‘ārof for a week. At the end of the week, bring your notebook and 

add those times up—we will calculate how many hours from your life have been lost in 

practicing ta‘ārof” (1). Here the word for “life” in Persian is omr. If jān—the problem 

with which the article begins—signifies the energy of the body and soul, hinting therefore 

at the quality and force of living in Persian, omr—a borrowed word from Arabic—is a 

more quantitative measure for life: it represents the age, the number of years, or the 

length of life. 

 Going back to Mirza Saulih’s manuscript, where ta‘ārofāt or greetings extended 

to an entire page, we should recall that each greeting addressed one specific aspect of the 

interlocutor’s well-being, or life. Asking after demāgh, literally “the nose,” which stands 

for “the mood,” or mezāj, the digestive system that also refers to “the temperament,” 

these questions, or ta‘ārofat, seemed to aim at reaching that energy that upholds the 

body; they asked about jān. In Dāvar’s article, however, the question of what ta‘ārof has 

done to our jān gets translated into a very different measure along the way. Assessing the 

“point” of the hospitalities, visits, and greetings that occupy the time, in fact, would not 

be possible without replacing jān—a timeless understanding of life—with omr. It is only 

in a quantitative discourse of life, through the discourse of omr, that one can measure the 

futility of ta‘ārof.  

 Motivating this shift in the discourse of value—of time-value and of life-value—

in an attempt to regulate the linguistic economy in everyday Persian dialogues, however, 

is a broader dialogue with forces beyond Iran. “Of course,” Dāvar writes, “the more time 
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one loses, the more reasonable, nice, and honest one would seem in the eyes of Iranians.” 

“But”—and here comes the whisper of that broader dialogue—“the reasonable people of 

the world would laugh at our reason, of yours, mine, and the rest of our dear 

countrymen.”49 Echoing the rupture in Mirza Saulih’s dialogue, this time the dialogue 

that Dāvar establishes with the “people of the world” is ruptured by a ridiculing laughter. 

It is a dialogue in which one side—the world outside—laughs, while the other side—the 

“us” (Iranians)—realizes the ridiculousness of her own “reason.” Another variation of 

“self-distrust” is at play: a self that ridicules itself in learning the other’s (language and) 

reason. Invoking a dialogue between a local logic of time, value, life, and meaning—a 

local reason, in short—on the one hand, and the “universal” reason of the world on the 

other, Dāvar translates ta‘ārof into what he calls “an exaction or blackmail for our 

weakness and vacillation” (1). In this latter formulation one can almost hear the economic 

undertone of the practice of ta‘ārof: it is rendered as “words” paid for a weakness, for a 

supposedly primitive reason and lack of character. I will discuss this point further in 

reading Jamālzādeh’s criticism of ta‘ārof.  

 From this broad criticism of ta‘ārof and all the time that it takes, Dāvar moves on 

to elaborate on the ways in which this destructive habit extends beyond private life, 

infiltrating public life as well: “One would wish that ta‘ārof were limited to the realm of 

our individual lives! It is an agony though that our meek and noble nation practice ta‘ārof 

everywhere and all the time—even in the realm of politics” (1). Dāvar thus suggests that 

ta‘ārof is most problematic when it slides from the “private” life into the “public.” He 

then raises the “central” and practical issue of his article, a criticism of the Prime Minister 

																																																								
49 The word used in the phrase “dear countrymen” here is aziz in Persian, not jān. 
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Mostowfi ol-Mamalek for taking too long to introduce his cabinet. As if anticipating a 

suspicion, Dāvar addresses his readers: “you might say that this delay in a public office 

has nothing to do with ta‘ārof.” “Well,” he responds, “it has.”  

 During the same period that Dāvar criticizes ta‘ārof in his journalism, Iraj Mirzā 

Jalal al-Mamalek (1874-1926), known as Iraj, attends to ta‘ārof in his poetry. A son of 

Gholamhossein Mirzā, himself son of Malek Iraj Mirzā, who was a son of Fath‘ali Shah 

Qajar, Iraj eventually distanced himself from the court. Despite his lineage, he joined the 

rising constitutionalist aspiration with his biting and satirical poetry (Dabashi 273).50 A 

master of colloquial and satirical poetry in Qajar Iran, Iraj became known as the Sa‘di of 

his time.51 In his elegy for Iraj, Poet-Laureate Bahar wrote, “it is now that Sa‘di of Shiraz 

truly died” (Katouzian 531). In his essay “Iraj, the Poet of Love and Humor,” Homa 

Katouzian writes,  

 

 Iraj’s poetical career may be divided neatly between the period before the 

 Constitutional  Revolution when he was thirty-four and the period after it until he 

 died […]. In the first part of his career, Iraj was a traditional court poet, writing, 

 mainly, though not entirely, panegyrics for princes and notables and poems in 

 glorification of the Prophet Mohammad and the Shi‘a Imams and martyrs. (531) 

 

																																																								
50 A grandson of Fath‘ali Shah Qajar, the second shah of the Qajar dynasty (reigned 1797–1834), 

Iraj’s father was the poet laureate of the court of the crown prince, Moẓaffar-al-Dīn Mirzā, in 

Tabriz. 
51 Sa‘di is a Persian poet and prose writer (b. Shiraz, ca. 1210; d. Shiraz, d. 1291 or 1292) widely 

recognized as one of the greatest masters of the Persian classical literary tradition.  
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 In the latter phase of his career, Iraj became part of a generation of poets who, “although 

not modernists, modernized neo-classical poetry within the existing classical structures” 

(Katouzian 530). Writing during the constitutional movement of 1905-1911, this 

generation of poets employed “wholly new metaphors, puns, asides, allusions, imageries 

and other figures of speech and literary devices” (530).52 Despite the fact that the 

compositions of poets such as Iraj Mirzā, Ebrat-e Na’ini, Adib-e Pishavari, and Vahid-e 

Dastgerdi remained faithful to “the basic neo-classical structures” of Persian poetry, 

Katouzian writes, “it would be impossible for anyone familiar with classical and neo-

classical Persian poetry to mistake them for such,” due to their new subject matter and 

literary devices (530).    

  The “modernity” that Iraj Mirzā’s poetry propagates shares its aspirations and 

mood with works by Āref, Bahār, Dehkhodā, and Eshghi, all of whom used humor and 

satire in their prose or poetry to lament the backwardness of their contemporary Iran and 

lampoon the political establishment. One frequent theme of such criticisms in Iraj’s 

poetry is the question of the veil or hijab; he believed that women’s covering of their 

faces and hands effectively barred them from active participation in social affairs. 

Addressed most famously in his Ārefnāmeh, Iraj’s criticism of hijab is based not only on 

the “cultural backwardness” that he attributes to it—some scholars like Hamid Dabashi 

																																																								
52 The Constitutional Revolution of Iran (1905-1911) led to the establishment of a constitutional 

regime in Persia during the reign of Moẓaffar-al-Dīn Shah Qajar, the fifth shah in Qajar dynasty. 

In the summer of 1906 approximately 12,000 men camped out in the British Embassy, where 

“many gave speeches, many more listened, in what has been called a vast open-air school of 

political science studying constitutionalism” as one of the starting points of the movement 

(Abrahamian 84). 
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have traced “progressive feminism” in such stances of Iraj—but also on what he sees as 

its duplicity (Dabashi 273). The narrator of Ārefnāmeh, a young man, describes his 

efforts to impose himself sexually on a woman, first by trying to convince her to take her 

veil off. Once the woman strongly rejects forgoing her hijab, the narrator changes 

schemes and makes physical passes at her. The woman responds positively and the two 

end up copulating, while the woman holds firm to her hijab. In this satirical poem, Iraj 

thus portrays hijab as a sheer covering of true “intentions,” equating it with a form of 

“backward” hypocrisy.   

 During the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, “Iranian (and Islamicate) 

modernity and its historiography have regarded the veil as the gender marker of cultural 

difference between Iran (Islam) and Europe,” and thus also as a marker of 

“backwardness” (Najmabadi 3-4). As Afsaneh Najmabadi argues, however, “this 

dominant view has ignored the veil’s other cultural effect, namely, its work as a marker 

of homosocial homoerotic affectionate bonds among both women and men” (4). The 

veil’s backwardness, Najmabadi shows, “stood” therefore “for the backwardness of 

homosociality and homoerotic affectivity” (4). Unveiling the women has been a means to 

“unveiling” and rectifying “homosociality” (150). “Unveiling” was also a means to 

uncover “indeterminate” sexual desires and a way to work towards heteronormalization 

and heterosociality (Najmabadi 150-1).53 If “undressing women” has been a way to 

																																																								
53 As Najmabadi argues, it is significant that the hijab-scene in Ārefnāmeh is placed within “the 

larger narrative of the poem against amradbazi (sexual activity with a young adolescent male),” a 

framing that is almost never noted (148). 
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“dress up for modernity,” as Najmabadi puts it, “undressing” words and unveiling 

manners seem to have been another way of “dressing up for modernity,” as I shall show 

in this section (130).   

 In his poem “Ta‘ārof-e Pouch” (Empty Ta‘ārof), Iraj mounts a similar critique of 

ta‘ārof, taking aim at its “exaggerated” manners and behaviors. The poem begins by 

addressing God (yā rabb), asking, “What is this habit of going berserk when our 

countrymen want to exit a room?” (Fig. 5). It then describes the moment when people get 

to the door to enter or exit a room and disperse to the right or the left, leaving the space 

facing the door empty, and stare at it from the two sides: “Chanting Bismillah, 

Bismillah,” he writes, “it is as if they have seen a jinn” (184): 

 

  
 Fig. 5. Iraj Mirzā, “Ta‘ārof-e Pouch” in Divān, 184. 
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“So much for entering and exiting,” he continues, “but this group goes berserk at the 

moment of sitting down too” (ibid). Describing how people stand up when another enters, 

the narrator says, “it is as if the ground has been fitted with springs and once one steps on 

a spring the others go berserk” (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Iraj Mirzā, “Ta‘ārof-e Pouch” in Divān, 184. 
 

Attending to a more bodily and performative aspect of ta‘ārof—unlike Dāvar’s article, 

whose main emphasis was on verbal ta‘ārof—the poem notes, “the uninitiated have 

called this wildness, adab.”54 Hinting at a difference between adab and ta‘ārof, the poem 

depicts the latter as a form of exaggerated and thus inauthentic adab. Criticizing the 

performative layer of ta‘ārof as a veil covering “true” intentions, the poem ultimately 

attributes the most cultivated human behavior to non-human animals, at the bottom of the 

Darwinian scale. After alluding to a horse given to the narrator as a gift—an animal 

																																																								
54 Another borrowed term from Arabic, adab in Persian means both what is often translated into 

“literature” as well as “education, culture, good behavior, politeness, and proper demeanor” 

(“Adab” in Encyclopædia Iranica). While Iraj’s poem is included in adabiyāt (plural of adab in 

the sense of “literature” as opposed to ādāb, which is used as the plural for adab in its ethical 

sense in Persian), the adab that he invokes here refers to manners and ethics.  
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which at times goes berserk—the poem compares the people to a donkey, ostensibly 

inferior even to the horse (Fig. 7).55  

   
Fig. 7. Iraj Mirzā, “Ta‘ārof-e Pouch” in Divān, 184. 
 
 In prose, it is Mohammad-Ali Jamālzādeh (1892-1997), often known as the father 

of modern Persian prose, who attends to ta‘ārof most closely. In 1921 Jamālzādeh wrote 

his famous “Preface” to a collection of short stories, entitled Yeki Bud, Yeki Nabud (Once 

upon a Time). This preface, renowned as a manifesto of Persian literary modernity, 

begins with the following notorious verdict:  

 

 Today Iran is behind on the road of literature compared to most of the countries of 

 the world. In other countries literature has, in the course of time, gained variety; 

 and thanks to this variety it has captured the soul of people from all walks of life, 

 and has induced everybody, men and women, the rich and the poor, from 

 schoolboys to old men, to read; and it has thus caused spiritual development of 

 the citizens. But unfortunately in our Iran moving away from the norms set by the 

 ancients has been regarded as a ruination of literature. (Jamālzādeh, Yeki Bud 110)  

 

 

																																																								
55 The reference to the horse gift is intriguing, as it evokes a proverb in Persian that discourages 

counting the teeth of a gift horse (Shahri, Ghand o Namak). Counting a horse’s teeth would reveal 

its age, and therefore counting the teeth of a gift horse would be a sign of evaluating its monetary 

value. It is similar to the saying in English about looking “a gift horse in the mouth” (OED). 
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Such aspiration towards a “literary democracy” propels Jamālzādeh’s stories in Yeki Bud, 

Yeki Nabud. Written shortly after he had completed his studies in law at Lausanne and 

Dijon, Jamālzādeh’s collection uses the more simplified and vernacular Persian prose that 

his comparative perspective had convinced him Persian literature was missing. Through 

his elegant mastery of Persian colloquial proverbs, Jamālzādeh’s prose fights a style he 

deemed elitist and inaccessible to the majority of the Iranian population. In engaging 

vernacular language and colloquial habits, his stories inevitably encounter ta‘ārof—an 

excess at the heart of vernacular Persian—quite frequently and he thus tackles it on 

several levels. “The Political Figure” (“Rajol-e Siāsi”), one of the stories in Yeki Bud, 

Yeki Nabud, attends to ta‘ārof on multiple strata: linguistic, performative, and economic. 

Before discussing ta‘ārof in “The Political Figure,” let me contextualize Jamālzādeh’s 

figure and works a little further. In “Jamalzada’s Life and Work,” Heshmat Moayyad 

writes:  

 

 Mohammad-Ali Jamalzada is the product of two worlds. An eager member of the 

 audience that sat spellbound at his father’s feet, he soaked up Seyyed Jamal al-

 Din’s56 graceful mastery of Persian, rhetorical use of the Koran, and insertion of a 

 timely  anecdote. Yet he is also a citizen of Europe, fluent in French and German, 

 and a longtime resident of Switzerland. […] This remarkably congenial amalgam 

 of the two cultures made him an expatriate defender of old Iranian values as well 

																																																								
56 Sayyid Jamal al-Din Esfahani (also known as Seyed Jamal Vaez, 1862–1908) was a renowned 

proponent of the constitutional movement in Isfahan in the 1890s. In his writings and preaching, 

he advocated the economic autonomy of Persia, which he compared to jihad, that is, a sacred 

struggle with God’s guidance.  
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 as an effective, long-distance promoter and propagator of Western ideas among 

 generations of younger writers living in a rapidly changing Iran. (Moayyad 1)  

 

This two-worldliness, which Jamālzādeh shares with Dāvar and Iraj, indeed comes to 

light in Jamālzādeh’s stories. On the one hand, his devotion to the vernacular language 

and Persian proverbs—an ambition we also saw in William Price’s desire to learn 

colloquial Persian—confirms him as a guardian of “old values,” and of “old” linguistic 

“values” in particular. On the other hand, it is precisely through parsing the vernacular 

that Jamālzādeh criticizes the “values” that come forth through this language.  

“The Political Figure” is a prime example of such two-worldliness. Written in 

1918, the story is a satirical account of how political figures can emerge through 

opportunism and deceit in times of social upheaval. Shaikh Jafar, the main character of 

the story and its narrator, is an impoverished carder who witnesses how his formerly poor 

neighbor, Haji Ali, becomes a politician and gets rich in the process. Provoked by his 

wife’s constant complaints about their economic situation, Jafar decides to emulate his 

neighbor and become a politician himself. Hearing a call to strike in the grand bazaar one 

day, Jafar seizes the moment and leads the crowd that had gathered around the bazaar 

towards the parliament building, where he is promised that the nation’s demands would 

be satisfied. The next day, newspapers praise Jafar’s bravery and leadership and he finds 

himself recognized as “a political figure.” In this short transformative episode, Jafar 

encounters praises (ta‘ārofāt) and bribes (reshveh). I will discuss one particular episode 

in the story where he finds himself helpless in dealing with an exaggerated wave of 

ta‘ārofāt: 
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 I found myself face to face with a fellow whose limbs looked as though they’d 

 been fitted with springs. You’d think he were shaped out of formalities (ta‘ārof) 

 and flattery; his mouth said, “Thy slave,” his eyes, “I am thy humble servant,” and 

 his neck flexed and straightened up, as if to say “Awaiting thy command.” In 

 short, like some monster, every pore of his body had a tongue, and each one was 

 rattling off thousands of amenities (ta‘ārofāt). He went on buttering me up for a 

 long time; at first with simple prayers, then  with some “thy humble servant” 

 balm, and finally, he became “the dog at my doorstep.” Originally he’d prayed 

 that I’d live a hundred years (omr) but, realizing he wasn’t  giving away any of 

 his own years, he granted me a thousand. (56)    

 

     

Heshmat Moayyad’s luminous translation of these lines unfortunately does not explicitly 

signal the use of the term ta‘ārof in the original, which is central not only to this passage 

but to the entire story. “Formalities” and “amenities” in the passage above, as well as 

“civilities,” “flattery,” and “complimenting” elsewhere in the story, are some of the terms 

that Moayyad uses to render ta‘ārof in its different capacities and contexts. Marking the 

word ta‘ārof in the translation above, I would first like to draw attention to the circulation 

of certain metaphors for disparaging ta‘ārof in Jamālzādeh’s prose, Iraj’s poetry, and 

Dāvar’s article. The metaphor of “springs” that I had discussed in Iraj’s “Empty Ta‘ārof” 

reappears here, pointing once again to the exaggerated and mechanical movements 

associated with ta‘ārof and to its alleged inauthenticity. The temporal stretch of ta‘ārof is 

also raised. Not only does the fellow take up Jafar’s time without getting to his point, he 

also prays for his longevity—necessary, one could interpret, for the sake of such 

extended ta‘ārofāt. The passage continues to develop these two themes:  
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 For a time, he ungraciously gave me no chance to open my mouth; he kept going 

 to and  fro, making his beard flap up and down; he moved his hands from his 

 chest and placed them on his eyes and then moved them from his eyes to his 

 forehead, and, smiling and bobbling his head and craning his neck, he prayed to 

 God on behalf of my soul and those of my children, grandchildren, my father, 

 grandfather, and forefathers. […] I soon reached the door to my compound. […] I 

 thought I had gotten rid of the fellow, but no, he entered with me and quite 

 reasonably barred the door behind him, saying “Thank God! Now we can have a 

 few words in private!” (57). 

 

The supplicant’s final words in the passage, namely, “Thank God! Now we can have a 

few words in private!” associates the private sphere with the expression of true intentions 

and the public sphere (the passage before reaching the door to Jafar’s compound) with 

false appearances—it is as if the words are unveiled once in private. “True” versus 

“false” intentions, associated with “private” versus “public” performances, come forth 

explicitly through the duplicity of ta‘ārof. Seeming to have been struck with “the mania 

of ta‘ārof,” however, once inside the private space of Jafar’s compound, the fellow 

begins praising another politician instead of Jafar this time. Eventually, Jafar stops the 

fellow: “That’s it, my friend. […] Is your jaw unhinged? You’ve babbled on and talked 

my ears off for two hours, but I still don’t understand what you want from me. Who are 

you talking about? What do you think that I, with this scraggy beard of mine, can do for 

you?” (57). It is here that finally the strange encounter between Jafar and the fellow—an 

encounter revolving around ta‘ārof—reaches the economic valence of the word: “I 

suddenly found myself,” Jafar says, “standing there alone, holding a bag full of money” 
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(58). The money was a “partial payment” from Khaqan al-Saltana, the second politician 

the fellow praised, to Jafar to “praise him in every assembly and at every caucus” (58). 

 In the next scene the fellow has vanished “like a jinn” and the neighbor, Haji Ali, 

has turned up. Witnessing Jafar with the bag of money, Haji Ali advises Jafar that “every 

business, whatever it may be, requires capital. […] [E]verybody who wants to do 

business and make a couple of tomans must have some capital. Becoming a political 

figure is no different; it’s impossible without capital” (59). Clarifying what he means by 

“political capital,” Haji Ali states: “a politician’s working capital is his honesty, and 

that’s it! He’s got to be honest” (60). And being honest, he notes further, “means not 

taking bribes” (60). “What do you mean by bribes?” Jafar asks. “Aren’t they what people 

give to mollas and great divines?” Haji Ali’s response to this question complicates the 

notion of “bribe,” contextualizing it historically: “Right. In the old days the poor people 

used to bribe the nobility, the gentry, the shaikhs, and the mollas, but ever since the 

Constitution, it’s been just the opposite: great chiefs, the ministers, and the magistrates, 

now they all bribe their subordinates” (60). But that would not be “bribery” by definition, 

Jafar responds; “it would be alms [sadaqah]” (60).57 According to Haji Ali, however, 

“alms” are given only for God:  

 

 As in the past whenever you wanted a certain post, you’d invest a one- or two-

 thousand toman bribe with the shah and his prime minister, and you’d be all set. 

																																																								
57 In The Gift, Marcel Mauss refers to the Arabic sadaka, which “meant, like the Hebrew zedaqa, 

exclusively justice, and it later came to mean alms” (16). In Given Time, Derrida draws on this 

term and Mauss’s discussion thereof to criticize “the spirit of socialism” that Mauss depicts. I will 

return to this discussion in Chapter Four. 
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 To accomplish the same thing today you have to divide up the one or two 

 thousand into five- and ten-pieceparcels and pay off thirty or forty of these 

 politicians. Day and night, it’s the same thing for most of the politicians you see 

 around: office sales and auctions. (60) 

 

Bribes have thus turned into smaller amounts paid from superior to inferior or even 

inferior to inferior, giving rise to a class of “political figures.” Smaller bribes ironically 

also signify a more “democratized” distribution of power. As this account contradicts 

Haji Ali’s own advice against “bribery” in the cultivation of political capital, he adds that 

one should turn down bribes while one is a beginner politician. “Just as at night, when 

you don’t have the passwords, the watchmen at the crossroad won’t let you through,” he 

explains, “if you take bribes, they won’t let you become one of the night watch. Once 

you’re established, you become one of the night watch, and no one in the night watch 

needs a password” (60). 

 The metaphor of the crossroad, used here to satirically explain how bribery works 

on the political scene in Iran, reappears in one of Jamālzādeh’s later writings, Kholghiyāt-

e Mā Iraniān (The Manners of Us Iranians), where he discusses ta‘ārof, bribery 

(reshveh), charity (sadaqah), and gifts (pishkesh). Written in 1966, Kholghiyāt reflects a 

more complicated approach in Jamālzādeh’s satirical criticism of Iranian 

“backwardness,” and while its “crossroad” seems to bear some similarities with the one 

in “The Political Figure,” Jamālzādeh’s later take on it also reveals some differences. But 

before discussing this trope as it reappears after four decades to render ta‘ārof, bribery 

(reshveh), charity (sadaqah), and gifts (pishkesh) anew, I shall briefly sketch the 
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transformation of Jamālzādeh’s approach and work. Already in his memoir of 1955, 

Jamālzādeh discusses this shift in his perspective: 

 

 It ought not be forgotten that attachment to old and indigenous manners and 

 customs, which westerners call “tradition,” is, if not among the requisites of 

 civilization, at least counted among its prominent marks. During the long years 

 which this author has lived in Europe, he has ever been a witness to the extent of 

 Europeans’ attachment to their customs, manners, and traditions. […] They plant 

 love and affection for things which are mementos of their fathers and 

 grandfathers—and which so often provoke laughter, derision, and scorn from 

 many of us Iranians—in the fields of the hearts and minds of their children. 

 (Jamālzādeh, Isfahan 7) 

   

Jamālzādeh has finally gained the ability to laugh at the Other. But he gains this ability, 

or grants permission to this laughter, by carefully emulating what he had observed 

throughout his years in Europe. Still, the thirty years that separate this passage from 

Jamālzādeh’s verdict in the “Preface” to Yeki Bud, Yeki Nabud have brought out “the 

concern about loss of authenticity,” as Nasrin Rahimieh astutely puts it (302).  

 This concern with authenticity reappears in Kholghiyāt, which begins with this 

epigraph: “[Ā]yeneh agar eibe to benemood rāst, khod shekan āyeneh shekastan khatāst,” 

“[I]f the mirror portrays your shortcomings, break yourself; breaking the mirror would be 

a mistake” (9). As Jamālzādeh continues, it becomes clear that the mirror at hand here is 

the corpus of travelogues written by European travelers to Persia, which he takes to 

truthfully describe Iranians’ faults and shortcomings. The translation of travelers’ 

accounts into the smooth and persuasive surface of the mirror, and the act of identifying 
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with the alienated image reflected there, might remind us of the Lacanian mirror stage. 

Identifying with the projected image implies a transformation “that takes place in the 

subject when he assumes [that] image” (Lacan 76). The image in the travelogues that 

installs a self in the body of an “us,” as conceived by Jamālzādeh, Dāvar, and Iraj, is 

“predestined to have an effect” that perpetually torments that body by this self-alienation 

(Lacan 76). In Kholghiyāt, Jamālzādeh actually concedes that “we” are in the state of 

infancy, and he intends “infancy” in its literal meaning of being deprived of language, as 

he emphasizes there are “words and expressions” that “we” lack in Persian. Importantly, 

he regrets that “we” lack a term for “character,” which is not, he underlines, restricted to 

“the external attributes” of cordiality, eloquence, and hospitality, which “we do possess,” 

but to “the internal state and intentions” (Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 25). What we have, 

Jamālzādeh seems to imply, are words “dressed up and veiled” and what we lack are 

“unveiled” ones.   

 While taking travelers’ mirrors as being generally truthful reflections of “us,” 

Jamālzādeh allows some aspects of their portrayal to escape criticism on the basis of 

“simple differences” from Europeans. Yet his point gets complicated, since this 

exemption on the basis of simple difference is explained in and through similarities to 

rather than differences from those European practices. The main attributes that get 

excused as differences are the linguistic and gestural layers of ta‘ārof: “For example,” he 

asks, “is it our fault if farangīs (foreigners) translate our most common expressions, such 

as ‘ghorbanat shavam,’ and ‘fadayat shavam’”—both of which would be translated into 

“let me sacrifice myself for you” and are ridiculed in the narrative of “The Political 

Figure”—“so literally that they ridicule them?” (Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 17). Such 
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expressions are not so different, he states, “from the French cher ami,” which is a “pure 

ta‘ārof and has no meaning” (Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 17). He then provides more 

examples of such expressions in Persian, and defends them by posing this question: 

“Should such customs, which are entirely charming and polite, be mocked, ridiculed, and 

scorned?” (Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 18). Accordingly, Jamālzādeh now recognizes 

attachments to “indigenous customs and manners” as markers of “civilization,” as he had 

earlier elaborated in his memoir. He in effect also revises his earlier ridicule of ta‘ārof, as 

it, like “cher ami,” is an indigenous manner of speaking. 

 However, just as Jamālzādeh begins to address the reflection of “us” in the mirror 

of farangīs (Westerners)—the mirror and laughter he seemed to have reversed in the 

passage quoted from his memoir—he once again takes recourse to a familiar historicism 

and steps carefully in the very path he claims farangīs have taken: “The farangīs 

themselves wrote and spoke in a similar [excessive] manner but, step by step, as they 

progressed, they took it more easily upon themselves and simplified their writing and 

speaking. As time passes, the vicissitudes of our age would put us on the same path” 

(Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 18). This historicism therefore comes to the rescue of Persian 

excessive politeness—after all it is fine for “us” to have this manner because “they” too 

have had the same before.  

 Jamālzādeh’s discussion of the economic layer of ta‘ārof through the metaphor of 

“crossroads,” however, transposes the term into a different economic system, although 

the same teleological account prevails in his discussion. “We can go a step further,” he 

states, “and say that as long as ‘our’ offices are not disciplined enough and as long as the 

cogs in the system do not run as they should, ta‘ārof, pishkesh (gifts), reshveh (bribery), 
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and anointing are quite useful and they have remained part and parcel of our manners 

over the centuries because of their practicality” (Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 21). “Ta‘ārof, 

pishkesh, and bribery,” he writes, have become a sort of “tollgates at our crossroads,” the 

fees for which “we all know by heart and through tradition and at times pay.” The 

“watchmen” who, according to Haji Ali in “The Political Figure,” stood at the crossroads 

for “bribery” (or passwords), are here portrayed as people who are justifiably in need of 

some help. “Until the salaries of our workers are sufficient for their daily bread and meal, 

what we have called bribery and ta‘ārof is nothing other than sadaqah, alms, or charity” 

(Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 21-22). Jamālzādeh’s reformulation of ta‘ārof and pishkesh thus 

hints at an economy based on gift-giving, with all the ambiguities that evokes. In such an 

economy, “ta‘ārof, sadaqah, pishkesh, and bribery” are forms of “public social 

insurance” (bimehye ejtemaīye hamegānī) (Jamālzādeh, Kholghiyāt 21-22). Thus, while 

Jamālzādeh seems to have come to agree with Jafar’s description and disagree with Haji 

Ali’s, there is a twist: smaller chunks of money given at the “crossroads” are not always 

corrupting “bribery.” They might at times be sadaqah—given to the poor for the sake of 

God—and at other times pishkesh (gift)—given with or without the expectation of 

reciprocity. In this way Jamālzādeh’s later writings retranslate ta‘ārof back into 

ambiguous gift-giving—one that might be giving “gifts,” “alms,” or “bribes”—and as 

such he almost does away with the illusion of unveiling the words on the sidewalk. 

However, it is a temporal stipulation, implicit in the word “until,” that makes ta‘ārof 

acceptable and bribery tolerable: “[u]ntil the salaries of our workers are sufficient for 

their daily bread.” This teleological stipulation shows that the mirror has never actually 

been turned.  
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 The criticism of a vernacular habit—through universal laughter in Dāvar, through 

a characterization of ta‘ārof as animality in Iraj Mirzā, and through a “mirror” in 

Jamālzādeh—at first seems to stand in contrast to the anti-imperialist stances that each of 

these figures has taken. Problematizing this tension in his essay “The Unintended Gift: 

The Adventures of Hajji Baba Ispahani as a Transactional Text Between English and 

Persian Literatures,” Kamran Rastegar shows how colonialist orientalism and nationalist 

constitutionalism are not in fact fundamentally oppositional to one another. Rastegar 

traces a nuanced intersection of these two discourses in his examination of Mirzā Habib 

Esfahāni’s Persian translation of the Oriental English novel Hajji Baba, by James Morier, 

a translation that, ironically, was read as “supporting a nationalist and largely anti-

colonial movement” during the heyday of Iranian constitutionalism (Rastegar 5).  

 Probing a similar intersection from a different perspective, Mohammad Tavakoli-

Targhi also draws attention to “discursive affinities” between Iranian nationalism and 

Orientalism. Tavakoli-Targhi focuses on the ways in which national historiography draws 

on Orientalist discourse. “A dehistoricizing assumption, that is, the contemporaneity of 

an early nineteenth-century ‘mode of life’ with that of ancient times,” he writes, “informs 

both Orientalist and nationalist historiographies that constitute the heightened period of 

European colonialism and imperialism as the true beginning of rationality and historical 

progress in Iran” (Tavakoli-Targhi 5). Thus, a familiar binary opposition—a progressive 

conception of time informing modern European historiography on the one hand, and a 

regressive conception of history informing the accounts of modern Iran, like that of other 

non-Western societies, on the other—becomes a “significant component of an Iranian 

national historiography, venerating progress, development, and growth” (Tavakoli-Targhi 
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6). Tavakoli-Targhi then refers to works of contemporary historians such as Ervand 

Abrahamian, “the author of one of the most sophisticated accounts of modern Iran,” 

Guity Nashat, and Mangol Bayat, in whose accounts certain lacks “constitute the 

foundation for explaining a series of reformist failures of the nineteenth-century Qajar” 

(4-7).  

 What I have tried to show in this chapter concurs with these arguments and draws 

attention to the ways in which this tendency—discernible in national historiography, as 

Tavakoli-Targhi argues, or in “transactional texts,” as Rastegar shows—is in fact 

reflected in the works of anti-imperialist writers of the first half of the twentieth century. 

Dāvar, Iraj Mirzā, and Jamālzādeh’s writings are informed by ethnographies of a “self”—

of an “us”—that had identified with the picture reflected in the mirror of travelogues. In 

their works, anti-imperial tendencies are entangled with orientalist representations, to use 

Mary Louise Pratt’s conception of autoethnography (7). Autoethnography, as Pratt 

formulates it, is not “authentic” but rather “involves partial collaboration with and 

appropriation of the idioms” of the dominant and observing other (7). To regulate the 

habit of ta‘ārof—a snag that has caused glitches in the teleological route towards 

modernity on political, linguistic, and economic levels alike—these figures—following 

Mirza Saulih’s steps—take recourse to autoethnography through deploying an orientalist 

mirror.  

 I would like to end this chapter by returning to Kaveh Bassiri’s poem “Taarof,” as 

a contemporary reflection on ta‘ārof. The poem is a literal translation of Persian ta‘ārofāt 

into English. As such, Bassiri’s poem raises the issue of translation but in reverse. Instead 

of writing and thinking about ta‘ārof in Persian through a “universal” perspective and its 
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laughter, Bassiri makes English practice ta‘ārof, or makes ta‘ārof speak through a 

western language—encouraging it, in a way, to assume the status of a “universal” tongue. 

In an ironic and provocative move, his poem, although written in English, interpellates a 

vernacular knowledge—linguistic and performative—or sensibility of ta‘ārof instead of 

discounting it. I draw on Subramanian Shankar’s notion of the vernacular here. 

“Vernacular knowledges,” in a sense that goes beyond the limited sense of “vernacular 

languages,” offer a new “horizon” of comparison between two or more sensibilities and 

knowledges that painstakingly works to understand the literary in terms of its locality 

(Shankar, “The Vernacular” 223). Bassiri’s poem can be read as an invitation to take the 

sensibility that comes with ta‘ārof seriously; proposing an alternative comparative lens to 

that of the comparative criticisms I have discussed in this chapter.   

 Not only is Bassiri’s poem living proof of ta‘ārof’s resilience through the war that 

was waged against it across the long nineteenth century, both from within the Persian 

language and without, it also turns Jamālzādeh’s mirror truly around this time, evoking 

laughter from another perspective. It reverses the mirror because it ridicules the satirical 

perspectives of Dāvar, Iraj, and Jamālzādeh, who employed English to judge Persian. 

“Taarof” uses English to reveal the absurdity not of ta‘ārof—or, at least not only of 

ta‘ārof—but of the act of judging it through a universal lens. It satirically criticizes the 

perspective that views the vernacular ta‘ārof through a universal reason. Bassiri’s poem 

at once evokes the humor that aimed to regulate the practice of ta‘ārof during the first 

half of the twentieth century in Iran and shows how that laughter could be reversed. 

 

Taarof 
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In Tehran, words dress up then put on veils for the sidewalks. 

I ask the taxi driver, how much? He says, it’s not worthy 

of you. I’ve to disagree, because he’ll think I can put a hat 

on his head and I think he’s putting a watermelon under my arm.  

Before getting into the elevator, I negotiate with a client 

on whether he’s my slave, I’m the dirt under his feet, or 

who should be sacrificed for whom. When he introduces me, his boss puts his hand on 

my shoulder, saying, a hundred years to these years, place your foot on my eyes, our eyes 

lit up.  

[…] 
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Chapter Four: Saying the Giving: Uttering the Problem of Ambiguity 

 
 

In 1923, the year Ali-Akbar Dāvar wrote a piece in his newspaper Mard-e Āzād 

criticizing ta‘ārof as a “pointless” use of language, Bronislaw Malinowski, known as the 

father of social anthropology, coined the phrase “phatic communion” to denote 

something similar to verbal ta‘ārof. The “father” of social anthropology and the “fathers” 

of literary and political modernity in Iran were thinking, at the exact same time, about the 

problem of pleasantries, linguistic sociability, their meanings, and their raison d’être. The 

former tackled the problem in English but through “primitive languages,” and the latter 

engaged it in Persian yet through the lens of the “reasonable people of the world,” 

through English and French.  

 In 1925, Marcel Mauss wrote his influential Essai sur le don, expanding on the 

problem of the gift, or the other layer of the term ta‘ārof, that had already been brought 

forth by Malinowski in the field of anthropology.  During the same time, Mohammad-Ali 

Jamālzādeh was also thinking about ta‘ārof and its connotations as gift, bribery, and 

charity. Thus the gift and language of pleasantries drew attention in the early twentieth 

century in the burgeoning scene of social and political satire in Persian and in the serious 

realms of social anthropology and ethnography in Europe. Whereas Iraj Mirzā, Dāvar, 

and Jamālzādeh, on the one hand, and Malinowski and Mauss, on the other, are raising 

questions about pleasantries in language and about the gift around the same time, the 

sources of their concerns are epistemologically and politically distinct. I have discussed 

the process of the problematization of ta‘ārof in the Iranian context in the previous 

chapter; here I will discuss the ways in which the phatic and the gift are raised in the 
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European scene. That is to say, I pursue why and how phatic communion became a 

problem, calling for a new name in Malinowski’s writing—at the intersection of 

ethnography and linguistics, in dialogue between so-called primitive languages and 

Western languages, and “savage societies” and “civilized ones”—at the same time that it 

called for a new mirror in Iranian modern self-conception—at the intersection of the gaze 

of the Other, the Other’s laughter, and autoethnography. Furthermore, how does the 

question of the phatic stand in relation to the question of the gift? 

 I will also examine the ways in which this phase of problematization in the first 

decades of the twentieth century, taking place simultaneously in two linguistic realms, 

might speak—although in distinct voices—to the ways in which pleasantries were 

problematized at their intersection with commodity exchange and gift-giving in the 

nineteenth century within England and at the periphery of the British Empire. I argue that 

the theoretical aspiration to revive the gift and linguistic sociability in early-twentieth-

century Europe might be read in response to the repression of the “excess” in gift-giving 

and pleasantries during the nineteenth century, instances of which I have shown in 

accounts of British travelers to Persia at the periphery of the Empire and in works of 

Smiles and Dickens within England. Yet in this latter phase of retrieval, the ambiguity 

and excess that caused confusion and discomfort around the gift and in the phatic are to 

be expelled.  

 Let me begin however with the backdrop against which these problems are raised. 

In Europe, Mauss was writing about the gift in the aftermath of the First World War, 

which had wiped out many of his colleagues and friends, the war that had also sparked 
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for him, all the more urgently, questions of social bonds.58 For “a committed socialist like 

Mauss,” the notion of the gift in The Gift, James Clifford writes, became an “allegory of 

reconciliation and reciprocity in the wake of the First World War” (64). Mauss famously 

conducted his “ethnographic” work without ever leaving Paris (The Gift viii). He had 

been “given enough well documented material” that he could conduct his study without 

leaving his flat (viii). Thinking from his apartment in Paris, Mauss’s discussion in The 

Gift is driven more by the problems that surrounded him most immediately rather than by 

those of so-called primitive societies. In the book there is an implicit comparison at work 

between the “archaic institutions” Mauss writes about and his own surrounding 

environment, writes E. E. Evans-Pritchard (ix): 

  

 He is asking himself not only how we can understand these archaic institutions 

 but also how an understanding of them helps us the better to understand our own, 

 and perhaps to improve them. Nowhere does this come out more clearly than in 

 the Essai sur le don, where Mauss is telling us, quite pointedly, in case we should 

 not reach the conclusion for ourselves, how much we have lost, whatever we may 

 have otherwise gained, by the substitution of a rational economic system for a 

 system in which exchange of goods was not a mechanical but a moral transaction, 

 bringing about and maintaining human, personal, relationships between 

 individuals and groups. (ix) 
																																																								
58 In his article “The Gift Revisited: Marcel Mauss on War, Debt, and the Politics of Reparations,” 

Grégoire Mallard situates Mauss’s The Gift within the broader context of post-World War I 

discussions on the politics of sovereign debt cancellation and the question of German reparations 

to the Allies. While Mauss supported the policies of reparation and debt cancellation proposed by 

French “solidarist” activists in the Versailles Treaty, he was still concerned with reaching systems 

of political alliance and anthropological norms of gift-giving that could build a sense of solidarity 

among European peoples. 
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Mauss’s study of the gift, in the aftermath of a war that had affected him so atrociously, 

is driven by a concrete problem of how to revive a system of exchange that can retrieve 

social bonds between people.  

 A Polish student who had come to London via Leipzig in 1910 to study 

ethnology, Malinowski was officially designated an “enemy alien” by the start of the war. 

Unlike Mauss, then, Malinowski was not to return to Europe until after the war. His 

experience of the war, while “first hand” in terms of his designation as an enemy alien, 

was spatially distant. Yet the central theme of his work during the war was gift-giving 

and more specifically the ceremonial act of Kula exchange. Malinowski’s phrase “phatic 

communion” appears in an essay entitled “The Problem of Meaning in Primitive 

Languages,” which is appended as a “Supplement” to C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards’s 

The Meaning of Meaning: A Study of the Influence of Language Upon Thought and of the 

Science of Symbolism (1923). Phatic communion as Malinowski formulates it is “speech 

in mere sociabilities,” which is “one of the bedrock aspects of man’s nature in society” 

(314-15). Phatic communion, like the gift, accentuates the social bond: there is “in all 

human beings the well-known tendency to congregate, to be together, to enjoy each 

other’s company” (315). Like Mauss, who takes recourse to so-called archaic institutions 

to bring forth something essential that can once again humanize transactions between 

individuals and groups, Malinowski seeks in his formulation of the phatic a revival of a 

human tendency to congregate, a propensity he deems universal.  

 On the European scene then the problems of the gift and the phatic are raised in 

response to a crisis of the “social bond.” The communion sought in both the linguistic 
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and the economic—indirectly connected in works of Mauss and Malinowski—had 

already been linked in the term ta‘ārof, which means both pleasantries and gift-giving. 

The simultaneous problematization of phatic communion and gift-giving, on the one 

hand, and ta‘ārof, on the other—the former in a “developed” culture that looks at its 

“primitive” other and the latter in a culture that criticizes its current “primitive reason”—

underlines, ironically, a difference in repetition.  

 In the works of Dāvar, Iraj, and Jamālzādeh, unlike those of Mauss and 

Malinowski, the main problem is not to revive sociability—for sociability does not seem 

to have been lost—but to manage it. The main problem raised in their satirical criticisms 

of ta‘ārof is the excess and the ambiguity that these figures locate in their “native” modes 

of sociability—both linguistic and economic. This excess—which they asses as time-

wasting, pointless, and meaningless, and which designates a form of linguistic and 

economic “backwardness”—is invoked through an appeal to the “reason” of the 

“reasonable people of the world.” There is however a twist to the reactions of Iranian 

proponents of modernity against ta‘ārof that complicates its reading as a simple desire for 

Europeanization. A key backdrop to the rise of criticism of ta‘ārof among various elites 

and intellectuals is the Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919, which can generally be seen as 

the outcome of the national chaos following the constitutional revolution (1905-1911) 

and international rivalry in the aftermath of the First World War. The weakness of the 

government in Iran and the collapse of the Tsarist and Ottoman Empires in the region 

convinced the British imperial power that it was an opportune time to extend its interests 

in Iran. As a result, the British government initiated six months of secret negotiations for 
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the preparation of the Agreement, which was eventually announced in August 1919, 

bringing the financial and military affairs of Iran under British control. 

In addition to the terms of the Agreement, the manner in which it was 

conducted—that is, the secrecy of the talks for its preparation—led to both internal and 

external vehement campaigns against the Agreement, in which Western-educated 

expatriates such as Dāvar and Jamālzādeh were particularly vocal. While in Switzerland, 

Dāvar contributed to a manifesto written in French entitled “Appel du Parti National 

Persan,” declaring that years of protest against imperialism had ended in an Agreement 

that essentially robbed Iran of her independence (Katouzian 132). The language of the 

Agreement’s preamble, which concludes with the phrase “in virtue of the close ties of 

friendship which has existed between the two countries in the past,” must have spurred 

figures such as Jamālzādeh and Dāvar to react against it. They denounced the 

insinuations of imperial “friendship.” Yet if they sensed the unevenness in the 

equivalence that that friendship sought to suggest, they still seemed captivated by the 

form of “friendship” that Price had portrayed between Persian and English as they 

watched and rectified themselves based on their reflection in a mirror held for them by a 

European other. The problem they had with their “indigenous” ta‘ārof was distinct from 

their problems with ta‘ārof on the international scene as it infused the 1919 Agreement—

not only because of the niceties of polite discourse within the treaty’s text but also 

because of suspicious gifts and bribes that surrounded the secret negotiations. The latter 

problem was to resist a colonizing mission; the former aspired to achieve a “civilized” 

national character.  
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 If with the formation of social anthropology, Europe is looking into its 

“primitive” other to recover what it deems itself to have lost, in the Iranian scene there is 

a desire to become European through regulating a mode of sociability that is deemed to 

be excessive. Yet intriguingly, in the divergent epistemologies in which the questions of 

the phatic and the gift are being simultaneously discussed, there is a mutual concern with 

the potential vagaries and unpredictabilities of social bonds—both linguistic and 

economic.  

  

1- The Problem of the Phatic  

 

“Widely regarded as a classic of early twentieth-century semiotics,” Ogden and 

Richards’s book, in which Malinowski’s piece appears, celebrates the coming together of 

“special sciences” whose contributions have left no “excuse” for “vague talk about 

meaning, and ignorance of the ways in which words deceive us” (McElvenny 187; Ogden 

and Richards 8). Among the “sciences” that contribute, although belatedly, to such 

“pragmatic symbolism” is indeed “Ethnology,” a disciplinary lens brought to the book by 

Malinowski:   

 

 To Dr Malinowski the authors owe a very special debt. His return to England as 

 their work was passing through the press enabled them to enjoy the advantage of 

 his many years of reflection as a field-worker in Ethnology […]. His unique 

 combination of practical experience with a thorough grasp of theoretical 

 principles renders his agreement on so many of the heterodox conclusions here 

 reached particularly encouraging. The contribution from his pen dealing with the 
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 study of primitive languages, which appears as a Supplement, will, the writers 

 feel sure, be of value not only to ethnologists but to all who take a living interest 

 in words and their ways. (Ogden and Richards ix)    

 

Malinowski’s pen, which reflects in writing that which he had witnessed live in his 

fieldwork, in lands and languages inaccessible to the writers, enables the authors to 

extend their pragmatic formulation of meaning geographically to Papuo-Melanesia and 

historically to “primitive languages,” far back on a linear historical line that Malinowski 

draws. Making such accessibility—historical and geographic—possible, his scientific 

study contributes to the book in challenging vague speculations about meaning.  

 Both Malinowski’s “Supplement” and Ogden and Richards’s study, however, 

exclude one area of conversation from their study of “meaning.” Immediately after 

disparaging any excuse given for talking vaguely about meaning, Ogden and Richards 

move to exempt the language of pleasantry from what could be called obligatory 

meaningfulness. Throughout the Western world, they write, “it is agreed that people must 

meet frequently, and that it is not only agreeable to talk, but that it is a matter of common 

courtesy to say something even when there is hardly anything to say” (Ogden and 

Richards 8). Although intending to put an end to the ignorance of the ways in which 

words might “deceive,” the authors immediately excuse courtesy and pleasantries from 

being accountable for what they utter; it is almost as if such words are rendered incapable 

of any power to act, and hence to deceive. Something seems to have shifted from the 

reactions of British travelers who took Persian pleasantries to be “weapons” of deception 

during the nineteenth century. Having the courtesy to say something even if there is 

nothing to say has become a “duty” of “every civilized man,” and those who “fail are 
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punished by the dislike or neglect of society” (Ogden and Richards 8). Despite their main 

credo that using language is the art of “saying clearly what one wishes to say,” and 

despite their emphasis on the importance of meaning and truthfulness, the authors grant 

admission to meaningless words only insofar as they serve to build an agreeable sense of 

sociability (Ogden and Richards 8). This agreeable art goes beyond the “western World,” 

they stress, and is a “universal accomplishment which all must practice” (Ogden and 

Richards 8). This universality is verified through Malinowski’s ethnographic lens.  

 Malinowski commences his essay by proposing an account of language that 

renders it a supplement to thought.59  In “its developed literary and scientific functions, 

																																																								
59 In all respects Malinowski’s piece is a “supplement” and of course is titled as “Supplement”. 

His writing supplements his presence, his pen is a supplement to his “first-hand” experience, his 

piece comes late just as the book is already under publication, and his observations arrive after 

and add to the main study. It is belated but just on time. Himself “at grips with the problem of 

primitive languages from Papuo-Melanesia,” Malinowski “had been driven into the field of 

general Semantics,” but once he had “the privilege of looking through the proofs of [Ogden and 

Richards] book,” he had been “astonished to find how exceedingly well the theories presented [in 

the book] answered all [his] problems and solved [his] difficulties” (298). Ethnography 

supplements theory; it generalizes and complements what had already been studied and “proven.” 

Malinowski’s Argonauts of the Western Pacific, which inspires his contribution to the “Problem 

of Meaning,” begins with an emphasis on a form of supplementarity and a belated report of a 

presence. As James Clifford argues, it is significant that a photograph stands as the frontispiece of 

Argonauts, which “like all photographs, asserts presence—that of the scene before the lens; it also 

suggests another presence—that of the ethnographer,” actively composing his field (22). A 

camera supplements the ethnographer, and the photograph supplements the moment’s “presence”. 

An “observational standpoint” is thus shared between “readers, the ethnographer, and his 

camera,” shaping the “predominant mode of modern fieldwork authority,” which signals: “you 

are there…because I was there” (Clifford 22). “You” is a supplement to “I.” The ethnographic 
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language is an instrument of thought and of the communication of thought,” Malinowski 

asserts at the outset (297). As he continues to build this theory, however, the historicist 

foundation that underlies it expresses itself. Language in its “primitive forms” must be 

“regarded and studied against the background of human activities and modes of behavior 

in practical matters” (312). This view of the primitive languages will soon prove to 

Malinowski that, originally, language “was never used as a mere mirror of reflected 

thought” among “primitive, non-civilized peoples” (Malinowski 312). Explicating an 

implication of this claim—that among the so-called civilized peoples language has been 

used as “a mere mirror of reflected thought”—he uses his own use of language as an 

example:  

  

 The manner in which I am using [language] now, in writing these words, the 

 manner in which the author of a book, or a papyrus or a hewn inscription has to 

 use it, is a very far-fetched and derivative function of language. In this, language 

 becomes a condensed piece of reflection, a record of fact or thought. In its 

 primitive usage, language functions as a link in concerned human activity, as a 

 piece of human behavior. It is a mode of action and not an instrument of 

 reflection. (Malinowski 312)  

 

And hence there is an evolutionary development to the function of language, moving 

from a “mode of action” in its primitive usage to a “mode of thought” in its developed 

usage. Although at the beginning of the essay, language is defined as an instrument of 

thought and of communication of thought, here we learn that that definition is solely 

																																																																																																																																																																					
“I,” however, is ironically situated as a supplement to “theory” in Ogden and Richards’s book, 

filling the “absence” of the latter with a supplementary “presence” of the former.  
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good for language in its “developed literary and scientific functions” (297). On the other 

end of this evolutionary development, the prime example of language in its mode of 

action is “a type of linguistic use” that Malinowski calls “phatic communion,” a function 

of “speech in mere sociabilities,” which is “one of the bedrock aspects of man’s nature in 

society” (314-15): 

 

 [F]or, to a natural man, another man’s silence is not a reassuring factor, but on the 

 contrary, something alarming and dangerous. […] To the primitive mind, whether 

 among  savages or our own uneducated classes, taciturnity means not only 

 unfriendliness but directly a bad character. This no doubt varies greatly with the 

 national character but remains true as a general rule. The breaking of silence, the 

 communion of words is the first act to establish links of fellowship, which is 

 consummated only by the breaking of bread and the communion of food. […] 

 After the first formula, there comes a flow of language, purposeless expressions 

 of preference or aversion, accounts of irrelevant happenings, comments on what 

 is perfectly obvious. (314, emphases mine) 

 

Phatic communion is therefore a “natural” phenomenon, a linguistic capacity of 

humankind in the “state of nature.” Precisely because it is formulated as a linguistic 

feature of a “primitive” stage—language in its mode of acting—the two groups that are 

singled out from this universal trait are “the savages” and Western “uneducated people.” 

In Malinowski’s wording, one can hear the ways in which a European “us” and the 

possessive “our” are taking shape in their entanglement not only with the formation of the 

“other” and “their,” but also hand in hand with Occidentalization—to borrow from Saree 

Makdisi—of the “us” and “ours.” The normative “western educated”—the opposite of the 
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“savage” other and “our own uneducated”—points to a struggle within and without the 

space of “us.” Malinowski, however, affirms that the “modern English expression ‘Nice 

day to-day’ or the Melanesian phrase, ‘Whence comest thou?’” both respond to the need 

of getting over “the strange and unpleasant tension which men feel when facing each 

other in silence” (314).60 Words of phatic communion therefore are not used to convey 

meaning. They are neither the result of “intellectual reflection,” Malinowski asserts, “nor 

do they necessarily arouse reflection in the listener” (Malinowski 315). They are 

language in its pure “mode of action” (315).  

 The distinction between language as a mode of action or an instrument of 

reflection is at the heart of Malinowski’s ethnographic study of “primitive mentality, 

culture, and language” (Malinowski, 307). He reaches this distinction through the notion 

of “context of situation,” which he regards also as the key factor that distinguishes the 

work of an ethnographer from that of a philologist (Malinowski 306). Studying any 

language “spoken by a people who live under conditions different from our own and 

possess a different culture,” Malinowski writes, requires not only a “study of their culture 

and of their environment”—a combination he terms “context”—but also a study of the 

immediate surroundings of each utterance—which he terms “situation” (306). Such is 

especially the case for studying “primitive languages,” precisely because in the so-called 

primitive cultures language functions in its “mode of action” and therefore the meaning 

																																																								
60 Indeed Silence is not quietude in the sense of “the absence of the word.” “In quietude nothing 

makes a sound (or something does not make a sound)”; in silence, however, as Mikhail Bakhtin 

distinguishes it from quietude, “nobody speaks (or somebody does not speak)” (Bakhtin 133). In 

the silence that Malinowski intends—or intends to escape—“somebody does not speak”; it is not 

silence in general but a specific “somebody’s” silence. 
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of any single word is to a very high degree dependent on its situation (306). Malinowski 

thus deems it necessary to coin the expression “context of situation” to indicate that the 

conception of context has to be “broadened” to encompass the cultural context in its 

broadest sense and that the situation in which words are uttered should be taken seriously 

(306).  

 The study of the context of situation distinguishes linguistic studies of dead 

languages from those of living languages. According to Malinowski, the material on 

which all linguistic work has hitherto drawn belongs to dead languages, in the form of 

written documents, which are “naturally isolated, torn out of any context of situation” 

(306). Intriguingly, “modern civilized languages, of which we think mostly in terms of 

written records,” seem to be considered as an extension of “dead languages” in terms of 

their essential difference from “a primitive tongue, never used in writing,” and in which 

“all the material lives only in winged words, passing from man to man” (306-07). In the 

latter case, it is “clear at once,” Malinowski asserts, “that the conception of meaning as 

contained in an utterance is false and futile” (307). Accordingly, “primitive languages” 

are more tightly dependent on their “context of situation” and the action they entail or 

respond to.  

 The dichotomies Malinowski marshals in his argument about “context of 

situation,” including “primitive” versus “developed” and “savage” versus “civilized,” set 

up a hierarchical and teleological scale that privileges the “civilized” and the 

“developed”—and hence “writing.” At the same time, however, there is another 

qualitative implication at work that values the proximity of the “primitive” to the “oral,” 
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“original,” and the “real”—and hence the importance of ethnography, and the presence of 

the ethnographic “I”:  

 

  A statement spoken in real life is never detached from the situation in which it has 

 been uttered. For each verbal statement by a human being has the aim and 

 function of expressing some thought or feeling actual at that moment and in that 

 situation. […] Utterance and situation are bound up inextricably with each other 

 and the context of situation is indispensable for the understanding of words. 

 (Malinowski 307) 

 

It is the ethnographer and not the philologist, Malinowski asserts, whose perspective is 

relevant and real because of his access to that moment of actual feeling and thought. 

Malinowski’s formulation of context of situation, then, is an inevitable consequence of 

the emphasis on the actuality of thought and feeling at the moment of utterance. His 

notion of context of situation is inextricably bound up with the idea of presence, the 

“heritage of logocentrism, which is also a phonocentrism,” to use Jacques Derrida’s 

words (Grammatology 12). “Absolute proximity of voice and being, of voice and the 

meaning of being, of voice and the ideality of meaning” has always posited writing as 

secondary and derivative to speech in Western thought (Grammatology 12-13). 

Addressing this longstanding tradition of phonocentrism, Derrida proposes a broad notion 

of “writing” that on the one hand questions the teleological scale, that is, the evolution of 

language from the oral stage to the stage of writing, and on the other, the sense of the 

originality of speech, both of which are at work in Malinowski’s delineation. In his 
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“Signature, Event, Context,” Derrida articulates a “generalized and displaced” concept of 

“writing”: 

 

 To write is to produce a mark that will constitute a kind of machine that is in turn 

 productive, that my future disappearance in principle will not prevent from 

 functioning and from yielding, and yielding itself to, reading and rewriting. […] 

 For the written to be the written, it must continue to “act” and to be legible. 

 (Margins 316)  

 

The act of producing any kind of mark would constitute writing in this broad notion that 

Derrida proposes. A “generalized concept,” this notion of writing does not eliminate all 

the “actuality” of speech but suggests that that actuality and presence are never complete. 

It simultaneously adds some “actuality” to writing in its conventional sense insofar as it 

can always act in every “moment” that it is iterated. Any sign, “pictographic, 

hieroglyphic, ideographic, phonetic, [or] alphabetic, to use old categories,” would 

therefore constitute writing as it acts (Margins 315). Accordingly, to suggest that 

“primitive languages” are deprived of writing is to understand writing in a very narrow 

sense. Derrida underlines similar claims in the writings of both Mauss and Franz Boas, 

who portray “the Indian” as deprived of “any system of writing” (Given Time 43).  

 The broad idea of writing put forth by Derrida necessitates in turn a revisiting of 

the idea of context or context of situation, in Malinowski’s words. The “accepted” or “the 

usual concept of context,” which regards it as that which “can massively reduce the 

equivocality of the language” and set limits for this equivocation, is one of the main 

themes that Derrida problematizes in “Signature, Event, Context” (Margins 310). 
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Signature, event, and context, Derrida argues, are all markers of the presumed “presence” 

of the addressor and/or the addressee—the presence of “meaning” and of “intention-to-

signify.” Demonstrating “why a context is never absolutely determinable, or rather, why 

its determination can never be entirely certain or saturated,” Derrida addresses both of the 

claims I have identified in Malinowski’s elaboration of “context of situation,” that is to 

say the evolutionary development of language from orality to writing and the saturability 

of the “context of situation” (Margins 310). Derrida’s point of entry into the discussion of 

context, however, is not Malinowski but J. L. Austin’s How to Do Things with Words, a 

book based on Austin’s William James lectures of 1955. In discussing Austin’s notion of 

context and its ingredients and Derrida’s criticism of it, I will look for a conception of 

context that might rest in between Derrida and Austin’s debate. I will then return to 

Malinowski’s formulation of the phatic.  

In How to Do Things with Words, Austin attends to a category of utterances, 

namely, the performatives, to problematize the ways in which utterances have typically 

been conceived as “statements” that can only “describe” or “state” some facts and can be 

either true or false. As opposed to this conventional understanding, performative 

utterances are those that “do not ‘describe’ or ‘report’ or ‘constate’ anything at all, are not 

true or false” (Austin 5). Performative utterances, argues Austin, are, or are part of, 

“doing of an action, which would not normally be described as, or ‘just’ as, saying 

something” (5). According to his famous example, in saying “I do” in the course of a 

marriage ceremony one is not reporting on a marriage, but is rather “indulging in it” 

(Austin 6). In Austin’s emphasis on “action” in language, one can hear Malinowski’s 

language in its “mode of action.” The similarities in their approaches to language, 
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however, do not end here. As soon as Austin attends to action, he, like Malinowski, 

attends to context.  

For a performative utterance to be “felicitous,” a number of elements must be in 

place. One of the most important would be “context of situation,” to borrow 

Malinowski’s expression. Austin uses “conventionality” to refer to the broader “cultural 

and environmental” context, and “context” to refer to the immediate circumstances of the 

utterance, or what Malinowski calls “situation.” For the performative utterance “I do” to 

be felicitous, it should take place within the right conventional procedure and in the right 

immediate context; in short, for it to act, it should be uttered in the right “context of 

situation.”  

Although Austin begins his lectures by reinforcing the distinction between the 

category of performatives and that of constatives, the line between the two becomes 

blurrier as he proceeds, and eventually disappears with his formulation of a general 

theory of speech acts. To define the category of performative utterances, Austin initially 

provides a grammatical form that these performatives share: “they all begin with the verb 

in the first person singular present indicative active” (5). Based on this common structure, 

Austin calls the utterances of this form “explicit performative utterances.” He continues, 

however, to broaden the category of performatives to include utterances in which the 

performative verb is not made explicit. If explicit performative utterances “begin with or 

include some highly significant and unambiguous expression such as ‘I bet,’ ‘I promise,’ 

[or] ‘I bequeath,’” in implicit performatives the verb is “left uncertain” (Austin 32-33). 

Austin contends, “it is obvious and important that we can on occasion use the utterance 

‘go’ to achieve practically the same as we achieve by the utterance ‘I order you to go’” 
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(Austin 32). Yet it is for the addressee here to decide whether this is an order, a warning 

or a piece of advice, and this decision is made based on the “circumstances.” 

Accordingly, one may say “shut it” in many “contexts”; Austin elaborates: “‘Shut it, do’ 

resembles [the performative] ‘I order you to shut it.’ ‘Shut it—I should’ resembles ‘I 

advise you to shut it.’ ‘Shut it, if you like’ resembles ‘I permit you to shut it,’” and so 

forth (74). Like Malinowski, Austin then argues that “primitive languages” are more 

tightly reliant on their contexts: “Primitive or primary forms of utterance will preserve 

the ‘ambiguity’ or ‘equivocation’ or ‘vagueness’ of primitive language […]; they will not 

make explicit the precise force of the utterance. This may have its uses: but sophistication 

and development of social forms and procedures will necessitate clarification” (72). The 

significance of context in decoding “primitive languages” is underlined by both 

Malinowski and Austin. There is an ambiguity in “primitive languages” that can only be 

gotten rid of through a saturated notion of context. Austin’s notion of context—as well as 

Malinowski’s—aims to set limits on the equivocality of language through relying on the 

“actual” moment and the “presence” of the speaker, his/her intention, and the addressee.  

Although conventionality—which entails repeatability and iterability—plays a 

significant role in Austin’s analysis of performatives, Derrida argues that Austin’s 

understanding of conventionality—and therefore, I argue, Malinowski’s understanding of 

“culture,” “mentality,” and “environment”—is partial. Austin’s formulation of 

conventionality, like Malinowski’s conception of context of situation, only takes into 

account “the circumstance of the statement, its contextual surrounding,” and dismisses 

the conventionality that is “intrinsic to what constitutes the speech act [locution] itself, 

everything that might quickly be summarized under the problematical heading of ‘the 
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arbitrariness of the sign’” (Margins 323). This partial understanding of iterability and 

conventionality surfaces in a moment in Austin’s lectures where he distinguishes 

language in ordinary circumstances versus special ones, a distinction that materializes, 

according to Austin, in the realm of art. By ruling out “joking, playacting, and etc.” as 

“non-serious,” “parasitic,” and hence inessential uses of language, Austin, Derrida 

argues, overlooks precisely the essential characteristic of conventionality and “iterability” 

in language in its broadest sense, the aspect of conventionality that addresses the 

repetition of the locution, the code, or the sign.  

 The act of excluding certain usages of language from its “normal” purpose is also 

traceable in Malinowski’s essay. If Austin leaves out “joking, playacting, and etc.” from 

the serious realm of language, Malinowski excludes “phatic communion” from the 

typical usage of language. If Austin’s exclusion is due to his oversight of the iterability or 

repeatability that is the characteristic of any mark, sign, or writing, Malinowski’s act of 

exclusion is also due to his oversight of difference. If Austin overlooks the fact that any 

given mark is readable because it is always already a repetition, and because, at the same 

time, it maintains the possibility of repeating itself, Malinowski overlooks the difference 

in this repetition:   

 

 The case of language used in free, aimless, social intercourse requires special 

 consideration. When a number of people sit together at a village fire, after all the 

 daily tasks are over, or when they chat, resting from work, or when they 

 accompany some mere manual work by gossip quite unconnected with what they 

 are doing—it is clear that here we have to do with another mode of using 

 language, with another type of speech function. Language here is not dependent 
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 upon what happens at that moment, it seems to be even deprived of any context of 

 situation. The meaning of any utterance cannot be connected with the speaker’s or 

 hearer’s behaviour, with the purpose of what they are doing. A mere phrase of 

 politeness, in use as much among savage tribes as in a European drawing-room, 

 fulfills a function to which the meaning of [their] words is almost completely 

 irrelevant. (Malinowski 313, emphases mine) 

 

In rendering phatic communion devoid of any purpose, meaning, and behavior, and in 

completely disregarding the “moment,” the “situation,” and the “context” of the 

utterance, Malinowski ignores the fact that a mark or a sign never maintains its meaning 

or its function across its various iterations. That is to say, however “empty” such 

expressions may be of “meaning” or “intention,” they never stay identical across their 

iterations.  

 Ferdinand de Saussure’s articulation of the “arbitrary nature of the linguistic sign” 

is also useful in challenging Malinowski’s overlooking of the difference in repetition. In 

defining “linguistic value,” Saussure formulated the correspondence of one particular 

sound-sequence to one particular idea as entirely arbitrary. It is in this sense, Saussure 

asserts, that we can speak of “values”; for the relationship between a signifier and a given 

signified remains a “matter of internal relations” (Saussure 111). Yet this arbitrariness—

denying any inherent connection between a signifier and a given signified—enables us to 

understand the need for “social activity” to create a “linguistic system” (Saussure 111). 

Linguistic values have no rationale other than being “used based on a general agreement” 

(Saussure 112). In this sense “[a] community is necessary in order to establish values” 

(Saussure 112). Linguistic values—or values of any kind, as Saussure argues—are also 
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always governed by something “dissimilar” and something “similar” (113). A given 

signifier stands in relation not only to its attached signified, but also in relation to other 

signifiers that are comparable to it. Signifiers then always accrue their meaning based on 

the relationship they have with others in a given array of signifiers in a given linguistic 

community. In this sense, when Malinowski presumes the phatic to remain constant in 

terms of its (non)meaning and its function despite being transferred from one linguistic 

and cultural community to the next, he disregards the fact that a shift in the array of 

signifiers—caused by a shift in linguistic and sociocultural array—would cause a shift in 

the signified attached to the phatic. 

 Like the language used on Austin’s “stage,” in jokes, or in poems, Malinowski’s 

phatic communion falls outside of language that intends to convey meaning. True, 

Malinowski’s non-typical usage of language is burdened with the quite serious task of 

securing a form of social bond, which is far from the Austinian “non-serious” “joking, 

playing, and etc.” Yet if the language on the Austinian stage was “non-serious” because it 

did not properly “intend” a meaning, Malinowski’s category of pleasantries is non-typical 

not only because it does not “intend” what it says—after all, its intention is to break the 

silence even when there is hardly anything to say—but also because it produces a given 

consequence, fulfilling a given function. Both the intention and the consequence of the 

phatic are serious yet “constant.” Malinowski recovers the significance of phatic 

communion and emphasizes the importance of building social bonds through linguistic 

pleasantries, yet he first fixes the consequence of the phatic.  

 Austin’s two categories of illocutionary and perlocutionary utterances are helpful 

here to unpack this fixation of not only intention but also of consequence. In an Austinian 
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model, consequences are associated with what he terms “perlocutionary acts.” If 

illocutionary speech acts are those that, in saying something, do what they say—the 

famous “I do” example falls in this category—“perlocutionary” speech acts are those that 

produce “certain consequential effects upon the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the 

audience, or of the speakers, or of other persons” (Austin 101). Austin provides us with 

an example to make the distinction between illocution and perlocution clear: “He urged 

(or advised, ordered, and etc.) me to shoot her” is an example of an illocution, and “He 

persuaded me to shoot her” is an example of a perlocution (101). In the former sentence, 

the action of urging or advising is performed in the utterance of the words, whereas in the 

latter case “persuasion” is rather a consequence of the words uttered.  

 With respect to perlocutionary acts, words are not identical with the things that 

they do. There is, in other words, a detachment between the act of saying and the 

consequential act of speech. This detachment entails also a temporal distance between the 

utterance of words and their consequence. Here the saying is not itself the deed; rather it 

may or may not lead to a doing. Because perlocutionary acts initiate a set of 

consequences, they are less determined in terms of what they bring about or achieve by 

saying something. One of the main elements that distinguish perlocutionary acts from 

illocutionary ones is “conventionality,” according to Austin. Conventionality contributes 

to the immediate movement of the utterance to speech act in illocutionary cases. Unlike 

illocutionary acts, “perlocutionary acts are not conventional” (Austin 121, emphasis in 

original). In this sense perlocutionary acts by nature seem to bargain between words and 

deeds. By so bargaining they disrupt and make indeterminate any presumed relation 

between the two.  
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 This spacing between the utterance and its consequence in the case of 

perlocutionary utterances also addresses the temporality of the illocutionary acts. Judith 

Butler reformulates the Austinian illocution: true, illocutionary utterances act at the 

moment of the utterance, with no lapse of time. Yet the moment of the utterance and of 

the act is never really a moment; it is itself “ritualized,” as Butler puts it. “The ‘moment’ 

in ritual is a condensed historicity: it exceeds itself in past and future directions, an effect 

of prior and future invocations that constitute and escape the instance of utterance” (3-4).  

 The historicity that Butler introduces to the speech act points perhaps to a space in 

between the two contexts defined by Derrida and Austin. It underlines a history broader 

than the limited Austinian “context,” or Malinowskian “situation,” in the sense of 

surroundings and circumstances, yet also more particular than Derrida’s iterability in its 

broadest sense of code and writing. Adding this historicity into our understanding of 

speech acts elucidates the moment in which the illocutionary and the perlocutionary 

might glide into one another. The non-conventionality Austin ascribes to perlocutionary 

acts, I argue, is itself a consequence of his partial understanding of context and 

convention.  

 Austin himself notes that there might be times that illocutionary and 

perlocutionary acts are not so easily distinguishable: 

  

 There may be some things we “do” in some connexion with saying something 

 which do not seem to fall, intuitively at least, exactly into any of these roughly 

 defined classes, or else seem to fall vaguely into more than one […]. For example, 

 insinuating, as when we insinuate something in or by issuing some utterance, 

 seems to involve some convention, as in the illocutionary act; but we cannot say 
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 “I insinuate ...,” and it seems like implying to be a clever effect rather than a 

 mere act. (105) 

 

Insinuation is on the one hand a “clever effect,” or a “consequence” and hence a 

perlocutionary act. On the other, it involves some form of conventionality, according to 

Austin, and is an illocutionary act. If insinuation is indeed an effect or a perlocutionary 

act, while at the same time being based on some conventionality—that is, if an 

insinuating utterance is such precisely because of a particular condensed history—then it 

represents a case of a conventional perlocutionary. To locate a form of conventionality 

between locutions and their consequences is to acknowledge the historicity that is 

condensed in the temporal distance between them—a gap that is wider than the 

illocutionary case and narrower than the “typical” perlocutionary. Utterances, therefore, 

do not act upon their listener in a prescribed or mechanical way in perlocutionary cases, 

yet their acting is never devoid of that condensed historicity.  

 When Malinowski eliminates any potential equivocality in phatic communion, 

depriving it of meaning and context, he renders the phatic constant not only in terms of 

its intention but also its consequence. His formulation conventionalizes the 

perlocutionary effect of the phatic, but by eliminating the context altogether he broadens 

its conventionality to the extent that it becomes devoid of that condensed historicity. He 

conventionalizes the “effect” of the phatic from “savage tribes” to the “European 

drawing-room”—two points on his linear and progressive historical line—and fixes the 

act of the phatic in a “moment” that, unlike Butler’s formulation, is devoid of history: a 

moment that remains fixed not only from one “situation” to the next—that is, from the 
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immediate surroundings of one utterance to the next—but also from one “context” to 

another—that is, based on Malinowski’s definition, from one cultural context to another.   

 European drawing-rooms were also invoked in the narrative of British travelers to 

Persia during the nineteenth century to conventionalize the consequence of excessive 

pleasantries in a different way: they equated excessive politeness to deceptive 

consequences. In both cases, disregarding differences in repetition—through negating the 

historicity of the convention, on the one hand, and through neutralizing the temporal 

space between the utterance and its effect, on the other—flattens out the force or the act 

of the phatic, rendering its consequence forever constant. If British travelers who went to 

Persia found the mode of phatic communion there too excessive, causing them confusion 

as to whether they were finding a “friend” for life or were simply “buying” something—

in reaction to which they almost unanimously translated that excess into deception—

Malinowski retrospectively sets their minds at ease, explaining that the usage of that 

language is neither to accompany shopping nor to find a friend for life; its function is 

simply to avoid silence.  

 

2- The Problem of the Gift  

 

In the first decades of the twentieth century, in the particular historical discourse in which 

ta‘ārof and phatic communion are drawing attention, the second meaning of ta‘ārof, gift-

giving, also becomes a problem, both in the works of Iranian proponents of linguistic, 

political, and economic modernity, and in Europe. Mauss’s The Gift—and its 

reverberations in the works of other thinkers such as Georges Bataille and Claude Lévi-
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Strauss on the European scene—was directly influenced by Malinowski’s work, which 

was the first to problematize the gift in modern ethnographic studies. The photograph that 

stands as the frontispiece of Malinowski’s Argonauts is captioned “A Ceremonial Act of 

Kula” and pictures a scene in which a man is offering a necklace to a Trobriand chief. 

Kula exchange is the central theme of Malinowski’s book, and it is from this center that 

the problem of the phatic was raised and discussed in his “Supplement.”61 It is almost as 

if pondering the gift entailed coining a phrase for “phatic communion.” It is perhaps not 

only phatic communion and the gift but also, implicitly, the relationship between the 

two—that is, a relationship already embedded in the term ta‘ārof—that was demanding 

attention.  

 This connection between the economic and the linguistic—between gift-giving 

and phatic communion, as well as the confusions they each caused in the case of the 

other—was raised by British travelers to Persia. The travelers, as I have discussed in the 

first chapter, reacted to conversational and linguistic “excesses” in Persian particularly 

because they caused confusion in the realm of economic exchanges. The “excessive” 

phatic had made it difficult for the travelers to distinguish between gift-giving and 

commodity-exchange. The revival of the gift in the first decades of the twentieth century 

aimed precisely at compressing the distance between commodity-exchange and gift-

giving in order to make exchange in general more humane. As such, Mauss countered the 

tenets of a capitalist economy and its “frigid utilitarian calculation,” to use his words—
																																																								
61 We can see a reverse movement from what we saw in Kaveh Bassiri’s poem “Taarof.” There, 

words dressed up and veiled made their way from the sidewalk to the center, to the scene of 

economic transactions; here the exchange is at the center and the phatic only finds itself on the 

margin, in a “supplement.”  
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one that was epitomized in Dickens’s Hard Times in the language of Bitzer. The intent to 

revive the gift, however, was carried out wary of the ambiguities and confusions that had 

troubled the utilitarian mindset of the nineteenth century. As the phatic became more and 

more regulated throughout that century in Europe (and mainly Britain)—as words’ 

presumed intentions, or non-intentions, and predicted consequences became more 

fixed—and as they took the form of a vernacular currency—as in “small[er] change” 

rather than “plenty of gold in the lump,” to borrow a figure from an article on moderate 

politeness—gift-giving inevitably had to be pursued at the expense of the gift (“The Art 

of Talking” 612).  

 The “Conclusions” of The Gift attest to Mauss’s preoccupation with his 

contemporary moment and his striving for the allegory of reconciliation after the First 

World War. “Let us extend our observation to the present day,” Mauss begins the 

“Conclusions,” which consist of three types, “Moral Conclusions,” “Political and 

Economic Conclusions,” and “Sociological and Ethical Conclusions.” In each type, he 

addresses his contemporary surroundings in order to discuss how “our everyday morality 

is concerned with the question of obligation and spontaneity in the gift” (Mauss 63).  

 In the body of the essay, Mauss famously outlines three kinds of obligations in the 

institution of gift-giving among Polynesian clans: the obligation to give, the obligation to 

receive, and the obligation to reciprocate. “To refuse to give, or to fail to invite,” Mauss 

writes, “is—like refusing to accept—the equivalence of a declaration of war; it is a 

refusal of friendship and intercourse” (11). The third obligation is of a different order. 

What compels the receiver of a gift to reciprocate is a spiritual power, or hau, in the thing 

given (Mauss 9). Hau inspires reciprocity because it “wants to return to the place of its 
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birth” (Mauss 9). The gift is thus never “completely alienated,” precisely because of the 

spiritual power within the thing given. The given “remains attached to its owner and is, 

therefore, at the same time both inalienable and alienated” (Godelier 24). Hau or the 

spiritual power here justifies and almost legislates the terms of gift-giving and 

reciprocity. 

 In his “Conclusions,” Mauss assesses the possibility of returning to the 

obligations of the gift. Instead of appealing to hau, however, he resorts to law. He is 

heartened by the evaluation that “our morality is not solely commercial” yet, and that “we 

still have people and classes who uphold past customs and we bow to them on special 

occasions and at certain periods of the year” (Mauss 63). In his era of bourgeois 

capitalism, Mauss’s account of the gift’s legacy seems, however, “too optimistic and, 

indeed, nostalgic about how certain characteristics of his time might still be seen as, or 

developed in terms of, the gift’s moral order,” as George E. Marcus observes (41-42). 

The nostalgic account resonates in the “Conclusions,” which is punctuated by the term 

“return.” Not only must we “always return more than we receive,” as “to accept without 

returning or returning more is to face subordination,” but also “we should return to 

customs of this sort,” because we should “return to the old and elemental” (63-67). The 

word “return” also rhymes because this “return” to the old and the elemental does not, 

according to Mauss, correspond to a legal upheaval but is rather a “return to law” (66). It 

is in this latter sense that Mauss is not only nostalgic but also optimistic: he deems that 

reviving the gift can occur through a return to law. 

 Mauss enumerates several acts of legislation in France and Germany to show the 

“dawn and realization of professional morality and corporate law” (66). The recognition 
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of artistic ownership “beyond the right to sell the manuscript, invention or work of art” 

by 1923 in France is one such law. Legislation of social insurance in France and some 

“ingenious innovations like the family funds freely and enthusiastically provided by the 

industrialists for workers with families” are other examples62 “Thus we are returning to a 

group morality,” Mauss optimistically proclaims, by “returning to the ever-present bases 

of law” (66-70). “The theme of the gift, of freedom and obligation in the gift, of 

generosity and self-interest in giving” then reappears, Mauss notes, “in our own society 

like the resurrection of a dominant motif long forgotten” (66). Yet in resurrecting the gift, 

in returning to it through a return to law and legislation, Mauss risks eliminating “the 

gift” altogether. 

 The Gift ends up speaking of “everything but the gift,” Derrida asserts (Given 

Time 24). “For there to be a gift, there must be no reciprocity, return, exchange, 

countergift, or debt” (Given Time 24). This is how the gift is defined in “our language”—

that is, Derrida’s language—and “a few familiar languages” (Given Time 12). Therefore, 

for there to be a gift, it must not be recognized as a gift because as soon as it is 

recognized as a gift it either entails reciprocity or it creates debt: “If there is no gift, there 

is no gift, but if there is gift held or beheld as gift by the other, once again there is no gift; 

in any case the gift does not exist and does not present itself. If it presents itself, it no 

longer presents itself” (Given Time 15). Accordingly, writes Derrida, insofar as Mauss’s 

																																																								
62 According to Maurice Godelier, in 1921, Mauss drew up a “social-democratic program” in 

which he asked the state to provide workers with material assistance and social protection. But he 

also appealed to the rich and the powerful to demonstrate the kind of self-interested generosity 

that was practiced by the Melanesian chiefs and the Kwakiutl noblemen, and that had formerly 

been exercised in Europe by the ancient Celtic and Germanic noblemen (Godelier 22).  
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The Gift deals with all that precludes the gift—debt, reciprocity, and so forth—it speaks 

of everything but the gift. Derrida therefore suggests that only “absolute forgetting” can 

be the condition of “a gift event” (16). This forgetting, he emphasizes, is not a 

psychoanalytic forgetting but an absolute forgetting, a forgetting that forgets itself. Yet 

the story with which Derrida concludes his book is less about forgetting than about 

ambiguity.  

 Charles Baudelaire’s “Counterfeit Money,” which is the end piece of Derrida’s 

Given Time, narrates a scene of giving that is suspended between gift-giving and not-gift-

giving. A passerby gives a poor man a coin and then calmly confesses to his friend—the 

narrator—who was “surprised” by his friend’s generous contribution that the coin was 

counterfeit (Given Time 173). Was the coin indeed counterfeit? The question remains 

lingering in the story, almost as if its authenticity bargains with the narrator, the friend, 

and the narrative. If it was a counterfeit coin, could that act of giving be considered as a 

gift precisely because it was a counterfeit and did not allow for any form of reciprocity, 

not even in the form of self-gratification? If it was not, was it not a gift because it actually 

never presents itself as a “gift” in the narrative? This ambiguity in terms of what that 

“giving” was seems to be the only possibility for a glance at the gift, even if only in that 

sliding between the authentic and the counterfeit, for the narrative never allows for the 

gift to present itself completely.  

 Baudelaire’s story begins with a “strange spacing,” from “the moment the two 

friends—of whom one is the narrator—take their distance, one from the other, but first of 

all together from the tobacconist’s” (Given Time 122). “As we were leaving the 

tobacconist’s, my friend carefully separated his change,” the story begins. This separating 
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or spacing at the outset of the story as the two depart a point might remind us of Gertrude 

Bell’s story about suspicious gifts in Persia. “As we were coming through the garden in 

the dusk one evening a somewhat ragged stranger accosted us and handed us a long-

haired kitten,” begins Bell’s narrative, “Mal-e shuma!” [it is your possession] he said” 

(120). The two passages share a structure of spacing. In both there is a given-space in 

which an event of giving occurs followed by an attempt to distinguish the gift from a 

commodity in one story and from a counterfeit in the other. In both passages there is a 

desire to locate the locus of exchange and arrest its moment to render legible the true 

economy that is at play. Yet the moment elongates and the spot spans in both stories: 

creating the condition of the gift, or the gift of the condition. And as such one category—

gift—might slide into the other—commodity, or a counterfeit. The two might not be so 

different after all. A commodity given as a gift is a kind of counterfeit gift. 

 This spacing in both stories has an element of “surprise.” In “Counterfeit Money,” 

the narrator, surprised by his friend’s generous contribution, says, “My friend’s offering 

was considerably larger than mine, and I said to him: ‘You are right; next to the pleasure 

of feeling surprise, there is none greater than to cause a surprise’” (Given Time 173). In 

the other story, Bell, having received the cat, writes, “We were surprised, but since we 

had been making inquiries for long-haired kittens we thought that some kind 

acquaintance had heard of our wants and taken this opportunity of making us a present, 

presents from casual acquaintances being not uncommon in the East” (120). In both 

stories the element of surprise is followed by an immediate justification and reasoning 

that undoes the surprise that the act of giving had caused for the narrators.  
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 But questions of the gift and counterfeit gift surpass justifications and reasoning. 

After the narrator in “Counterfeit Money” concedes that his friend “is right,” that there is 

no greater pleasure “than to cause a surprise,” as if to settle the act of giving, the giving 

continues to unfold. Only after Bell reasons that presents from casual acquaintances are 

not uncommon in the East, the space begins to stretch. Bell’s story continues: “But the 

Persian did not seem satisfied; he followed us with dogged persistence, and at length the 

thought struck us that it might not be a gift after all” (120). In “Counterfeit Money” the 

friend confesses, as the two continue on their way, “It was a counterfeit coin” (173). The 

space that spans and the act of giving that continues to surprise—the giving that unfolds 

in that space and at the same time constitutes the space of the narrative—is the condition 

of the gift and the gift of condition, to use Derrida’s words loosely (Given Time 122). We 

are not faced here with a saturated context or context of situation that would eliminate the 

equivocality of the giving or the saying. Rather, the equivocality of the two is shaping the 

context, the condition, and the space.  

 Edward Granville Browne’s story of gift-giving in Persia is also a story of 

spacing: “I have often been given a handful of roses or other flowers by a passing 

peasant, who continued on his way after the accomplishment of this little act of courtesy 

without once pausing or looking back in expectation of receiving a reward” (68). The 

mode and the economy of exchange in all three narratives can only be grasped through 

letting the passage unfold, contingent on the intentions of the giver but also contingent on 

the space, on the force of words, the gaze that might look back or forward, the thoughts 

that might strike; contingent on pausing or passing. This spacing permits the sliding of 

categories. It almost creates a space for some in-between-ness, for something that cannot 
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be so easily put into the dichotomies of “gift” versus “commodity,” “true gift” versus 

“counterfeit,” “friendship” versus “shopping.” It points to something like a quasi-

friendship, a quasi-gift. In such an ambiguous space a giving is never “tantamount” to a 

mere “declaration” of a clear-cut intention, or of a clear-cut consequence, to (mis)use 

Browne’s definition of gift-giving in Persia.  

 In his attempt to return to the gift by legislating it, by curtailing the space between 

the giving, its intention, and its consequence, Mauss—like Malinowski in the case of 

phatic communion—eliminates any chance of such sliding and hence eliminates the 

condition for the gift. What is shared in Mauss and Malinowski’s treatments of the gift 

and the phatic is that, in their pursuit of communion and fellowship, they seek to render 

the gift and the phatic completely unambiguous, constant and predictable—one by 

legislating the gift and the other by eliminating the context of utterance.  

 Reverberations of Mauss’s study of “the gift” in the works of Lévi-Strauss and 

Bataille continue to diminish any form of possible ambiguity in gift-giving. Lévi-Strauss 

affirms that “the theory of reciprocity” is, in anthropology, “as soundly based as the 

gravity theory in astronomy” (Structural Anthropology 162). It is Mauss, according to 

Lévi-Strauss, who “revolutionized anthropological theory,” but he also lost sight of the 

methodological principles he had outlined (Structural Anthropology 161). In striving to 

square his account of the gift, Mauss “reconstruct[ed] a whole out of parts,” and added 

“to the mixture an additional quantity which [gave] him the illusion of squaring his 

account” (Lévi-Strauss, Intro to Mauss, 47). This quantity is hau, according to Lévi-

Strauss. Striving to replace hau, Lévi-Strauss in turn proposes a more “rationalist” 

account: 
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 Hau is a product of indigenous reflection […]. “Papuan and Melanesian,” 

 [Mauss] notes, “have only one word to designate buying and selling, lending and 

 borrowing. Antithetical operations are expressed by the same word. That is ample 

 proof that the operations in question are far from antithetical”; that they are just 

 two modes of a selfsame reality. We do not need hau to make the synthesis, 

 because the antithesis does not exist. The antithesis is a subjective illusion of 

 ethnographers, and sometimes also of indigenous people who, when reasoning 

 about themselves—as they quite often do—behave like ethnographers[.] (Intro to 

 Mauss 49)  

 

Lévi-Strauss thus eliminates the problem of hau and replaces it with the logic of 

exchange—that is, giving equals taking—and justifies this equation by reference to the 

Papuan and Melanesian languages. But to reduce gifting to exchange is “quite simply to 

annul the very possibility of the gift” (Derrida, Given Time 76).63  

 

3- The Problem of Ambiguity 

 

The fact that at the same time that Malinowski is pondering “phatic communion,” and he 

and Mauss are studying the gift, Dāvar, Jamālzādeh, and Iraj Mirzā are also thinking 

																																																								
63 In The Accursed Share, Georges Bataille, a student of Mauss, returns to The Gift to propose the 

impulse to spend instead of Mauss’s formulation of the impulse to give. “Changing from 

perspectives of restrictive economy to those of general economy,” Bataille seeks to eliminate the 

obligation to reciprocate in giving: “If part of wealth […] is doomed to destruction or at least to 

unproductive use without any possible profit, it is logical, even inescapable, to surrender 

commodities without return” (Bataille 1991, 26-27). Even in this formulation the essential 

ambiguity that might condition the gift is eliminated, as giving is necessarily unreciprocated.   
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about ta‘ārof, at both layers of its meaning—as pleasantries and as gift-giving—might 

indeed suggest that Malinowski’s observation was not too farfetched. Phatic communion 

does stay the same insofar as it is problematized in two drastically distinct “contexts of 

situation,” yet in divergent epistemologies, in the case at hand, in England and Iran.  

 If on the European site the attempt is to recover the gift through legislation, and to 

revive phatic communion through eliminating ambiguities of “meaning,” the attempt on 

the Iranian site is to eliminate ta‘ārof to become linguistically, politically, and 

economically “modern.” It is precisely ta‘ārof’s ambiguity that motivates efforts to 

replace it, in its verbal valences, with the moderate adab, and with pishkesh (gift) or 

reshveh (bribery) in economic contexts.  

 It is worth remembering that Browne defines ta‘ārof as a gift for which “no return 

is usually expected, at any rate in money.” Almost portraying a glimpse of the un-

reciprocal gift, Browne quickly loses his grip of this “true gift”: “Sometimes, however, 

the term [ta‘ārof] is used by one who, while desirous of receiving the monetary 

equivalent of that which he offers, does not wish to admit his social inferiority to the 

person to whom the present is offered by using the term pish-kesh” (68). The “times” that 

Browne sets aside as exceptions remain essential to the definition of ta‘ārof for the very 

fact that they sometimes occur—for the spacing they sometimes create. In its every 

iteration, ta‘ārof occasions the possibility of the structure of spacing, which in turn 

provides the condition for a sliding of a giving into a commodity or a bribe, of a saying 

into a friendship or shopping. As such ta‘ārof is the very ambiguity—at both layers of 

meaning—that Malinowski and Mauss seek to regulate while intent on reviving the gift 
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and the phatic. One could almost imagine that Mauss and Malinowski would have 

preferred adab to ta‘ārof. 
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Coda: The Global Phatic Market 

 
 
 
In an anecdotal description of the hegemonic form of today’s labor, Paolo Virno writes: 

“Thirty years ago, in many factories there were signs posted that commanded: ‘Silence, 

men at work!’” (90). In today’s workplace “one could well put up signs mirroring those 

of the past, but declaring: ‘Men at work here. Talk!’” (91). Part of the silence now 

circumvented, even forbidden, at the workplace in Virno’s account is filled with 

pleasantries that can engineer a feeling of ease or a sense of friendship. The silence 

avoided per this new sign, which carves itself on top of the previous timeworn sign, 

almost mirrors the silence that phatic communion seeks to avoid per Malinowski’s 

account. The phatic that was sought along with the gift to retrieve sociability in the earlier 

decades of the twentieth century has now been appropriated by a market that is ever more 

loquacious, one that simulates a sense of friendship as a commodity to be circulated. The 

engineered sense of comfort and bond produced in the labor of language today might not 

be any less authentic than the simulated friendship that Graeber had seen in a Middle 

Eastern bazaar, or that Bell had experienced in Persia. The former, however, forges a 

more predictable and fixed sense of friendship, one in which the phatic and the gift 

circulate with “presumed” consequences. Yet the perlocutionary can never become 

completely predictable. The space it occasions between an utterance and its consequence 

comes with potential contingencies. The utterance can never become one with its effect. 

And this space, no matter how conventionalized, is perhaps the gleam of the phatic and 

the gift.  
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 For the simulated friendship in a post-Fordist economy, and the language that 

enables it, to flow globally as a commodity—or money-commodity, as it was rendered in 

nineteenth-century Britain—another form of friendship had to be forged, not between the 

customer and the laborer but between one language and another. The uneven friendship 

that Price sought to build with Mirza Saulih and Abu’l-Hassan Khan points to the 

condition of possibility for the emergence of a more even and standardized language of 

pleasantry across languages. The distrust of ta‘ārof as a verbal act that is entwined with 

commerce—a feeling that surfaces in Mirza Saulih’s manuscript—is an embryonic 

symptom of a broader hyper-consciousness of one’s non-Western language, pleasantries, 

and the forms of simulated friendship that they might permit.  

 In the globalized contemporary context—overdetermined by calculation, debt, 

and exchange—I have proposed a genealogy of how the phatic that circulates today in the 

economic scene, producing through its circulation calculable surplus-value, was shaped. I 

have discussed how, hand-in-hand with capitalism, colonial aspirations came to rectify 

“excessive” forms of the language of pleasantries, which could potentially render the 

process of commodity-exchange more complex. The formation of a moderate and 

inclusive politeness that I have traced in nineteenth-century Britain was an important 

phase in enabling a form of phatic communion that could circulate in that society, 

changing hands, as it were, like small coins in the market. The formulation of pleasantries 

as commodity or money-commodity, however, was accompanied by the shaping of the 

notion of sincere and transparent character. The moral undertone of such sincerity—

embedded also in cross-cultural declarations of “friendship”—enabled a globalized 

circulation of the idea of transparent character, equated with a non-excessive, moderate 
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tongue. It is through the term “character,” after all, that Mohammad-Ali Jamālzādeh 

seeks that sincerity in the Iranian context of the early twentieth century. Today’s 

economy, we might say, has in general absorbed the labor of language and, in particular, 

assimilated the language of pleasantry; as a result, the idea of transparency has shifted yet 

again, this time from the intentionality of sincere characters to the effective and 

transparent circulation of commodities in the market.	
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